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INTRODUCTION
This paper briefly describes the principal known commercial and near
commercial deposits of gold-bearing gravel and the principal placer
mining operations of Idaho County, Idaho. It is one of a series of
similar papers on western mining districts.
The data used in writi~ this paper were gathered during the summer
of 1937. Information concerning gold-bearing gravels was obtained from
prospectors and operators, while 0p~rators supplied most of the data
on mining operations. No a~tempt was made actually to test the gravels.
The princip~~ object of the ex~i.nation was to indicate placer areas
worthy of further investigation by prospective operato·rs.
Doubtless, "there are some know:n placer deposits in the county which
the authors have overlooked;. moreover, new deposits yet remain to be
discovered. However, in view of the inte~sive search for placer deposits
conducted in the early days and again since the recent revival of placer
gold mining, it is not likely that mru~ important deposits remain unknown
in this area.
ACKNOWL:!IDG!..{ENTS
The authors wish to express their thanks for the whole-hearted
cooperation rendered by the prospectors, mine operators, and other
residents of Idaho County. In preparing some sections of the paper,
frequent reference has been made to earlier writings, which will be acknowledged. later.
The maps shown herei.n are based on maps supplied by the United States
Forest Service.
LOCATION
Idaho County (fig. l) covers an area of 8,539 sauare miles in northcentral Idaho. Most of it lies between latitudes 45° N. and 46o 30 1 N.,
and between longitudes ll4o 30 1 W. and 116° 30 1 W.
Grangeville, the county seat and largest town, is on U.

s.

Highway

79 miles by rond southeast of Lewi. ston, Idaho, and 210 miles by road

95,

north of Boise, Idaho.
.ETSTORY OF PLACER MINING
According to Jellum,~ the first discovery of gold in north central
was made by a trapper named Jean de Lassier in the summer of 1857•
This discovery was on Orofino Creek in what is now Clearwater County.
Id~~o

ljj Jell urn, s. P., Some Central Idaho Gold Districts:
News, Spok~ne, Wash., 1909.
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Credit for the discovery, however, is usually given to Capt. E. D. Pierce,
who led a party of men into the region late in 1859 or early in 1860 and
discovered gold on Canal Gulch, a tributary of Orofino Creek, near the
present _townsite of Pierce. According to Trimble2/, Pierce returned to
Walla Walla and, in November 1860, Sergeant I. C. Smith led 60 men to
Canal Gulch, where they engaged in mining during the following winter.
Forty-one claims are said to have yielded gold averaging 27 cents to the
pan. Early the following March, four or five hundred men left Walla Walla
for the diggi11gs, and by August 1861, 2,500 men were at work.
T~imble further states that early
fino penetrated the unknown region e£
Part of these men were turned back by
discovered the Elk City district. By
said to have had 2,000 inhabitants.

in 1861 a party of 52 men from Orothe South Fork of the Clearwater.
hostile Indians, but the rest
the winter of 1861-62, Elk City is

first discovery of gold in the Florence district is said by
Laney§; to have been made by a party of 23 men, who left Orofino early
in 1861. After testing bars along the Salmon River and while exploring
for a practicable route through to Elk City, they made a very rich discovery
of placer gold in September a short distance north of the Salmon. Before
winter set in, the townsite of Florence had been laid out and 500 to 800
men were in the district. Trimbleii states that the gravel ran as high
as $40 a pan P..nd that miners were averaging $100 a dey. Trimble also states
that by June 1862 the town books of Florence recorded 1,319 claims worked
by about 4,200 men. The richest ground was found on Baboon Gulch, from
which a man named Weiser is said to have tru~en $6,600 in one dB¥·
T9~

The Warren district was discovered by James Warren, who according to
Laney,~/ organized a party at Lewiston, Idaho, in August 1862 and within a
month returned to report the discovery of new and rich diggings south of
the Salmon River. By Uovember, 400.men were in the district taking out
$14 to $20 a dey. Trimble states that by 1S65 there were 1,500 men in the
Warren district, but tha.t by 1S67 t...'1.e number had dropped to 500.
Other placer deposits, such as those at Newsome, Dixie, and the bars
along the Salmon, were discovered almost simult~~eously with t~ose already
mentioned. Activity was intense for a few years, but, with the exhaustion
of the richest deposits, white miners began leaving the region, to be
followed, about 1872, by a swarm of Chinese, who for some years worked
ground left by the white miners and reworked many of the old tailings.

5} Trimble, William J., The Mining Advance Into the Inland Empire:
of Wisconsin Bull. 368, 1914.
2./ Laney, F. B., Unpublished manuscript.
Jj Worked cited.
~ Worked cited.
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After the exhaustion of the rich "skim" diggings, a number of large
hydraulic mines were operated on the high gravels along the South Fork
of the Clearwater and on the benches in the vicinit,r of Burgdorf; a few
attempts at dredging were made at various times. Nevertheless, the total
placer production of the region continued to decline until 1917, after
which production was negligible until the beginning of the recent depression, when the placer production of Idaho County increased from 153
ounces of gold in 1930 to 17,432 ounces in 1933·
Higher gold prices, the development of new equipment, especially
the small bucket dredge and the dragline plant, together with greatly
improved roads, all have combined during the past four years to make
possible the working of many deposits that formerly could not have been
worked at a profit. In the summer of 1937, three bucket dJ:·edges, two
draglines, and two hydraulic operations were uorking on a fairly large
scale; numerous small plants were producing some gold. Two plants of the
dragline type were under construction and large-scale testing operations
were under ~ay at several points.
PRODUCTION
No accurate records of early production were kept but
varying estimates have been made. The most conservative,
most dependable, estimates known to the writers are those
end Thomson ~?.nd Ballard1Q/. These estimates are given in
table:
Esti~ated

District

numerous widely
and probably
of Lindgren9f,
the fc"'_lowing

early nroduction of gold in Idaho County
Lindgren

Florence
$15,000,000 to $30,000,000
Elk City
$5,000,000 to ~10,000,000
Warren
Over $15,000,000
Newsome
Dixie
Other districts

Thomsona.nd Ballard
$22,500,000
18,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
2,500,000

These estimates indicate that prior to the recent revival in gold
mining, Ida~o ColL~ty had produced between $40,000,000 and $60,000,000
in gold. The estimates include both placer and lode gold; the placer
production has been so greatly in excess of that from the lodes, however,
that in such an estimate a subdivision would be pointless.

9J

Lindgren, Wa.ldemer, A Geological Reconnaissance Across. the Ei tterroot ..
Range .and Clearwater Mountains in Montana and Idaho: Geol. Survey
Prof. Paper 27, 1904.
~ Thomson, F. A., and Ballard, s. M., Geology and Gold Resources of
North Central Idaho: IdElho Bureau of Mines and Geology Bull. 7, 1924.
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In Professional Paper 27 of the Geological Survey, Lindgren presents
the following tables of gold production in Idaho County, compiled from
mint records:

1895
1896
1897
1893

- $243,700
- 155,350
- 236,500
- 203,500

1399 1900 19011902 -

$166,000
152,000
161,500
157 '023

It is probable that considerable gold was produced during this period
which was not recorded by the mint.
Since 1905 the yearly production of both placer ~~d lode gold in
Id.aho County has been compiled from offiCial records and published in
Mineral Resources of the United States ~"'ld in its successor, the Minerals
Yearbook. The following table· is aostracted from these publications:
Year

Placer production,
ounces of fine gold

2,289
3.371
1,964
2,064
1,380
883
931
1,246
909
982
1,360
1,033
553
232
238
~75
48
a63
02

1905
1906
1907
190$
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
192a
192
192~
192
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
193a
193
1935
1936

_13-t..lQl

Total

101,354
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42a90
450
394
28~

23
153
2,869

8,an

17, 32
17 ,4H~
18,728

Lode production,
ounces of fine gold

3,254
4,902
3,393
7,268
3,546
2,201
2,710
2,728
1,153
1,132
3,341
5,222
9,698
3, 738
394
32
522
655
752
1,562
1,158
210
274
1,334
2,035

3.~~a
l,o
4,557
8,211

6,81~

8,25
15,656
122,008
- 9-

Total,
ounces of fine gold

10,543
8,273
5,357
9,332
9,926
3,089
3,641
3.974
2,062
2,114
4, 701
6,255
10,251
3.970
632
207
970
1,018
1,154
1,801
1,~~g
668
1,623
2,269
a·786
.53 a
13,1a
2a,6 3
2 ,237
26,982
28,959
223,362

I. C. 7023
In 1935 some production was reported from lt.o6 placer mines and 46
lode mines; in 1936 the reported production came from 229 placer mines
and 50 lode mines. The drop in nu~:ber of producing placer mines and in
total placer production apparently is due to increased general employment
with resultant falling off in number of individual placer miners.
TOPOGRAPHY
With the exception of a comparatively small area of rolling farm
land in the northwestern corner of the county near Grangeville, the regie":
is rugged and mountainous throughout. There are, however, no well-defined
mountain ranges; the region may best be described as a deeply dissected
plateau. Most of the upland area is from 4,000 to 7 ,COO feet above sea
level; the higher ridges are about S,OOO feet above sea level and a few
peaks reach an altitude of over 9,000 feet. The upland area is characterized by a mature topography and by U-shaped valleys suggestive of glacial
action; these valleys are occupied by the smaller streams and the headwaters Of the larger strea~s. The rivers and nome of the larger creeks
occupy deep steep-walled canyons, which are eroded down to from 3,000
feet to 1,400 feet above sea level.
The most striking topographic feature of the region is the Salmon
River canyon, which cuts from east to west across the southern part of
the county, then turns abruptly northward, and crosses the county from
south to north. This canyon is between 4,000 and 5,000 feet deep and has
formed an effective b?xrier to cross-country travel. Other rivers whose
canyons cut deeply into the region are the Selway, Lochsa, South Fork
of the Salmon, and South Fork of the Clearwater; the Middle Fork of the
Salmon forms part of the eastern boundary of the county.
CLIMATE .AND VEGETATION
The lower parts of the deep c~rons are characterized by mild winters
and excessively hot summers; rainfall is light and vegetation sparse.
Water for irrigation is easily obtainable, however, and l~~iant truck
gardens m8lf be cultivated on the river bars and lower bench land.
The higher parts of the canyon walls and all of the upland area are
within the Nez Perce, Idaho, Bitterroot, or Lolo National Forests and are
well timbered v;ith Pce'~C-orosa. pine, Dougl:;.s fir, EngJ.G"l:an r,pruce, tamarack,
and lodF;&··pole pine. ~he cl:1 mate n.t the::;e hic;1er e.l t.'. f:.uclec is cool in
summer ar_d cold in >.-inter. Frost or an occas:i. o.·:al li,_ 1t s>mwfall m8lf
occur in any of the summer months; the wir.ter snows D•.;<Sin to pile up in
November and remain on the ground until May or late June, depending on
the altitude.
Weather statistics in the m1n1ng districts are not available; however,
the following tables of weather statistics in the larger towns will give
some idea of general weather conditions in the surrounding country.
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Precipi tationl/
Gra.ngevi"l1e

Warren
Rt.e:dns
l
68>5
>5.~>52
2a322
Precipitajion, SnowfalJ, Precipi taJion, ~nowf~, Precipi t5)ion,
inchesg_
Month
~nches
inches3.
inches.2
inche:a
4.2
1.22
2.15
15.8
2.45
January. • •
February ••
1.65
10.7
~-35
5·5
1.a6
March •••••
2.0i
2.52
1. 3
I 11.5
1.4
April •••••
o.
1.80
4.7
2.55
1.55
111ay •••••••
0
2.01
2.13
1.5
3-50
June .......
T
0
1.54
1.92
3-10
July ••••••
.85
.47
0
·79
I 00
August ••••
0
1.22
1.09
.63
I 0.1
September.
2.07
0
1.54
1.03
October •••
1.4
2.34
loll
0
1-32
I
november ••
I 5·5
1.21
1.1
2.13
2.27
I 10.6
2.g-,
1.82
1.43
2.-,
December ••
!
22.61
15.16
I 61.8
25-77
I 15.4
I
records,
United States Weather Bureau.
V_ Official
?J Average of 20 years observation.
~/ Average of 16 years observation.
~ Average of 10 years observation.
5/ Average of 12 years observation.
Town
Altitude

Temperatures

Month
January ••••
February •••
March ••••••
April ••••••
Ma.v ••••••••

June •••••••
July ••••••.
August •••••
September ••
October ••••
November •••
December •••
Year •••••••

Grangeville
Riggins
( ll).:.:vear aver ae:c
(11-year aver~e)
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean
maximum minimUJ!l Hi~Z:hest Lowest maximum minimum I!i.e:hest
61
41.9
34.6
20.3 I
-22
27-3
55
46.7
62
-20
29.4
69
39-2
23·3
I
44.8
28.0
68
52.8
32.6
76
- 5
82
21
63.2 a7-6 ! 90
53·3
a4·3
2.8
28
60.6
69.8
98
0.3
96
104
68.4
47.2
76.6
45.7
32
93
104
81.5
89.0
107
52.2
52.6
39
I
102
110
S7.6
52.0
83.1
51-7 I
37
42.4
27
75.4 ~1
67.3
95
95
88
81
.)8:8
65.2
36.1 I
13
57·3
46.2
28.0
-11
51.1
70
32·9
77
28.6
22.3
58
-17 I 42.6
63
37·9
104
56.2
-22
35.4
38·9 I 110
63·5
I

1

I

I

-11-

·Lowest
- 3
-12
3
23
28
31

a6

28
22
-(3
0

-13

·-
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The following table lists the monthly snow stake readings as recorded
by the United States Forest Service at three points in the mountains of
U!.aho County. The Ranger Stations at which these observations were
tru~en are all within a few hundred feet, one way or the other, of being
5,000 feet above sea level. Read.ings are' in inches of snow actually on
the ground.
Station
Adams
lg)o
Year
lg)2
lg~l
lg1--s
January ••• I 12
42
34
36
February •• 24
60
60
25
March ••••• 24
61
60
35
April ••••• 24
38
54
63
24
0
0
Iv1:ay • •. • • • •
30
October •••
0
0
0
0
4
November ••
0
l}2
5
42 i 15
December •• ! 14
12 1'
lf Average of Dixie Ranger station and

1C)--s4

Dixie
lg--s6
42
30
25
55
66.
~6·
::> !
56.
12
1

lC)O:S~

Red River
lq~6

17
19
54
25
29
29
2
36
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
/6 i
18
12
10
10 i
Red River Ranger station.

15 '
~o
1

TR.ANSPORr:'ATION
Until recently the mining districts of Idaho County have been handicapred by lack of roads. Road:s from the mining settlements to the railheads at Stites, GrangeviUe, or McCall were little more than wagon trails
through the mountains, although some of them could be traversed by automobile during the summer months; in winter the region was almost entirely
isolated. Most of the mines were connected with the settlements by pack
trails only.
The eiJiployment of large nu'Ttbers of men on public works during the
depression has brought about great improvement in transportation conditions throughout the country. An excellent dirt and gravel forest highway
follows the valley of the South Fork of the Clearwater from Grangeville
to Elk.City, Red River Ra11ger Sta.tion, Red River Hot Springs, and thence
over the J3i tterroot Mountains to H~mil ton, Mont. This· road is kept open
for winter travel between Grangeville and Elk City, a two-hour. drive by
passenger car. Good mo1h~tain roads connect the highway with Dixie,
Orogrande, and many other points in the area, as shoun in figure 2.
Since the construction and improvement of the main forest roads, private
operators have.built a number of short roads to individual mines.
Burgdorf and Warren may be reached over a good forest highway from
McCall or from Riggins by way of French Creek. As is . the case north of
the Salmon, secondary roads have been built to most of the important
mines and mining districts. Road c:::.:. gtances are shown on figure 2.
U. s. Highwe~ No •. 95 (see fig. 1) is kept open for winter travel but,
with the exception of the Grengeville-Elk Oi ty and Grangeville-Orogrande
roads, the mining districts are closed to wheeled motor transport during
~
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f"IIUra 2.-Gold belt, Idaho County, Idaho, showiiiJ roads. trails, and mining districts.
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the winter months. Supplies and passengers, however, are transported
to the principal settlements by tractor-drawn sleds throughout the winter.
The roads are usually closed to automobile travel sometime during November,
although on some roads travel frequently continues until late in December.
Automobile travel is usually resumed sometime during Ma..v or June, depending
on the altitude.
At present there is no route of travel across or along the Salmon
River except on Highway No. 95· However, a highway is under construction
from Riggins to Salmon City along the bottom of the Salmon River c~von.
In 1937 this road had been built to the eastward about 4 miles east of
the mouth of French Creek and was entering the heart of the Idaho County
mining districts. From Salmon City the road had been built westward to
below Shoup, but at the present rate of construction will not reach the
mining districts of Idaho Coun~r for a number of years. This road will
be open for travel throughout the year, and the building of feeder roads
from the upland areas down tributary valleys will permit north-south
travel across the Selmon &~d afford quicker end easier access to most of
the mining districts. This shortening of the routes of approach to many
mining districts ~ill also lengthen the travel season materially and will,
in many cases, permit the roads to be kept open for ell-year travel at
comparatively small expense.
The railhead for districts north of the Salmon is now at Grangeville;
for districts south of the Salmon at McCall. Both towns are served by
the Union Pacific Railroad. There is no railroad connection between
Grangeville and McCall; conseauently, freight is shipped south from
Spokane or Lewiston to Grange..;ille and north from Boise to McCall. The
rail distance from Lewiston to Grangeville is 77 miles; from noise to
McCall, 148 miles.
:i:rucking ltates
Freight is truc)::ed into the region north of the Salmon from GrangevilL~; into all ·but one of the Ideho Cou..Tlty clistricts south 0f the

Salmont from McCaJ.l. T}le Ramey Ridge district and otl1er territory tributar-.r to Big Creek P.O. sets its freight by wey of Cascade. A lar.o·e proportion of the supplies "b:;.·ought into the region, or of the ore shipp~d
out, is hauled by truck directl~r from the lro·ge:- supply centers or· to the
smelters.
Because of the relatively sm<'lll freight shipments in or out of
central Idaho, rates are not yet wcll-establ:i.shed and tend to va:rv considerably for hauls of tho same lensth. Tho follo'l.'ints table pres~nts some
of the rates that wore j}aid in the swnmor of 1937; these apply chiefly to
small or irregular shipments. Where the rate is given in dollars -nor 100
pounds, ~ t applies to irro?,"l.llar shipments of lei-}S. than truck supplies,
usuall~ J.n load lots; when gi von in dolln.rs por ton it applies to shipmont 01 honvy freight, such as concentrates.
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Between
Elk City and

7023
Rate per
ton-mile

Gra~geville •••••••
Lewiston ••••••••••
Spokane •••••••••••

61
138
253

••• $0.40 hundredweight •• $0.13
.10
do •
• • • ·70
••
1.10
do
•
.087
•• •
••

Dixie and Elk City •••••••••••••
Kellogg, Idaho •••••••

28
337

do •
• • • ·35
••
• • • S.5ol_j ton •••.••.•••

Orogrande and Grangeville ••••••
Kellogg, Idaho •••

66
314

• •• .50 hundredweight ••
••• 14.oo ton ••••••••..•

Maxshall Lake
Mining Dlst.?:./ and McCall......
48
or
do. • • • • • •
48
Warren
Boise.......
158
do. • • • • • •
158
Salt Lake City,
Utah...
545
Big Creek P.O. and Cascade •••••
Boise •••••••

1/
g/

Cost of supplies and labor on.ly.
in 3-ton Chevrolet truck at cost
labor one man.
The Marshall Lake minint:; district
Burgdorf P.O. Rates to :Burgdorf

.25
.025

.i5
.045

••• 5.00 ton •••••••••••
••• .50 hundredweight ••
••• 10.00 ton •••••••••••
••• .90 hundredweight ••

.10

••• 26.00

.048

ton •••••••••••

.70 hundredweight ••
... 1.20
do •

.21
.063
.112

.17
.15

Ha~led 3 1/2 tons of concentrate
of $15 for gas end oil, and 3 days

is aoout 17 miles by road_north of
shoul<?- be slightly lower •

... 13 a ...
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The above rates are on small and irregular shipments.
could be obtained on large or regular shipments.

Better rates

POWER
At Warren, a hydroelectr~c power plant of the Unity Gold Production
Co. was supplying power for the Unity lode mine and the two dredges of
the Baumhoff & Fisher Co. It is believed that a very small amount of
power is still available for purchase from this ·source. All other
mining oper·ations in the county ;h,ave to depend upon their own power
plants; the pl'acer' mines were using either gasoline or Diesel power.
Actual power costs at two plants are given.under the description of the
Deadwood dr~dge ~ ) and the Dixie placer (p.
).
Fuel
In 1937, mine operators were paying 11 to :12-1/2 cents a gallon
for Diesel oil delivered to the vicinity of Elk City, Burgdorf, or
Warren. More remote districts w~re pqying as high as 14 or _15 cents
a gallon. A standard grade of gasoline was selling at retail for the
following prices:

Town
Grangeville •••••
McCall ••••••••••
Elk City ••••••••
Dixie ••.••.....•
Burgdorf ••••••••

Price per gallon
( includilll2: Federal tax)

$0.22
.21
.25
.28
.25

I

'I

State tax

$0.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

Total

$0.27
.26
·30
·33
·30

A rebate of the State tax is obtainable for gasoline used in
stationary engines and other power plants not used on the roads.
LUMBER
Lumber m~ be purchased from the mills in either Grangeville or
McCall, where rough lumber was selling for $16 to $18 a thousand.
This lumber could be delivered to the more accessible mining districts
at about $22 a thousand. Planed lumber was selling at from $18 to
$25 a thousand at the mill.
LABOR .Al-i'D WAGES
In Grangeville, McCall, and the various settlements in the
mining districts is a supply of skilled and unskilled labor usually
sufficient to meet the small demands of the placer operators.
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Wages in general are lower than in more industrialized regions.
There was no established wage scale, consequently wages varied considerably from place to place. Wages paid at placer mines, however,
were usually within the limits given below:
Rate ner da..y
Winc:h.Inen • ••••••••••.•.••••••••
}J.techallics •• .••••....••..•.••••

Oilers, laborers, etc.
Shovel runners •....••.•.••••••

$5.20
5.00
3.50
6.00

to
to
to
to

$6.00
6.00
5-00
9-00

GENERAL GEOLOGY
The general geolo~J of north central Idaho has been described by
Lindgreni1} and, more recently, by Shenon and Reed,lf! from whose
work the following description was abstracted.
The oldest rocks in the area comprise a thick series of gneisses,
schists, quartzites, ~nd limestones, which appear to belong to the
Belt series (pre-Cambrian).
The most abundant rocks in the area are the granodiorite and monzonite of the Idaho batholith, which intruded and profoundly altered
the older rocks. The intrusion of this batholith has been assigned
by some writers to the late Jurassic or early Cretaceous~ others have
assigned it to the late c~etaceous or early Eocene.
Subsequent to the intrusion of the batholith, central Idaho was
deeply eroded to a region of low relief, and the thick covering of
Beltian rocks was removed to expose granitic rocks over large areas.
This surface was then uplifted and greatly dissected by erosion, but
parts of the surface remain to the present day; in places these remaining parts stand at altitudes of 8,000 feet or more.
In Tertiary time the Columbia River lava and its interbedded
sediments were deposited over the lower part of the region. Since
then, possibly in part during the period of lava extrusion, faulting,
and possibly warping, formed certain basin-like depressions, such as
those of Elk and Newsome Creeks. These basins were partly filled 'vi th
gravel, sand, and clay.
The drainage was again rejuvenated, and before the late Miocene
time, the Salmon, Clearwater, and other trunk streems had cut deep
canyons well below the base of the Columbia River lava while erosion
rras proceedi:qg headward clong the vruleys of their tributaries.

n/

Work cited.
~ Shenon, P. J., ~nd Reed, J. C., Geology and Ore Deposits of the Elk
City, Orogrande, Buffalo Hump, and Tenmile Districts, Idaho County,
Idaho: Geol. Survey Circule~ 9, 1934.
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In the late Miocene atage, the higher parts of the region were
extensively glaciated.
Numerous gold-bearing veins were formed after the solidification
of the batholith and before the deposition of the unconsolidated
Tertiary sediments; the placer deposits of the region were formed by
the weathering of these veins and the subsequent concentration and
reconcentration of the gold derived from them.
PLACER DEPOS.IT.S.
Some gold m~ be found in most streams in Idaho County, but
deposits of commercial importance are usually confined to the vicinity
of areas where numerous gold-bearing veins are knmm to occur. Most
of these veins are found in a northeasterly trending belt about 60
miles long by 30 miles wide, including the settlements of Elk City,
Golden, Newsome, Orogrande, Florence, Dixie, Warren, and Burgdorf.
Even within this productive area the co~~ercial placers are seldom
far from the local centers of lode mineralization; where exceptions
to this rule do occur, it usually is found that present stream gravels
are closely associated with ancient high channels that could have
derived their gold from veins now removed by erosion. Scattered gold
veins occur in other parts of the county, but in 1937 the only important
placer mining activity outside of this belt was along the bars of the
larger rivers, where most of the ~ld had apparently been transported
from considerable dist~~ces.
The commercially important placer deposits of the region may be
classified into three broad types, as follows:
1.

Stream gravels along present stream valleys.
Bench gravels along the sides of present stree~ valleys.
3· High gravels deposited in Tertiary basins or channels (these
deposits have been partly eroded a~d reconcentrated in present stream
channels).
2.

The geology of these various types of deposits has been studied
and described in considerable detail by members of the Geological
Survey.ll/
The following maps show the situation and approxi~ate size of
thoc.e gravel deposits that seemed to the authors to be of commercial
importance or to contain sufficient gold that a moderate improvement
in the relative price of gold might cause them to become commercial.
Reed, John C.~ Gol&-Bearing Gravels of the Nez Perce National
Forest, Idaho County, Idaho: Pamphlet 4o, Idaho Bureau of Mines
and Geology, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.
Pamphlets describing the Florence, Warren, and Dixie districts
are in preparation.
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F'18Urw 3.-Grlvel deposits of the Elk City district, Idaho Coun1y, Idaho. (Position of high-channel gravel from maps by Reed.)
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Figure 4.-Gravel deposits of the Red River district, Idaho County, Idaho.
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The crea.e of gold-bearing gravel were mapped from rough pacing surveys
and estimates. More accurate and detailed maps of m~~ of the more
important deposits have been prepared by the Geological S'-J..rve<J.1!±/
~1e descriptions accompanying the maps attempt to give data of
specific value to the prospective operator. Most of these data were
obtained by personal examination of the ground; estimates of values
were necessarily based on local information. An attempt was made,
however, to sift evidence from various sources and to present only
such data as the authors considered to be reasonably reliable.

Elk City district
The Elk City placer d.eposi ts (see fig. 3) lie almost entirely in
Townships 29 N., R. 8 E., and 30 N., R. 8 E. Most of the deposits
are in the large basinlike depression containing Elk Creek, American
River, and their tributexies. Placers near the mouths of Deadwood
C:reek:, Campbell Creek, and Crooked River also mey be included in this
district.
Elk Cit,y is also the supply point for the lode and placer mines in
the adjoining Red River district (fig. 4); which is scpesated from the
Elk City district only by the Red River eanyon~and the ~ivide between
Red Horse Creek and Kirks Fork.
Elk City and the lower parts of the Elk :Basin floor are approximately
4,000 feet above sea lovel; the sides of the basin slope gradually up
to ridges, whose SUIIL.'l1its are 6,000 to 7,000 fe'et above sea level.
Numerous gold-bearing quartz veins, many of which have been
commercially productive, are distributed widely throughout the districts.
The most important centers of lod~ mineralization are in the vicinity
of Elk City and on Seigal Creek; the most productive plaoer mines of
the Elk City and Red River districts, respectively, have usually been
situated in or close to these highly mineralized aree.s.
This occurrence of rich lode mineralization in a large structural
basin su1tabl3 to the retention and concentration of placer deposits
has made the Elk City district one of the most productive placer mining
camps of Idaho. Reconcentration of gold from the high-level gravels
that are found throughout the basin has contributed materially to the
richness of the later stream deposits.
Although the rich 11 skim" diggings were exhausted in the early dP..ys,
there are still a few deposits on the smaller streams that ma;>r be worked
profitably by small-seale methods. Ground suitable for small dredge
or dragline operation remains on a few creeks, notably Little Elk and
possibly upper American River end lower Crooked River in the Elk City
district, and Red Horse Creek and Seigal Creek in the Red River
1:±/ Work cited.
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district. A large volume of dredging ground has been proved on
lower American River and additional large volumes of possible dredging
ground remain on Dig and Little Elk Creeks and on Red River.
Probably the largest gold resources of the district are contained
in the immense deposits of high-level gravels that cover much of the
basin floor. So far, it has been commercially possible to work these
deposits only in a few.favored locations; th6,1 are described in more
detail on page 35 •
Stream gravels of the Elk City district
American River. - The American River joins the Red River about 2
miles southwest of Elk City to form the South Fork of the Clearwater
River; at this point the river bottom is approximately 3,900 feet above
sea level. From here to the Greckwell Ranch, American River has a
gradient of between 4o and 60 feet to the mile. In July 1937 the flow
at the Greckwell ranch was estimated at about 16 second-feet; at the
confluence with Red River it is probably twice this amount.
The lower half mile of the American.~iver flows through a narrow
canyon with steep walls. This section of the stream has no placers,
except possibly some verJ small bars that could be worked only by hand
methods. Above this is about three-fourths mile of more open canyon
containing placer deposits ranging in width from 50 to 150 feet.
Considerable testing was ~ne along this section, but no accurate data
on the results of the tests were available. It appears likely, however,
that commercial values exist, and it is possible that the whole section
could be worked at a profit. This section of river is too narrow and
contains too many boulders to permit efficient use of a bucket line
dredge. The ground is owned by the C. E. Witter estate of Spokane,
Wash. Part of it is held by location and part is patented.
Extending from Elk Creek for 2 miles upstream, the American River
bottom r~~es in width from a maximum of over 1,500 feet just above
Elk Creek to a minimum of about 100 feet at the upper end. The stream
gravels along this section of the river and some of the bench gravels
were thoroughly tested by Fisher and Baumhoff, who recently acquired
title to the ground. Several acres of ground on the south side of the
river just above Elk Creek were dredged a number of years ago. The
dredge tailings show very few boulders 1 foot in diameter and practically
none that could not be handled by ~ 3-foot bucket line dredge. The
depth of the gravel, as indicated by drilling, ranges from 12 to 22
feet with an average of about 15 feet. It is reported that Fisher and
Baumhoff intend to hold the ground for future dredging operations.
From the upper end of the Fisher and Daumhoff ground, for about 2
miles above, the river flows through a narrow canyon. There are some
small bar placers just below the bridge of the Elk City-Dixie road. Just
6590
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east of the road and about 300 feet north of the river are some
bench gravels of the American Hill Placers. Aside from this, there
are no placer deposits of importance along this section of the river.
Just below Baboon Gulch, the canyon opens into a valley. For
8 miles above this point the valley floor ranges in width from a few
hundred feet to nearly 1,000 feet. A great many drill holes and test
pits have been put down along the section of the river from Baboon
Gulch to the lower end of the Greckwell Ranch. No large amount of
systematic prospecting, however, has been done on any particular strip
of ground. With the exception of two or three lines of holes that had
been drilled and marked a number of yeaxs ago, the prospecting seems
to have been done haphazardly and unsystematically. One line of holes
was drilled across the river bottom just above Baboon Gulch at about
the place where the Alamance and Buster veins cross the valley. The
holes indicate values ranging from a few cents a yard to as high as
25 cents a yard, with ~n average of 10 to 12 cents a yard at the
present price of gold ($35 per ounce). All testing above tbis seems
to have shown rather discouraging results. A line of drill holes about
1,500 feet below the junction of the America..,_ and East American Rivers
showed values of only 2 to 4 cents a yard. From the junction of the
rivers to the Greckwell Ranch, there are probably 15 open pits that
were excavated recently by interested parties. It is reported that two
or thxee of these were in gravels containing up to 25 cents a yard.
Most of the others, hc.wever, were blanks, or at least in very low-grade
material. There are no known records of any testing having been done
on the Greckwell Ranch or above. On Lick Creek, above the Greckwell
Ranch, is a small shallow deposit that was worked to a limited extent
by hand methods.
The depth of the gravel along the entire section of the American
River from Baboon Creek to the upper end of the Greckwell Ranch is
about S feet. BetVTeen Baboon Creek and Box Sing Creek the deposit
consists of gravel ranging in size from coarse sand up to about 8-inch
boulders. Boulders as large as 1 foot are not uncommon except at the
lower end below Baboon Creek. Above nox Sing Creek the materinl is
very fine, consisting almost entirely of coarse sand and small gravel
up to 2 or 3 inches in size.
Of all the testing done from.Baboon Creek to the Greckwell Ranch,
only that in the vicinity of Baboon Creek indicates commercial possibilities. The isolated places above Baboon Creek that showed appreciable
values might indicate the position of small channels or areas of gravel
that could be worked at a profit. Most of the testing, however, was
too limited, too unsystematic, and too carelessly done to prove that
such areas or channels actually exist. The most promising places are
along the west side of the creek, where the eroded golili-bearing highchannel deposits between American River and Little Elk Creek would
most likely be redeposited.
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All of the ground south of the forks of the Junerican and East
American Rivers is patented:, partly as mining but mostly as agricultural
land. From Baboon Creek to Eox Sing Creek are a number of mining
claims, some of which belong to the Alamance Mining Co. and some to
the Congress Mining Co. From Eox Sing Creel~ to the junction of the
.American and East American Rivers the land is owned mostly by Mark
Lyons and Mrs. L. E. Feltz of Elk City. From the forks of the rivers
to the Greckwell Ranch the ground is held by location. James Uyer of
Elk City has about 2 miles along the river from the forks up. The
rest is held by Mark Lyons, Jim Lewis, and others of Elk City. The
Greckwell Ranch is patented land belonging to Dick Greckwell of Elk
City. The ground above .the Greckwell Ranch on Lick Greek, so far as
known, is open to location.
East American River. - East American River flows nearly due south,
entering the Americen River about 2 miles above Baboon Creek. The
gradient is from 60 to 100 feet in a mile at the lower end and slightly
more at the upper end. Early in July the flow is from 5 to 7 secondfe~t, but later in the season it falls to around 4 or 5 second-feet.
Stream gravel deposits are found along the stream from its confluence with American River to about three-fourths mile above its
junction with Flint Creek, a total distance of about 2-1/2 miles. At
the lower end the creek bot tom is from 50 to 75 feet wide; from threefourths mile above the fork to Flint Creek it is from 100 to 150 feet
wide.
Only a little testing h~s been done anywhere along the stream,
but about 1-1/2 miles above the fork several hundred cubic yards of
gravel have been worked by hand methods and ground sluicing by John
Oberhoffer of Elk City. It is said that it averaged about 25 cents a
yard. The depth of the gravel ran6es from 5 to 7 feet. It contains
few boulders larger than 1 foot, except at the lower end, where the
creek bottom is narrow. Above :il'lint Creek the gravel is smaller, the
largest pieces being only from 4 to 5 inches. A few test pits have
been dug along this part of the river, but it was impossible to get
any information about them.
The deposits on Flint Creek have ve~~ much the same general
characteristics as those of the upper part of the East American River.
Two or three test holes had been dug, but no information was available
concerning the results obtained. The ground belongs to John Oberaoffer
of Elk City.
Buffalo Creek. - Buffalo Creek flows from the north and enters
the American River about a mile above the confluence of the American
and Red Rivers. In the early spring there is a considerable flow of
water in :Buffalo Creek, ·'but by July 15 the lower end becomes completely
dry. The creek is about 5 miles long, but only about three-fourths mile
of its lower end has any placers. From its junction with American River
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for about one-fourth ~ile to the north it is from 50 to 75 feet wide
with a gradient of 70 to 80 feet in a mile. All of this section was
worked by a small power shovel and a portable washing plant 8 or 10
years ago. Data concerni~~ the operations are not available.
The upper part of the deposit is about half a mile long and in
places up to 800 feet wi•ie. The gradient along this section is from
30 to 4o feet in a mile. Unfortunately, it was used as a tailings
dump for the Buffalo Hills placer operations (fig. 3). The entire
area is covered with tailings to a depth of 8 to ~0 feet. In recent
years several test holes were put down to bedrock. It is reported that
the original placer gravel is from 8 to 10 feet deep nith values as
high as 50 cents a yard.
Practically all of the ground is owned by the C. E. Witter estate
of .Spokane, Wash. Part of it is patented and part is held by location.
Elk Creek. - Elk Greek flows into the A~erican River from the
north about one-fourth mile above Buffalo Creek. The flow at the lower
end is from 3 to 5 second-feet during July and August. At the upper
end, above where the water is used for irrigation, the flow is from 6
to 8 second-feet. The creek has a total length of about 10 miles, with
stream gravels extending from its confluence with American River for
more than 7 miles upstream. The deposits are continuous except for a
short canyon about three-fourths mile above the mouth.
From the mouth of the creek to the canyon the creek bottom ranges
in width from over one-fourth mile at the lower end to about 400 feet
at the upper end. This section was tested very thoroughly by Fisher
and ~aumhoff of Warren and is stated to have been proved suitable for
dredging ground. The depth of the gravel probably averages more than
20 feet; one hole 4o feet deep did not reach bedrock. The land is part
of a stock-raising ranch and has been used for agricul tur~ p1..1rposes
for a great many years. Fisher end ~arufu~off have an option on the
property with a view to using it with adjoining American River property
as a site for future dredging operations.
Very little is knonn about the tributary that enters Elk Creek from
the northwest about half a mile above the mouth of Elk Creek. It is
being used as agricultural land.
Beginning just east of Elk City and extending up Elk Creek for 6
miles are v:rhat are kno\:'!1 8.s Elk Meadows. These mea.O.ows constitute one
of the largest stre~~ gTavel deposits in the upper basin of the South
Clearwater River. They are exceeded in size only by two deposits on
Red River to the southeast of Elk City. From Elk City to the junction
of Elk Creek and Little Elk Creek they range in width from 4oo to 2,000
feet. Above the junction of the two creeks th~J are narrower, ranging
in width from a maximum of about 700 feet just west of the junction to
a minimum of 150 feet at the upper end.
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Little if any placer mining has been done ~here along the
main creek. Some prospecting and drilling was done just north of
Elk City, but apparently not enough reliable information was produced
upon which to form a definite opinion as to the value of the deposits
for possible dredging ground. In places some fairly good values
were encountered, but in other places the gravel was.very lean. It
is not known whether enough drilling was done to determine the
existence of definite channels with commercial possibilities anywhere
in the deposit. It is reported that in places the gravel is very
deep, some holes having been drilled to 80 feet without finding bedrock.
Very little is lcnom1 of the gravel depositw on Elk Creek above
its junction with Little Elk Creek. They are undoubtedly much
shallower than below the junction.
With the exception of the Thomas placer, all the land along Elk
Creek from Elk City to the end of the creek gravel deposits is patented
as agricultural land. Some of the land just south of the junction of
the creeks belongs to the Litchfield estate; near Elk City, Mark Lyons
and associ~tes have large holdings. Above the ju_~ction the land is
owned by Miss Gertrude Maxwell and Mrs. L. B. Feltz, both of Elk City.
Little Elk Creek. - Little Ell-: Creek, the only important tributary
of Elk Creek, flows from the northwest end joins Elk Creek about a
mile north of Elk City. Placers extend from the junction for about 4
miles upstream. The width of the gravels varies from about 800 feet
at the lower end to 150 or 200 feet at the upper end.
Considerable placering has been done near the head of the creek
and on several of the small tributaries that come in from tho north.
A number of years ago a dredge was operated about 2-1/2 miles above
the junction with Elk Creek. At present, two small properties are
being operated on a small scale by ground sluicing and shoveling.
The Shuck Placer, owned and operated by Hark Shuck of Elk City.
is 4-l/2 mi~es by road from Elk City on the north side of Little Elk
Creek. The workings are mostly in the high gravels and bench gravels
adjacent to the creek gravels, but some creek gravels also are worked.
In the spring of the year a s~all a~o~~t of ~ater is available from a
draw that comes in from the north. During the drJ season, water is
pumped from the creek by a small centrifugal pump operated by a gasoline engine. The ground is worked by ground sluicing and shoveling.
The bench gravels at the workings are from 8 to 10 feet deep and the
Creek gravels from 5 to '7 feet deep.
The Smith Placer is on Pete Erricson Creek; a north tributary of
Little Elk Creek, at a distance of 8 miles by road from Elk City. The
width of the deposit is from 200 to 300 feet and consists of 4 to 5
feet of p~ gravel with from 2 to 3 feet of overburden. The gravel
consists of angular fragments, the values havir~ apparently been derived
from a number of small veins that cross the upper part of the deposit.
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The overburden is ground-sluiced off in the spring when there
is a good supply of water. Tne pay gravel is then shoveled into
sluice boxes. In the early summer the water must be impounded back
of small dams during the night so that sluicing can be done during
the day. Later on in the summer it sometimes requires two or three
days for enough water to accumulate for a few hours' sluicing. The
property is owned and operated by the Smith brothers of Elk City.
Prospecting on Little Elk Creek seems to have produced more
favorable results than that on :Big Elk Creek. About 2,500 feet
above the forks of the two creeks, o.n the property of George :Barnett
of Elk City, a line of 14 holes was drilled across the creek bottom,
which at that place is about 250 feet wide. Values indicated by
these holes range from less than 1 cent to 26 cents a yard, the two
outside holes being the lowest. The other 12 holes showed an average
depth to bedrock of 10.6 feet and an average value of 12 cents a yard.
This does not appear to be a local enriChment, as there are no veins
in the immediate vicinity. Rather, it would appear that the gold
was derived from veins that are known to cross the valley near the
head of the creek, from tributary channels, and fro~ the erosion of
high gravels that lie on the ridges on each side of the creek.
The land along Little Elk Creek is mostly patented as agricul tura.l
land. The major portion of it is owned by George :Barnett, George
:Bartunk, Hark Shuck, and A. M. Miller of Elk City. Late in 1937,
Little Elk Creek was tested by Frank J. Friedle for Oregon interests;
it is reported that preliminary results were encouraging.
:Baboon Creek. - :Baboon Creek flows into the A~erican River from
the east about 1-1/2 miles northeast of Elk City. It has a gradient
of 250 to 300 feet in a mile at the lower end and from 150 to 200 feet
at the upper end. It is drJ during the greater part of the year.
From its junction with American River for about 1,500 feet to the
east the channel consists of a narrow V-shaped gulch in which there
are no gravel deposits of importance.
From the east end of this gulch to the head of the creek, a
distPJICe of about a mile, the creek bottom has a ~idth of 75 to 125
feet. All of the gravel along this section of the creek, including
that in a tributary that comes in from the north, is gold bearing.
Values up to 50 cents a yard are reported, but the average is probably
much less than this. The creek gradient is steep enough to permit
working by hydraulic methods. The deposit is known as the :Baboon
Placers. About 2,000 feet of the lower end has been worked, the last
work having been done in ]_918 &."'ld 1919. The gravel is from 10 to
15 feet deep at the lower end, but shallower at the upper end. It
consists of material ranging in size from 1 inch up to over a foot,
and in shape from sharp angul~:>.r to well rounded. This would indicate
that it was formed partly from the disintegration of country rock and
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gold-bearing quartz outcrops near the summit between Baboon Creek
and Box Sing Creek and partly from the erosion of high gravels that
are present ·to a limited extent near the upper part of the creek.
The gravel was washed by hydraulic methods. Water was taken from
Box Sing Creek through a ditch 3-1/2 miles long. The ditch is in
fair co~dition, but one of the flumes was burned in a recent forest
fire. The upper end o-f the deposit, consisting of about 2,500 feet
on Baboon Creek and 1,500 feet on the north tributary, has not been
worked. The property belongs to George E. Hottenstein of Elk City.
West Fork Creek. - The West Fork of the American River flows
into American River about half a mile below the Greckwell Ranch.
Gravel deposits along this stream have been given very little
attention Q~til the last year or two. One deposit extends from the
confluence of the creek with the American River for about 3,000
feet upstream. This has an average width of 150 to 200 feet and a
depth of 5 to 7 feet. The material consists of sand and fine gravel
with ve~J few rocks as large as 6 inches. About half a mile above
this is another a~d wider deposit extending along the creek from
about where the road enters the cenyon to the forks of the creek,
a distance of about 1-1/4 miles. In placex where tributary streams
come in from the north and south, it is as wide as 500 feet, the
average being from 200 to 250 feet. The depth appears to be from
7 to 10 feet, but a depth of 20feet has been reported. The gravel
is coarser than that of the lo~er deposit, having considerable
material up to 5 or 6 inches. The material in both deposits ranges
in character from slightly rounded to well r01.mded. A number of
test pits have been dug on both deposits. Information concerning
these pits is only hearsay and not reliable. Gold values as high
as 70 cents per cubic yard have been reported. Any gold there may
be probably is derived entirely from lode-gold veins, as the highgravel deposits do not extend this far north. The lower deposit is
held by location by W. H. Shea, Ted Fairhurst, and R. M. Richard of
Elk City. The upper one has been located and relocated a number of
times in recent years. W. H. Clinkenbeard holds eight claims on
what is known locally as Table Meadows.
Red River District
The Red River valley is cut deeply into the surrounding county;
the neighboring ridges rise from 1,500 to nearly 2,000 feet above
the river valley. The tributaries from the north at the lower end
of the river are crossed by many small gold-beering veins. Several
of these veins outcrop at the George Prezel P~acer in the draw just
west of Red Eorse Creek. Others outcrop along Seigal Creek and
French G,llch. The A.'llerica.~ Eagle mine, on Seigal Creek, is on one
of the larger of these veins. High gravels and bench gravels are
sparse in the vicinity of French Gulch and Seigal Creek. Lode
mineralization is much weaker south of Seigal Creek; the veins are
fewer Pnd lower grade, and high gravels occur sparingly, if at all.
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Stream Gravels of the Red River District
Red River. - Red River (fig. 4) is about 25 miles long. At
its confluence with American River the altitude is about 3,900 feet.
The gradient of the lower 15 miles is from 25 to 40 feet in a mile~
above this, it is steeper. During the late summer and fall the
flow i~ from 15 to 20 second-feet. During the flood season it is
probably 250 or 300 second-feet.
The lower 6 miles of the stream flows westward through a canyon
with steep walls. Virtually all of this section of the river was
worked in the early d~s by hand methods. Some gold seems to have
been found in bars from 8 to 12 feet above the stream level, but
mostly in the gravel at about high-water level. It is probable that
the ground was not worked completely as there was no way of handling
water at depths bela~ the stream level. The bed of the river as
well as the small flats and bars adjacent to it are strewn with
large rocks weighing from 1/2 to 25 tons. Conditions are unfavorable
for dragline or other mecha~ical operations.
About 2,000 feet below French Gulch the canyon opens into a
valley that extends up the river for 4 miles. The meadow lands
along this section of the river range in width from 1,500 feet to
over 2,000 feet. Considerable prospecting was done at the lower end
of the meadows, where French Creek and Seigal Creek empty into Red
River. At French Creek, a small dredging operation was attempted.
From the limited amount of ground worked, it might be presumed that
this operation was not successful. According to George Barnett, of
Elk City, two lines of holes just below French Creek on the east
side of the river showed gold values up to 45 cents per cubic yard
and averaged 12 to 15 cents per yard with gold at $20.67 an ounce.
A line of holes on the west side of the river just above Seigal Creek
showed gold valued too low for dredging, even at the present price
of gold. This would indicate that commercial possibilities are
limited to a comparatively small area on the east side of the river
from Seigal Creek down to the end of the meadows. The depth of the
gravel, as indicated by the drill holes, is from 9 to 10 feet, with
3 to 4 feet of overburden.
The meadows have been patented as agricultural land and have
been used exclusively for agricultural purposes for many years. The
lower end belongs to Jim Prichard, of Elk City.
Beginning at the confluence of Little Moose Creek and Red River
and extending up the river for several miles is a~other stretch of
meadow land that is used for agricultural and stock-raising purpmses.
It is generally believed that these meadows l1ave no value as gold
placers under present conditions. It is probable that they contain some
gold, but the absence of either commercial placer or lode gold deposits
in the upper Red River drainage area indicates that the values are
probably very low. It is reported that testing operations were begun
on this section late in 1937•
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Red Horse Creek. - Red Horse Creek flows into Red River about
The lower
mile and a half of the creek is in a steep canyon. The creek bottom
in this canyon was prospected with rather discouraging results in
the spring of 1937•

5 miles above the junction of American and Red Rivers.

Placers begin at the upper end of the canyon, where the road
crosses the creek, and extend upstream for 2-1/2 to 3 miles. They
range in width from 50 to 200 feet and in depth from 9 to 10 feet,
with a"bout l.;. feet of over"burden. The deposit has been prospected
thoroughly, and the lower end has been ~orked for a distance of
about a mile and a half •. Most of the work was done by a dragline
and porta"ble washing pl~t.l2/ At the lower end, just above the
road., a small amount of hand work was done. The value of the
material, exclusive of overburden, as determined by actual operations,
r~~ed from 65 to 75 cents per yard.
The grour:d is owned by Scharley Simmons of Elk City; in 1937 it
was operated nncler lease by C. T. Phillips end associates of Elk City.
In a small draw just east of Red Horse Creek is the George
Prazel :placer, owned Fnd operated by George Prezel of Elk City. The
deposit extends north from the road 2,500 or 3,000 feet e~ong the
bottom of the draw. The width ranges from 25 to 30 feet and the
depth from 4 to 6 feet, about hAlf being overburden and half gravel.
The gravel consists of angular fragments, indicating the close
proximity of its source. The gold is coarse a~d angular, probably
having "been derived entirel~r from a number of small veins that cross
the property from cast t.:> west. Nuggets worth from $4 to $5 are not
unusual.
The property has been operated by the owner since 1932. Water
is availa"ble from March 15 until July 1, but during the end of the
season it must be impounded in small reservoirs during the·night to
:permit sluicing during the day. The material is handled by grouni
sluicing and shoveling. About 1,200 feet of the lower end of the
deposit has "been worliDd. Approximately 3,000 ~rards of material, including overburden, were handled since operations began. The mint
returns were $1,123, indicating a value of 37·7 cents a yard for
all of the material handled, or 75.·4 cents for the. pay gravel only.
French Creek. - French Creek flows into Red River about a mile
above Red Eorse Creek. It has a gradient of 100 to 150 feet in a mile.
In the early spring there is enough water for ground sluicing, but
during the dry season the creek bed becomes nearly dry. The lower
1,500 feet of the gulch is narrow and V-shaped and has no stream placers.
Bench placers, however, occur along the sides above the creek bottom
for a distance of a mile or more east of where the road crosses the
creek. The bench deposits have been worked on each side of the creek
for 800 feet east of the road.

'!!i} See description of Red Horse placer operf!.tions, P• 28.
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Stream placers be~in about 1, 500 feet east of the road. and
extend up the main creel-: for a.bo".::.t a mile and up a tributary creek
from the north for about 3,000 feet.. Most of the deposits in the
tributa...7 have bee:p. worked by grou."ld sluicing and hydraulic methods.
Very little information is available on the deposits in either the
main or the tributary creek.. Those of the main creek are cov-ered
with tailings to a depth of g to 10 feet for a distance of nearly
2,000 feet below the tributary.
It is probable tha,t the values in the stream gravels are derived
in part from the erosion and redeposition of bench gravels ~~din
part from the breaking do>vn of veins.
Seigal Creek. - Seige~ Creek is one of the larger tributaries
to the lower part of Red River. It is exceeded in size only by Red
Horse Creek. It has a total length of about 6 miles, with a gradient
of 65 to 85 feet in a mile. !)·.rring JuJ.y a..."ld August the flow is from
2 to 4 secon&-feet. In the early spring it is probably several times
that amou...-·1t.
:Bench deposits occur along the creek for a."oout a mile northeast
of where the road crosses. Stream gravel deposits begin about a mile
northeast of the ro~ui and extend up the creek for 3-1/2 mq,es. The
lower two miles have an average width of about 200 feet; the upper
mile and a half about 300 feet. At the lower end the gravel is about
5 feet deep with 3 feet of ov-erburden. At the upper end it is from
2-1/2 to 3 feet deep ni th about an equal amou!lt of overburden. It
is stated that the grav-el (exclusive of overburden) runs from 50 to
75 cents a yard, with values as high a,s $1 a yard.
Encouraging values are ev-ident from the nu~ber of attempts made
to work deposits. During the :Past five years at least three different
parties installed washiP~ plants &"ld exca~ators of various types at
various places along the creek. Abo~t a mile above the }~erican Eagle
mine the gravel was loaded into trucks by a small power shovel and
hauled. to a central washing pl~~t located on the north hillside about
35 feet vertically abov-e the creek bottom. The plant consisted of a
receiving bin and about 30 feet of sluice boxes.
About 2 miles above the Amen.can Eagle mine a "'uvable washer on
skids was used. A small dragline was used for stripping ov-erburden
and loading the grav~3l into the bin of the washing plent. 'i'he pla..'lt
consisted of a bin o.f abont 2-J./2 yards capacity, a 3-l/2- by 10-foot
trammel, a 6- by 10-foot s-tationary to.ble, a tailings stad:er, and a
sand elevator. The tailings were stacked on e[:<.ch side of the washing
plant, a space being left in the cer1ter for drainage.
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In July 1937 there were no workings ~here along the creek,
but a small pl~t was moved in later in the season. One of the
reasons given for the failure of operators to make a profit is that
large amounts of heavy black sands blinded the riffles and made it
impossible to do more than make a concentrate. At present, from
60 to 75 percent of the deposits remain unworked.
Operations of the Red River District
Red Horse Placer. - In 1937 C. T. Phillips and associates
operated a dragline plant on a placer deposit on Red Horse Creek,
3-1/2 miles southeast of Elk City, Idaho, at an ~.titude of 4,400 feet.
The deposit is about 3 miles long and 50 to 200 feet wide; its
average depth is about 10 feet. Bedrock is soft decomposed schist
and gneiss cut by dikes of harder and more resistant rock. Bedrock
gradient is about 50 feet to the mile. Boulders too large to go
through the washing plant are scarce. When visited, the pla;nt had
been in operation about 2 months; the part of the channel being worked
at that time was about 70 feet wide.
Equipment consisted of a model 25 Northwest shovel equipped with
a. 45-foot boom and a l-1/4-yard dragline shovel, an RD 7 Caterpillar

tractor with a LeTourne3U angledozer, a 6-inch centrifugal pumping
unit, and movable washing plant.
The washing pla~t was built on the ground. Because of the small
amount of clay in the material to be wo~ked, no trammel was provided.
The plant is 18 feet high to the top of the receiving hopper, 10
feet wide, and 52 feet long overall. It is built of 6- by 6-inch
square timber reinforced by 2- by 8-inch longitudinal bracing. Ro~d
timber skids 2.0 inches in diameter at the front end and 10 inches in
diameter at the rear end extend beneath each side of the framework;
the skids are spaced 9 feet from center to center. Round timber
rollers 10 inches in diameter are used under the skids.
Gravel is received in a steel-lined hopper 8 feet 1 inch long
by 7 feet 4 inches wide, from which it drops 6 inches to a steel
grizzly 7 feet 4 inches wide by 6 feet long. The grizzly is built
of 3/4-inch grizzly irons spaced 1 inch apart and set on a 45-d.egree
slope. Undersize from the grizzly drops into a 5-foot wide sluice
set on a grade of 1-1/8 inches to the foot. The upper 8 feet of the
sluice is riffled. with l-inch e~gle iron set 1 inch apart; theremaining 34 feet of sluice is riffled with metal lath over burlap,
both protected. by 3/16-inch-mesh smoke-stack screen. The sluice
discharges at a height of 56 inches above the skids.
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Oversize from the grizzly drops onto an A-shaped deflector or
wing grizzly set astride the washing plant to discharge oversize to
the two sides of the plant. The wings, or legs, of this grizz;I.y are
each 36 inches wide by 7 feet long, set on a 30-degree angle; that
part directly over the sluice is built of 3/4-inch grizzly irons
spaced 1 inch apart; the rest is built of 5/16-inch boiler plate.
Water at a pressure of 20 pounds to the square inch is directed
onto the hopper tlrrough two 2-7/B-inch nozzles. A 2-inch header
pipe drilled with eighty-four 3/16-inch holes delivers spray water
onto the grizzlies.
Most of the gro'lL.'1.d to be worked is covered with a. heavy growth
of brush and small timber; this is removed by the angledozer, which
also strips about h feet of overourden fron the gold-bearing gravel.
Brush and overburden are piled on both sides of the ground being
worked. On a 70-foot-wid.e channel about 400 sauare yards can be
cleared and stripped to a depth of 4 feet in 8 ..hours.
The lower 3 feet of gravel and a few inches to 1 foot of bedrock
are delivered to the washing plant, ryhich operates 12 hours a day.
Gravel is dug by the dragline; bedrock is cleaned by the angledozer,
which scrapes the bedrock material to a pile, from ~hich it can be
handled easily by the dragline.

In a 70-foot-wide cut, the washing plant is movecl ahead about four
times a day, about 8 feet at each move. Before each move, the angledozer cleans bedrock on the area last dug; after the washing plant
has been moved, the angle~ozer stacks the tailings that accumulated
at the last station &'1.d clears a drainage channel directly behind the
plant. Small wing dikes are built at the rear of the plant to prevent
tailing water from backing up into the digging pit. A cleared dre.inage
channel about 10 feet wide, is maintained down the middle of the
worked-out ch&~el.
Riffles are cleaned up at 3- to 4-day intervals; each cleanup
represents the yield from about 1,000 to 1,200 yards of materi2l
through the washing plant, or 2,500 to 3,000 cubic yards of total
yardage handled. up to the time of visit, recovery was said to be
running ~bout 10 percent above the preliminarJ test results.
Water consur.1ption is about l, 350 gallons per minute during washing
operations. This is approximately three times, by weight, the amount
of gravel being washed through the sluice; it has been determined that
about 4o percent of the :r:a.tcrial delivered to the hopper is discarded
as oversize.
Water is brought from a storage dam on Red Eorse Creek through 300
feet of 10-inch pipe and 2,500 feet of 10- by 3-foot ditch to the
pumping unit, wn1cn delivers it under pressure to the washing plant.
The ditch was built in 3-1/2 dey-s by three men and the angledozer.
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No electric power is available in the district. All 1L~its e~e
driven by gasoline or Diesel engines. Connected horsepower is as
follows:
Horsepower
Shovel, Wisconsin gas engine ••.••.••••••••••
Angledozer, caterpillar Diesel engine •••••••
PlliD.p ••••••••••••••••• do • • ••••••••••••••••••
To tal • •............•............. · ... · · · · • • •

Gasoline costs 23 cents a gallon delivered; fuel oil costs 11-1/2
cents a gallon delivered.
A regular crew of 7 nen, in addition to the manager, is employed.
The crew consists of 1 foreman; 1 shovel operator; 1 oiler; 2 caterpilla~ drivers; and 2 general laborers.
One shift per day is worked.
Direct operating costs were stated to have been approximately
Mechanical c:i.ifficul ties are believed to have
caused a suspension of operations late in the season ot 1937·

15 cents per yard.

Newsome, Golden, and Castle Creek Districts
The Newsome district (fig. 5) lies in a large structural depression
known as Newsome :Basin. In its general characteristics, Uewsome :Basin
is very similar to Elk :Basin, the floor is approximately 4,000 feet
aboye sea level, and .the sides slope upward to ridges whose summits
are 6,000 to 7,000 feet above sea level. The basin is separated from
the South Fork of the Clearwater River by high ridges, which are cut
only by the narrow canyon of Newsome Creek.
Inasmuch as no road has been built up the Newsome Creek ca~on,
access to the Newsome district is difficult during the winter and
spring months; the only available roads from the Clearwater canyon
ascend the ridge in a series of steep switchbacks end then descend
the northern slopes on mountain grades. From Fall Creek settlement
to the old townsite of Ne~some (now deserted) is 10 miles by road.
There are several other routes into the district, but these are longer
and. also cross high mm.mtain ridges.
The Golden, or Tenmile, district is on the South Fork of the
Clearwater River directly south of the Newsome district; the small
settlements at Golden a~d Fall Creek are supply points for both
districts. Golden is about 41 miles from GrangeYille by the main
forest highway up the Clearwater.
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In the early days, some rich stream placers were workect on
Newsome Creek and its tributaries, as well as on some of the smaller
creeks that flow southward into the Clea.rwater near Golden and Fall
Creek. :By far .the greater part of the stream placer production came
from Newsome Basin, where conditions for the accumulation of placer
deposits are more favorable than on the much steeper gradients outside
of the basin.
Uni'ortunately, most of the numerous gold veins that traverse
parts of the region in the Golden district are found on the north
slope of the Clearwater, where stream gradients are very steep. The
gold of Newsome .:Basin seems to have been derived largely from reconcentration of the high gravels that cover much of the district. These
high gravels extend, with some interruption, from the Clearwater to
the head of Newsome :Be.sin; the;~• hn.ve been ver:.r productive in the
Golden district, where several large ~ydraulic pits have been worked.
Only a few comparatively small pits hDve been worked on the high
gravels of the Newsome district, but whether this is due to less
favorable working conditions or to lower values is not known. The
high gravels in the basin are not as well exposed or, generally, a.s
well situated for hydraulic mining as the high gravels nearer the
Clearwater.
A large volume of dredge or dragline ground of commercial value
was being actively e:h."Jlloi ted on Newsome Creek in 1937. Other strea'Il
deposits with possibilities for successful small-scale operations
are on upper Newsome Creek, China Creek, Hays Fork, Baldy ·Creek,
Legget Creek, and perhaps others.
As in Elk Basin, the high gravels of Newsome and Golden constitute
an immense reserve of gold-bearing gravel, at least parts of which
may have commercial possibilities.
The Castle Creek district (fig. 6), for the purposes of this
paper, will be considered to include the placer deposits along the
South Fork of the Clearwater River in the vicinity of Castle Creek
ranger station, and also the gravel deposits in the drainage basins
of Meadow Creek, Johns Creek, and Mill Creek (fig. 6).
Castle Creek re~ger station, at an altitude of slightly over
2,000 feet, is approximately 24 miles from Gra~geville by way of the
main forest highway up the Clearwater. The bottom of the Clearwater
canyon is here about 1,000 feet below the base level of the surrounding country; consequently, there are very heavy grades on the roads
up Mill Creek and I.!eadow Creek ~7here these roads climb out of the
canyon. The high country south of the Clearwater may be reached from
Mount Idaho without descending into the canyon; nevertheless there
are mro1y heavy grades on these back roads.
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The gold production of the Castle Creek district has been comparatively insignificant. No p_roducing lode mines have 'been developed
in the district, nor are there any known centers of lode mineralization. Such placer mines as have been developed are on ancient high
channels near the present course of the Clearwater, or actually in
the present channel of the river, where gold m~ reasonably 'be
assumed to have been transported from other districts.
There are large areas of high gravels in Meadow Creek Basin,
and smaller unmapped areas in other parts of the district; there
are also a number of fairly large deposits of more recent stream
gravels. Some of these deposits m~ contain gold in commercial
quantities, but, so far as known, none of them ever have been tested
systematically; apparently, such preliminary testing as has been done
was not encouraging.
Stream Placers
Newsome Creek. - Newsome Creek (fig~ 5) flows into the South
Fork of the Clearwater River about 6 miles below the junction of
the Red River and the American River. The main Creek flows about
S. 150 E. for about 15 miles; near the old townsite of Newsome it
is joined by several large trioutaries whose general course lies
between s. 40° E. and s. 50oE. The elevation of the creek at its
confluence with the South Fork of the Clearwater River is about 3,500
feet. The gradient is from 4o to 70 feet in a mile. In July and
August the flow is from 12 to 15 second-feet.
The lower 2-1/2 miles of Newsome Creek flows through a canyon in
which there are no placers of importance. From the upper end of this
canyon to nearly a mile above China Creek, a distance of nearly 8
miles, the gravel deposits are continuous except for a short canyon
just south of Nugget Creek. They range in width from 250 to 400 feet
and in depth from 8 to 12 feet, with about 2 feet of overburden. They
were worked imperfectly by hand methods by the early white miners and
later by the Chinese. Considerable areas were left intact; in many
places only from 3 to 5 :feet of the top gravel was worked. From H~s
Fork to the upper end, a distance of aQout 3 miles, the deposits are
virgin.
In July and August 1937, the ground from Nugget Creek to the old
town of Newsome was tewted by Marchba~ and Ferris of San Francisco.
Low values were reported where the deposits had been worked most intensively. It seems, however, that the testing indicated good average
values, as a dragline with a floating treatment plant was installed
as soon as the testing was completed.
It is said that the results of testing just above the town of
Newsome indicated the gravel to be too low grade to 'be of value. Very
little is known of the virgin placers above H~s Fork.
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Pilot C~. - Pilot Creek and :Baldy Creek· flow into Newsome
Creek from the northwest at the town of Newsome. Pilot Creek has a
gradient of about 100 feet in a mile and a flow o'f 1 to 1-1/2 second,...
feet during July and August. Gravel deposits extend along the creek
from its junction with Newsome Creek for a distance of about a mile
and a half upstream. The cleposi ts range in width fr.om about 200 feet
at the lower end to 75 feet at the upper end. They ·are thought to be
not commercial, although they have not been tested systematically.
Most of the gY"ound at the lower end of the stream is included in a
patented agricul turaJ. claim belonging to Jack 0 'Leary of Golden, Idaho;
above the patented claim,.0 1 Leary holds tne
ground by location.
•..
:Baldy Creek. - Baldy Creek has a gradient of about 100 feet in a
mile and a flow of 2-1/2 to 3 second-feet during the dry season.
Gravel deposits extending along the creek from the old town of Newsome
for a distance of 2 miles upstream range in width from 200 feet at the
lower end to about 50 feet e.t the upper end. The depth, as determined
by a limited amo\U~t of prospecting, ra~ges from 4 to 6 feet, with about
2 feet of overburden. Some of the gravel is tightly cemented. The
grade of the gravel is not definitely known, but the deposit is believed
to have commercial possibilities. The land is held by location by
Dr. George Miller and J. 13. McAllister of Golden, Idaho.
H~ys For~. - Eqys Fork enters Newsome Creek about l-l/2 miles
above the to'iV!l of Ne\7some. The gradient is about 75 feet in a mile and
the flow from 2 to 3 second-feet during July and August. The total
length of the strea~ is ebout 4-1/2 miles. Gravel deposits extend.from
its confluence with }! ewsome Creek to within a half mile of its source.
The width of the deposits ra~ges from 75 feet to about 300 feet. At
the lower end the depth of the gravel is about 10 feet, with 2 to 3 feet
of overburden. At the upper end the depth is about 6 feet with 1-1/2
to 2 feet of overburden.

There are a number of test pits all along the creek from the lower
end to the end of the gravel. Uo information, however, was available
regarding this testingo A feeble attempt was made at working the
deposits about a mile above the Junction wj_ th Newsome Creek. A small
power shovel was used for excavating and probably some kind of a
portable washing plant for recovering the gold. The creek che~nel was
worked for a distance of about 300 feet over a width of 15 to 20 feet.
The C. o. Fell Placer is on a tributary from the north near the head
of the main creek. It 'i7as ·;:orked to a limited extent in 1g93 and 1g94
by the Marvel Gold i.Uning Co; from then until 1930 it was idle. Since
1930 it was worked by the present OTiner, C. 0. Pell. About 2,000 feet
of the creek bottom has been wori::ed for a uidth of 75 to 150 feet. The
pay gravel has a depth of about 4 feet with 2 to 3 feet of overburden.
The bedrock has a slope of 8 to 10 feet in a hundred.
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Hyd.raulicking is carried on in the earl~· part of the season when
there is a sufficient water supply. Late in the summer, when the water
supply is low, the bedrock is cleaned a~d the material shoveled into
sluice boxes. Water is taken from Hays Fork through a ditch 3-1/2
miles long and then through a pipe line down to the workings. Mr. Fell,
working alone, recovers from $500 to $1,000 worth of gold in a season.
The. gold is coarse. Nuggets worth $3 to $4 are quite common.
China Creek. - China Creek is a small tributary that flows into
Newsome Creek from the west about 4 milos above the town of Newsome.
The gradient is from 100 to 125 feet in a mile. Dur:i.ng the dry season
the flow is from 6 to 10 miner 1 s inches. Gravel cleposi ts extend from
its junction with Newsome Creek for about a mile and a he.lf upstream.
They are quite narrow, ranging from 50 to 100 feet in width all the way
up the c~eek. Little is known about tho lower end, but the upper end is
commercial. The deposits, however, are small and are suitable for only
a one- or two-m['.ll operation.
Most of the upper end of the creek is owned by C. 0. Pell, who
intends to -.vork it in connection wi t!1 his Hays Fork property· as soon as
he can make the necess~~ provisions for water.
Legget Creek. - Legget Creek flows into the South Fork of the Clearwa.ter River about half a mile below Newsome Creek. The gradient is
about 100 feet in a mile and the flow from 2 to 3 second-feet.
At the lower end is ~bout 2,000 feet of gravel ranging in width
from 100 to 150 feet. It is covered with 10 to 15 feet of tailings from
the Legget Creek hydraulic placers. At the upper end of the creek is
about a mile and a half of gravel ranging in width from 75 to 200 feet
and in depth from 4 to S feet, with Rbout 2 feet of overburden. There
ere few test pits, a.~d cons€\quently ver:r little is known of values.
Some hMd work was done just belot7 where the ro-ad crosses the c·reek, but
there is no record of production. Most of the ground is held by location
by the Gold Eank }.!ining Co. of Golden, Id?.ho.
Buck Meadows. - 3uck Mel'l.dows (fig. 6) ~.re in the Cr:~.stle Creek district
about 5 miles south of the South Fork of the CJ. eD.l'~7ater River at an
elevation of about 4, 600 feet. They consist of stremn gravel de:rosi ts
extending about a mile along the upper end of Arilerica"'l Creek. The
width ranges from 200 to 600 feet 2.nd ·the depth from S to 10 feet, including about 2 feet of top soil.
Some intere£t was show~ in those d~osits in recent yevrs and several
test pits were d.w;. PreliminP..rJr exnminations seem to hp_ve been discouraging. The ground is held b;:r location by :Ben Kazsel and associates
of Grcngcville wha have eight claims covering the meadows. A mountain
road of the U. s. Forest Sorvice passes within h~lf a mile of the deposits.
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High-Level Gravels of the Elk City, Newsome, and Castle Creek Districts
Gravel deposits, which have been described by Shenon and Reeal6/ as
having been formed on old erosion surfaces or in structural basins of
Tertiary age, can be foQ~d at a number of points in central Idaho.
Several of these~ notably the gravels on Big Creek "fietween Orogrande ~.nd
Dixie (seep. 54;, are in present stream channels and in this paper will
simply be classified as stream deposits. The high-level gravels in the
Elk Creek and Newsome B c~sins a."ld along the South l!,ork of the Cl e~water
Ei ver, however, constitute a class of deposit that differs materially in
physical characteristics from other placer deposits of the region~ they
present mining problems peculiar to the mode of occurrence. Together
with the high channel deposits and low bench gravels of the Warren and
Burgdorf districts (see pp. 59 to 79), these deposits probably constitute
the largest reserve of gold-bearing gravel in Idaho County.

She~on a."ld Reed have discussed11/ thG geology of the Elk City a"ld
Newsome gravels and have given detailed descriptions and in many cases
inctividual maps of vil·tually all the important placer mines that have
been opened on deposits 0f this type; consequently, this paper will
confine itself to a brief s·ummary of the geology, a general presentation
of the mining problems involved, and to short descriptions of those
properties that were active in 1937· The location of the principal pits
and of the areas generally overlain by deposits of this tJ~e (as mapped
by Shenon and Reed) are shown in figures 3, 4, 5, ~.nd ·r.
According to Shenon a•·1d Reed,l8/ the Elk City and }:ewsome Ba,sins
as we:p as other s imil~..r be.sins in the region were formed by structural
deformation and partly filled with lake and stream sediments in Tertiary
times; it seems to the writers of tbis paper that some of the high gravel
deposits along the·South Fork of the Clearwater m~r have been formed at
about the same time in estuaries or small lakes along a meandering waterway w~ose course approximately coincided with that of the present river
channel. After these gravels were laid down, a new cycle of erosion
began; the rejuvenated streams dissected the high-level gravels and reconcentrated some of their gold in present stream channels; the uneroded
portions remain as benches or low ridges in those parts of the old
basin floors that haYe not been removed by erosion. In the aggregG.te,
these remaining deposits constitute an immense volume of gravel, much of
which is gold bearing.
In the vicinity of Elk anc Newsome Creeks the bedrock of the highlevel gravels is, in pract.ically every ca~e, betvreen the 4,000 and 4,400...
foot contours; in most cases it is c:ose to the 4,200-foot contour.
Fa~ther down the stream it is much lo~er than this.
The vertical height

ill

Work cited.

ill

Work cited.

1]_1 Work cited.
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of these high ~ravels above the present stream cl~els depends to a
large extent on the depth to which recent erosion has progressed;
naturally, it is less near the upper ends of valleys than near the
lower ends. For instance, at the Dyer placer on American River, bedrock is o~ly about 50 feet above the river, whereas the·pits near the
mouth of Newsome Creek, 15 miles below Elk City, are about 600 feet
vertically above the south Fork of the Clearwater; at the Geary placer,
25 miles farther downstrea~, bedrock is 750 feet above the Clearwater
but at an elevation approximatel~r 1, 000 feet lower than the Elk City
deposits.
These bench gravels are from a few feet to 200 feet deep; most of
the old pit faces are between 40 and 100 feet high, but few pits have
been worked into the deepen t parts of the deposits. The character of
the gravels exposed in the hydraulic pits indicates that they were,
for the most part, laid down in comparatively quiet water; except near
bedrock they are composed chiefly of sand, cley, or very fin~_~ravel;
large boulders are re.re. As pointed out b;r Shenon and Reed,li/ it is
probable that sediments accumulated while deformation went on. In at
least one place stream gravels cut the lcl~e beds ~~d are, in turn,
covered by lake deposits. However, most of the coarser gravels occur
on or very near bedrock; these bedrock gravels frequently are composed
of angQlar, unsorted material, but in other cases they are composed of
well-rounded quartzite pebbles a~Q snall boulders, which obviously were
laid down in stream ct.a...'lnels; they often carry high gold values. The
overlyi1~ fine sediments frequently carry values low in gold and
occasionally ro·e rich; but available evidence strongly favors the inference that most of the gold in these high-level gravels is close to
bedrock. It is cle.imcd that many of the large pits worked in the early
days averaged from 10 to 18 cents a yard throughout, but the gold in
the pits that were being worked in 1937 was close to bedrock; fm.•thermore,
it is obvious, from even casual examination, that commercial values in
the fine sediments are confined to small areas and that the large remaining volume of the fine sediments is extremely low grade. For instance,
at the Cal-Idaho pit it was estimated that although the entire lOQ- to
160-foot face averaged about 6 cents a yard., at least 90 percent of the
total values crune from the first few feet al•ove bed.rock. Similarly,
at the Dyer pit on American River a 50-foot-high face was said to average
only 6 cents a yard, although some shcllow ground in one corner of the
pit was yielding about 35 cents a ye..rct from 6 to 7 feet of gravel on
bedrock. At the Windmiser placer, neDr the confluence of the Crooked
and Clearwater Rivers, a s:!!all section of old stream channel yielded
about $2~ 60 per square :rard of bedrock, but adjacent and overlying
deposits of' fine sediments were too laT.-grade to be ,..-orked profitably
by small-scale method.s. At the Geary placer, nee.r Castle Creek, a.
small ex:p.osure of stream gravel on bedrock had been rich enough to be
worked spasmodically by small-sc~Le methods for many years, but the
adjoining large pits had been idle from the early days until the recent
revival of gold mining.

fril
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The location of the large pits already worked apparently has "been
governed not only by the occurrence of commercial values but by the
:.,rm. .:.C~i ty of lower v::tJ.leys for te.:i.liL"'" C..isposal a.s well. P.eason for
abandoning these pits frequently is obscure, but in at least several
cases it was apparent that bedrock was di~ping away from the working
face so rapidl7 t:!:1e.t deep bedroc){: ditches were made necessa...";{ for
tailing disposal; it is probable, therefore, that operations ceased
when bedrock became so low as to ~revent economical ha~dling of material.
In other cases, it is probable that the paystreak was simply lost or
worked out. There is much evidence to support the belief that the
highest bedrock values are in ancient stream channels that have been
covered by still water deposits; therefore, it may be that when these
old channels were lost or ITorl>::ed out the total gold values recovered
from the pit becrune too low to permit continuance of operations.
It is doubtful if there are more than a very few plD.ces where these
high gravels may be worked with hope of ultimate success so lcng as
haphazard prospecting and exploring methods are followed; th0 most
available deposits containing gold in paying q_uanti ties have rloubtless
been exhausted. It is the belief of the writers of this Inf.::;rmation
Circular that careful and systematic mapping and testing is a necessary
preliminary to the further commercial exploitation of these deposits.
If detailed surve~rs of the surface e.A"})Osures were made first, and the
most favorable areas were then surveyed by geophysical sethods to determine the location of concentrations o: black sands and, possibly, the
depth and attitude of bedrock, it might be possible, ~J drilli~, to
block out some large volumes of commercial gravel and to so locate the
point of ~.ttack that operations will not be halted by difficulties with
tailings disposal.
At present virtual.ly nothing is known of the value or volume of
the actual remaining high-level gravels in Idaho County; this can be
determined only by surveys of the type <iescribed. Geop:b. .ysicaJ. methods
might not be successful here but, without their aid, it is difficult
to see how the co~~ercie~ prospecting of these deposits could be carrie~
out. It is certain that past operations have moved only a very small
percentage of the total vol~~e of this type of deposits in the district;
it may be assumed, therefore, that the remaining gold resources are large.
Statistics of past production are not available, but a rough estimate
of the size of the ten largest pits indicates that about ten million
yards of gravel wns moved by the earlier operators. Old published
accounts u~ually state that tne values averaged from 10 to 18 cents a
yard, but these_s~atements are not backed ~J actual production figures.
Shenon and Ree~ determined b-.f survey that the Moose Creek operations
uncovered about 4o acres (194,000 square yards) of bedrock, from which
they estimated a total production of about $386,000 was obtained. Hence,

"?Jj}
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it appears that this ground yielded about $2 per square yard of bedrock,
or, assuming an average depth of 60 feet, it yielded approximately 10
cents per cubic yard of gravel moved with gold at $20.67 an ounce.
With gold at $35 an ounce, the grade would be much higher than that of
gravels that are being worked by any of the present operators.

Some consideration has been given to the possibility of drift-mining
some of the richest ground, but so far the practicability of this method,
as applied to these deposits, has not been demonstrated. If, however.
sufficient volumes of commercial gravel could be blocked out, there is
no reason why water for hydraulic mining could not be brought in by
ditches as was done in the early days. The country is well adapted to
cheap ditch construction with the aid of modern equipment; furthermore,
the gravel is almost entirely free from large boulders and is loosely
packed. Water duty at current operations on high banks is estimated
to be about 4 cubic yards per miner's inch per 24 hours. Bedrock is
usually a soft decomposed gneiss or granite, which can be cleaned easily.
Therefore. in spite of the fact that operations would be limited to 60
to 90 ~s a year, it would seem that hydraulic mining is about the
cheapest known method of working these deposits if sufficient preliminary
testirig is done to insure adequate bedrock drainage and tailings disposal., Areas to which hydraulic methods are not applicable must, of
course, be mined by other methods, but it will be diff:lcul t if not impossible to make intelligent plans until more is known regarding the
amount and distribution of the gold.
HYdraulic Operations of the Elk_City District
In the Elk City district, three hydraulic operations- the Cal-Idaho,
the Dyer, end the Windmiser - were active in 1937•
·
Cal-Idaho. - The placer mine of the Ce~-Idaho Mining Co., about
1-l/2 miles southwest. of Elk City (see fig. 3), was being operated
under lease by James Green. This large pit has been worked each season
for a number of years; from 1932 to 1936, inclusive, it produced 436
ounces of fine gold. During three years for which records are available
the average recovery was 4 1/2 cents a yard. In 1937, about 150,000
yards were moved between April 15 and July l, but toward the end of the
season a big slide covered the giants and threatened to destroy the
penstock and part of the flume. The pit face was from 100 to 160 feet
high; it was said to average 6 cents a yard from top to bottom, but
most of the values were said to occur in the first 3 feet above bedrock,
the overlying material carrying only about 1 cent per yard.
Water is brbught from Kirk's Fork to the workings in an 8-mile
ditch and delivered to the nozzles under a 160-foot head. EP~ly in the
season there is sufficient water to operate a 6-inch and a 4-inch nozzle,
but after the first 30 days only the 4-inch nozzle can be used; after
the first of July wat·er must be stored and used intermittently. The
volume of gravel moved in 1937 indicates a water duty of approximately
4 cubic yards per miner's inch per 24 hours.
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Sluice boxes A.re set in a. rock cut to permit bedrock at the face
to be worked; pole riffles are used, and an undercurrent is provided
at the lower end.•
It was estimated. by the operators that with the present uet-up
material ·could be handled. for a direct operating cost of about l 1/2
cents per yard.
~· - The property of James ~Jer 8nd associates consists of 600
acres of placer ground about 4-1/2 miles due north of ]lk City. About
500 acres is on the west side of the river and takes in principally
high-level gravels of the vicinity. One hundred acres is along the
American River and covers about 2 miles of stream gravels. There is a
fairly good road from Elk City to within about one-fourth mile of the
hydraulic pit that was operntGd in 1937.

There are three pits (fig. 3) r-tm.ning ef'.st ru1d west abou~ 1,000
feet west of the American River and sloping eastward to the !"L ver. They
range in width from 75 to 200 feet and in length from 400 to ~00 feet.
Only the center pit was operated in recent ye::~.rs. The east ::rJi t was
abandoned many years ago because the bedrock is too flat to permit
adequate tailings d.isposal. The gravel a.t the upper end of this pit
is approxirr:c..tely 125 feet thick.
The bedrock in the center pit has a slope toward tho American River
of 8 to 10 feet in a hundred. The th;ckness of the gravel at the east
end is from 8 to 10 feet and. at the west end from 50 to 60 feet. The
grn7el is quite loose and contains verJ few boulders that cannot be
h2.11d.led ·by hand.
Wnter i:s teken from the West :il'ork of the American River through a
7-mile ditch. For a short period ~u.ring the greatest run-off about 300
inches of water is available, but durinc the greater part of the season
there is only about 200 inches. Two hundred and twenty-five feet of
7-inch pipe from the end of the ditch to the pit provides a head of
about 85 feet. Generally there is enough water for 30 to 40 days of
piping with full head.
The sluice boxes, 24 by 24 inches, are set at a slope of 8 inches
in 12 feet. Riffles consist of Douglas fir blocks 7 inches high by
8 inches wide, spaced 1-1/2 inches apart, with the round side up. These
last from four to five seasons.
The clean-up is treated in a barrel amalgamator. The gold is quite
coarse, ranging in size from a pin head to a rice grain.
According to early operators, the gravel at. the west end of the pit
runs around 6 cents a yard and at the ea.st end aoout 35 cents. This is
probably due to the fact that the low-grade overburden at the east end
of the pit was eroded away, leaving only the higher-grade material near
bedrock.
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In the 1935 season, four men worked 35 10-hour shifts, or a total
of 14o 10-hour man-shifts in the ~~per part 0f the center pit. One
giant with a 3-inch nozzle moved 35,000 cubic yards of material that
yielded $2,000. This indicates a value of 6 cents a·yard for the
material in that part of the pit and a man-shift production of $14.25.
Assuming a volume of 300 inches of water in use for 20 hours a day, the
duty would be 4 yards per miner's inch p~r 24 hours.
During the 1936 season, one ma~ worked alone in the lower pit for
10 days, moving 485 yards of material that yielded $170. This indicates
a value of 35 cents a yard and a man-shift production of $17.
Windmiser. - Frank Windmiser was operating a small pit near the top
of the ridge in the angle formed by the junction of the Crooked River
with the South Fork of the Clearwater. The denosit is about 4oo feet
above the river at an altitute of 4,200 feet. ~The best values are found
in rounded stream gravels (chiefly small auartzite boulders) about a
foot or so above bedrock. The stream gravels a1·e overlain by fine
sediments that carry comparatively low gold values. In 1937, a pit about
90 feet long by 30 feet wide by 4 to 15 feet deep had been excavated
to bedrock, it was said to have yielded about 7S cents a yard, most of
which was from the coarse strea~ gravel on bedrock.
Water was obtained from a small stream which flows through the
property, and delivered to the face through a l-inch nozzle under a 30foot head. In 1937, a full head. was available continuously from A;pril
15 to May 15, after which only an intermittent flow was obtainable.
After July 1 only enough water for cleaning bedrock wa.s available.
Placer Mines of the Golden AAd Castle Creek Districts
Key. - In the Golden district, the Key placer, on Little Leggett
Creek, was being tested by D. R. Brazington. The ground belongs to the
Key Placers Corporation of Spokane, Wash. The part of the deposit
being actively tested is composed largely of side hill wash and gulch
gravels apparently derived from high-level gravels on the ridge above.
These gulch gravels generally were less than 8 feet deep but were said.
to carry commercial values. Just ove~ the hill from the workings on
Little Leggett Creek an area of side-hill wash about 100 yards long by
75 yards wide by about 4 feet deep had been mined some years ago;
approximately 8 additional acres had been cleared but not mined.
Immediately below these ITorkings is a meadow about 4oo yards long by
150 feet wide, rrhich cont?..ined ~.bout 4 feet of gravel (fig. 5). The
gradient of the meadow is about 200 feet to the mile~ that of the sidehill deposit was considerably steeper. The stream bed w~.s virtually
dry when visited on July 30. Little Leggett Creek, however, carries
about 3 second-feet of water in the dry season.
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~· - In 1937 work had been resumed at the Geary or :Big Cove
placers, which had been idle, except for small sniping operations, for
mer~" years.
T.!.1.i::: deposit is a.t a cr:;~siderable distance from other
commercial deposits of high gravels but is of the same general t,ype.
Its great height above the present river, its isolation from the present
river channel by a rock ridge, and its intercalated gravel and lignite
beds indicate that it was probably formed at aoout the same time as the
high gravels of the Elk and Newsome Basins.

This deposit is s:i.tuated a short distance south of and about 750
feet above the South Fork of the Clearwater (see fig. 6); it is bounded
by Cove Creek on the west and by Bully Creek on the east and appears
to be covered oy lava to the south. Two large pits about a mile apart
were worked in the early days; a small section of the easterly pit has
been mined spasmodic~lly until recently; it is estimated that about
600,000 yards of gravel :have been mined from the two pits.
In 1937 a new pit was being minec. near the extreme easte1-1y end of
the deposit by the Granite Creek Dre8..f.:-ing Co., but operatic·,;, had ceased
because of water shortege before the pit was visited (July ):). Water
was brought in d.i tches from the head":""f'.ters of the several small streams
that cross the pro~erty; it was said that 10 to 15 second-feet were
available during the first thirty days of water flow in the spring.
Water was delivered under a 100-foot head.
Robert McAJ.li ster, of Star Poute, Grangeville, holds several claims
adjoining the original Geary Placer on the northwest. ne harl started
a cut on -::-hat appeared to be the lowest bedrock exposure with the object
of ul tima·l;ely developing a drift mine on bedrock gravels.
Orogrande District
Although an important center of lode m~n~ng, the Orogrande district
has produced comparatively little placer gold. The rich stream and
gulch diggings, which were the so-urce of most of the placer production
of other camps of the region, appear to have been developed at only a
few points near OrogrAD.de, notably on Relief Creelc. However, there is
a considerable volume of potential dredging ground on Crooked River (see
fig. 7).
Orogrande Post Office is about 66 miles by road from Grangeville at
an altitude of slightly less th~n 5,000 feet. The first 54 miles of
this road is the main forest highway up the South Fork of the Clearwater
River; the last 12 miles is a com~aratively new and rather second-rate
road up Crooked River. In recent ye~s this road has been mainteined
for year-round travel bece:use of the relatively large lode-mining
operations at Orogr~nde.
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Strectm Gravels
Crooked River. - Placer ground on Crooked River extends continuously
from about one-fo"Urth mile e,bove Oror,rande mine to the head of the canyon
about 2 miles below t~e mouth of Relief Creek, a total dist~~ce of
approximately 5 miles. The valley bottom along this stretch of river
varies from about 100 feet to several hundred yards wide; its average
width is probably close to 300 feet. So fer as known, this ground has
never been tested systematically throughout; it m~ be safely assumed,
however, that it will average at least 10 feet deep; ~~doubtedly there
are large areas that are 20 to 30 feet or more deep. Except in the
narrowest parts, it is unlikely that the deposit contains many large
boulders. Tailings from the mills of the Orogrande-Frisco and Gnome
mines have spread over considerable areas in the vicinity of these mines
but, except in a few places, they do not appe?X to oe deep enough to
interfere seriously with dredging operations. The river gradient is
about 65 feet to the mile.
The fractured and mineralized zone on which the Orogrande-Frisco
mine is working crosses the upper end of Orooked River, a~d a similar
zone crosses near the Iaeho Cnempion mine; there are also a number of
smaller e~d comparatively high-grade gold veins ~~ong the main river and
its tributaries. Just below the Gnome mine some bench gravel was worked
by hand methods in the early ~~s. Strea~ placers, some of them rich,
have been worked on Baker Gul~h, Rainbow Gulch, Relief Creek, and other
tributaries. There is no doubt, therefore, but that the Crooked River
gravels are gold bearing. Late in the summer of 1937, D. E. Henderson
of Mt. Vernon, Wash., began testing near the Orogrande mine with the
object of developing ground for dredge operations; his preliminary
results were said to be encouraging.
Development of the Crooked River placers has undoubtedly been retarded by the large number of owners, ma~v of whose claims were conflicting. Among the chief claimants may be numbered the Orogrande-Frisco
Mining Co. , the Gnome Mining Co. , the Lucky Five Mining Co. , the Idaho
Champion Mining Co., and the heirs of the Hogan estate.
Lower Crooked River end Cam~bell Creek. - Lower Crooked River and
Campbell Creek are actually in the Elk City district, but for convenience
they are discussed here.
Gravel deposits are continuous for ap~roximately two miles along
lower Crooked River, from the head of the short canyon at its mouth to
the foot of the long ce~yon that continues upstream to within 2 miles
of the mouth of Relief Creek. These deposits are from 150 to 600 feet
wide; their average width probably would be close to 300 feet. The
stream gradient on this part of the river is a~proximately 50 feet to
the mile.
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The richest channels within the deposit, particularly near the lower
end of the river, were worked by Chinamen in the early days, but large
areas of virgin ground were left. A rr~ber of test holes were sunk in
the worked-over ground as well as in the virgin ground during the summer
of 1937. These holes a~d other old ~orkings indicated an average depth
of deposit of 6 to 10 feet, including 1 to 3 feet of topsoil; no large
boulders were observed in the test holes or old tailings. Inasmuch as
no effort has been made to begin mining operations, it appears that the
results of testing were unsatisfactory or that other factors intervened.
The deposit undoubte~-Y carrie8 some gold; although there mP-y be some
hard bedrock, other pr..ysical conditions may appear favorable for a dragline outfit or small dredge. The ground is reported to be held by Mrs.
Margaret Cunningham for whom Wm. C. McNutt, 522 :Breier :Building, Le1l7iston,
Idaho, is agent.
So far as known, the stream gravels on Campbell Creek were exhausted
in the early days. However, there are some high gravels (altitude 4,000
feet) on the low ridge near the upper end of the old stream r]_~ggings
(fig. 7). Many of the dry gulches in this P..I'ea ·,vere worked as 11 skim 11
diggings in the early days, a~d at one place a pit about 100 feet in
diameter was recently mined by hydraulic methods; most of the equipment
is still on the ground and in good condition. The pay gravel was about
4 feet deep and was said to have yielded fair wages to the operators.
Relief Creek. - ~1e upper end of Relief Creek was worked out by
hand methods in the early days; the thoroughness with which the ground
was worked indicates that it must have been fairly rich. The Lucky Five
lV:ln.ing Co. recently constructed a stationary '17ashing plant near the
mu\lth of Relief Creek and began excavating with a caterpillar-mounted
angledozer: they moved a small amount of gr~vel is 1936 and 1937, but
their operations have baen spasmodic. It is claimed that the ground
washed yielded 80 cents a yard;. the gravel ~nd overburden was about 10
feet deep and generally free from large boulders.
Gravel deposits .::l,t the mouth of :aelief Creek nre 100 yards or more
wide but become narrower upstreem; about three-fourths of a mile above
the mouth the valley becomes a comparatively steep wclled canyon for
about half a mile to the beginning of the old hand workings near the
Clevela."ld :nine.
Dead~ood Creek. - Deadwood Creek has been ~orked e~most continuously
from source to mouth. The loTier part (see fig. 7) ~as TIOrked by hand
methods in the early d~s; the upner part ~as dredged bet~een 1934 and

1937·
The :placer deposits on upper Deadr':YJd Creek avera.ged about 125 feet
wide and 14 to 18 feet deep, including 5 to 8 feet of valueless or ve~J
lou-grade overburden; the ground was generally free from large boulders.
The bedrock gradient ~as about 100 feet to the mile; the strenm flo~ at
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low water about one-fourth second-foot. A small amount of virgin ground
that might be suitable for very small-scale operations remains at the
extreme upper end of the creek just above the dredged area. Records
indicate that the d:-edge ground becrune progressiveljr richer upstream;
therefore it seems reasonable to expect that the adjoining ground would
average 20 cents a yard or better.
Operations of the Orogrande District
Deadwood Creek Dredge.- From 1935 to 1937, inclusive, D. E. Henderson
operated a small bucket dredge on the upper end of Deadwood Creek, which
is a tributary of Red River.
The dredge was of stanQsrQ design, equipped with 65 buckets of 2cubic-foot capacity each. The bucket line, mounted on a 45-foot digging
ladder, moved at the rate of 33 buckets per minute. The dredge a.s constructed would dig 20 feet below water and 10 feet above; it was held
and maneuvered on a single steel spud and shore lines.
The trammel was 46 inches in diameter, constructed in five 3-foot
sections. The first three sections were punched with 3/8-inch, 1/2-inch,
and 5/8-inch holes, respectively; the last two sections were punched nith
3/4-inch holes. Approxi:natel~· ..,.co squE~.re feet of table surface was provided;
riffles were ma.de of l-l/4-inc~1 r.n.gle iron e;[cept in the tail chutes,
uhere 1/2-inch-mesh, no. 8 smvke-stack screen over brussels carpet was
used. Very little gold u.'J.s ree·)Vered in the tail chutes; most of the
gold was fairly coarse and stopped in tho upper riffles.
The tailing stacker, about 55 feet long overall, extended 4o feet
beyond the dredge.
Wash wnter WD,s delivered under a pressure of 80 pounds to the square
inch. One 2-inch nozzle discharged into the buckets, one into the hopper,
and six (four up and tuo down) into the trammel. An 1,100-gallon-perminut~ high-pressure centrifugal pump su~plied ~as~ water, and an 800gallon-per-minute low-prer,s"l.li'e :!)ump s'.lpplied water to the tables. At
extreme low water it was necess~-y to bring water from Relief Creek to
supplement the very small flow in Dead~tood Creek.
Power was generated by t~o Diesel engines. A 75-horsepower engine
drove the ladder and screen; a 50-horsepo'ITer engine drove the pumps and
other equipment. Fuel oil at 11 cents per gallon delivered cost $10
a day for the dredge alone; lubricants c~st $1 a day. Fuel oil for a
caterpillar tractor used for clea.ring land and other odd jobs cost
another $1 per day, bringing the total fuel and oil cost to approximately
$12 per day.
For 24-hour operation, an average creTI of 12 men was employed; this
crew consisted of 3 wenchmen, 3 engineers, 3 dec~~Bnds, and 1 to 3 shoremen.
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Overburden co!'l.taining a large perc mtage of sod and roots was dug
and rolled directly through the trammel without washing. Including
all lost time and shut clo'iVIl, an aver?.ge of between SOO and 1,000 yards
of material was ha..""ldled per d~r; '\'Then '.'iCrking continuo·J.sly in g0od
grou.'ld, about l,SOC ;ra.rds ad~ coul.d be ha...""ldled.
drj~

The operating neason extended fro::1 Ma:r to Kovember, inclusive; in
1936 there were 190 working days. It ••auld have been possible to start
earlier and work later but at greatl:'J~ lowered efc:~iciency.
South Fork of the

Clear~ater R~~

The South Fork of the Olearwater River is formed by the confluence
of Red River and American River about 2 miles soutnwest of Elk City;
from this point i t flo'.'Ts almost due r;est about 34 miles (24 miles by air
line), then flows due north and joins the l~iddle Fork of the Clearw~.ter
at Kooskia, a totCJl distance of [:.bout 60 miles. The gr.s.dien~; is approximately 30 feet to the mile; at the upper end of the river th,;; flow is 30
to 45 second-feet during the dry season; at the lower end th~ flow is
several times this amount.
Parts of the river are covered by the Elk City, Golden, and Castle
Creek districts. Pre.ctically all the placers of commercial importe.nce
occur along the upper 34 miles between Elk City and th,: :nouth of Cove
Creek. All of this part of t:'le river chennel may be sr·:.d to be goldbearing, but conditions favorable to the accumulation of comnercial
placer <J_eposi ts occur at only a compurn.tively fe'\7 places. The river has
ClJ.t a nnrrv"', stee:p-sided can.;ron to a. depth of several h'mdred to 1, 000
feet belo\7 the base level of the surro'U.L"lding country~ consequently, it
;,as been possible for placers to accu':l'.lin.te -Jnly in s::nall "b~rs" on the
inner side of bends or in na!'rO":"T stri::?s e.long the f<'rl places whore the
river ve1lley is ~lightly "::'ider tbu1 t::..0 g,ctively eroding channel. These
deposits frequently contain good gold values but usually contain a large
percentage of boulders~ which intsrfere seriously ;nth mining operations.
Many of the small bro-s just abo'\re the water level are v:orked spasmodically by "sntpers", who set up a sluice box along the river e.nd. shovel
in bjr hand; in one or t'l7o places s:ncll fu'ift mines have been worked in the
low bench deposits.

The hu·gest placer d.eposi ts are betneen Santian Creek end Crooked
River and betTieen Cove Creek r~d Mill Creek.
Strerun Gr<:.vel s
S~~tiam CreGk to Crooked Eiver. - From Santia~ Creek to Crooked River,
a distance of about 5 milAs, the valley bottom is wide enough to have
numerous gravel bars, ~hich form a more or lesg continuous deposit along
this part of the river. ~hese bars ~·e seldom, if ever, more than 200
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feet wide and are very irregule...r in size a.'ld shape; they are said to
average 8 to 20 feet deep. Large bo-ulders, many of them weighing 1
to 10 tons, are numerous. Although, obviously, this gravel.is difficult
to work, it is claimed that recent testing indicated values of approximately $1 a yard.
Late in the summer of 1937, Frank T. Hickox and s. D. Alexander
assembled a new floating washing pl~'lt and 2-cubic-yard dragline shovel
near the Santiam bridge with the intention of working the river channel
and bars from this point to the mouth of Crooked River.
Cove Creek to Mill Creek. - Robert McAllister has a placer claim
on Cove Creek near its mouth, where there has been some reconcentration
of gold from the high gravels near the head of Cove Creek. From the
mouth of Cove Creek to above Mill Creek there are numerous sme~l bars
and low benches suitable for small-scale operations; many of these bars
have yielded from 15 to 50 cents a yard. There are, however, two
deposits suitable for somewhat larger-scale operations; these are the
Telegram placer and the Fisher ple.cer.
Telegram Placer. - For abrrQt 1 mile above the mouth of Castle Creek,
low bench gravels 10 to 20 feet deep ~'1d up to several hundred feet
wide extend along the south s:. d.e of the river; bedrock is 8 to 15 feet
above the river; large boulde:L·s are numerous. The most recent attempt
to work these gravels was by dra.gline shovel and stationary '.'T?.shing
plent; gravel was transported from the shovel to washing pl$nt in trucks.
Apparently, the operation was a failure, as only a small yardage was
handled before it was abandoned. The heavy overburden and large boulders
doubtless were important factors contributing to the failure. It was
said the.t pay gravel averaged about 40 cents a ye..rd; however, the depth
of the pay gravel is not 1mown. The overburden became deeper toward the
mountain.
This ground is patented. A. s. Hardy, of Grangeville, Idaho, is
said to be the agent of the owner.
Fisher Placer. - The Fisher placer is part of en old channel lying
on a bench about 200 feet vertically above the river, near the mouth of
Meadow Creek. A large pit was mined by hydraulic methods in the early
days; nevertheless, a large volume of unworked gravel remains. This
deposit was described and mapped in detail by Reed,21/ who states that
the unworked face of the pit sampled 18 cents to the yard.
Florence District
In the immediate vicinity of Florence (fig. 8) is en area about 4
miles long by 2 miles wide, which, in the early 1360's, was mined intensively by hand methods; the gravels were extraordinarily rich but were
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shallow and were, for the most part, soon exhausted by white men and
reworked by Chinamen. Except for a fe:J :small, spasmodic o.perations, the
district has been inactive for m~v years. However, there are a few
remaining areas of virgin ground that were not suitable for mining by
hand methods but m~y be suitable for small dredge or dragline operations,
it may also be possible by these methods to rework some of the old ground
that was not thoroug:b~y cleaned up.
The stream placer depositA at 7lorence are usually from 4 to 10
feet deep; most of them are in the bottoms of creeks or dry gulches,
but some are found on hi€her ground, even near tl1e tops of low ridges.
This fact, together with the P.ngularity of the gravel and the gold
particles, indicates that the de:oosi ts are l!?.rg-ely residual in nature
or were transported for very short diste~ces only; evidently they were
derived from the nu~crous small but high-grade quartz veins that traverse
the district. Tho residual ch~racter of the gold is further indicated
by its low degree of fineness; it usually is bet~een 600 Bnd 650 fine.
The entire district is u11.derla.in by a bedrock of soft, decomposed
quartz monzonite; it lies between 6,000 ?..nd 6,300 feet aoove sea level in
a swampy region of low relief. With the exception of Meadow Creek, the
stre~m~s are very small, becoming l'>lmost, if not quite, dry during midSUmmer; short~e of w;::.ter has Plwrws been n handicap to :the district. On
the other h~nd, the low streem gradients and swampy gro1L11.d doubtlessly
prevented the thorough cleflning of bedrocl-:: in the deeper ground; it is
probable thn.t some of tb.is ground c,)uld be reworked by C.ragline methods,
as is being attempted on m1ite Sand Creek. Here a dragline, ~ith q
floating "'"'shing plr-mt, w::~.s removing aoout 5 feet of overburden (mostly
old tailings) ?nd washing about 3 feet of pay dirt that lny on bedrock.
The operP.t ion was tecJ:-..nical.ly inefficient, 2nd its fe.ilure is not necessarily proof that the project is not feasible.
Most of the areas ·)f virgin ground remcining in the district are
in flat, peat-covered ~eado><s at the heads of tho strecms (fig. 8).
These areas, obviously, ~ere too lo~-gr~de ?nd too flnt to be ;~rked by
hand methods but might be ':70rkable ~1i th draglines or small d.redges.
There is also a lnrgc volurJe of un~orked grave~ known to cont~in some
gold, on Little Slate Creek e."'Jout 3 miles northwest of Florence.
The tonn of Florence is virtually deserted; at present there is
not even a po3toffice. Grangeville, the ne2rest supply point, is reached
~J 42 miles of mountain road, most of ~hich is both steep rilld rough; in
good weather the trip mey be m.<~.de b:,. passenger c~ in from 2 to 2-1/2
hours, but in winter the road is.impnssable. A ~inter trail aoout 6
miles long extends from Florence donn the side of the ccmyon to the
settlement at French Creek on the Sal~on River.
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Stream Gravels
Sand Creek. - The forks and tributaries of the upper end of Sand
Creek comprise a total le:1gth of about 2 miles of meadow land averaging
from 50 to 100 yards wio.e; alJ. of this is overlain by several feet of
soil and peat; a.t lea.st part of it is underlain by gold--Dearing gravels.
A strip about 600 yards long by 100 feet wide along the center of
the main meadow was dredged j_n the early d~.ys. In 1935 and 1936 J. F.
Jones of Florence operated a small dragline and floating washing plant
above where the dredge stopped; he mined a strip about 1,000 feet long
by 30 foet wide said to have been composed of 7 feet of gravel overlain
by about 3 feet of peat; the recovery from this ground was slightly less
than 40 cents per yard. Nothing definite is known regnrding values in
other parts of the deposit. Where worked, the gravel is loose and free
from boulders. :Bedrock was not exposed but is undoubtedly similar to
that in other parts of the district. At J.ow water, Sand Creek is practinally
·dry.

This gro1.md is held by Mrs. Eva L. Canfield, of Florence, and associates.
Meadow Creek. - The east fork, for about helf a mile above the fork,
and the west fork, for about 2 niles above the fork, contain virgin gravel
deposits that may carry commer~~~ gold v~~ues. The lower half mile of
the west fork was worked extensively by hand methods in the early days,
but there ~?.re sane remrdning areas of virgin grou.."ld along the edges of the
old worki~s (see fig. 8). Above these old workings, on both the east
and west forks, the stream bottoms a.re 100 to 300 feet wide and are
generally flat and swampy. The ground on Meadow Creek apparently averages
from 6 to 10 feet deep, o.f \7hich 2 or 3 feet is topsoil of peat. At low
wa.ter the main creek belovr the forks carried about 3 second-feet of water,
most of which cane from the east fork. 3oth forks of the creek are held
by Mrs. Ada Cyr of Grangeville, Idaho.
Just above the old Ymrkings on the ':"est fork, Frank J. FriedJ.e, representing Oregon interests, was oper?.ting a movable dr~r land washing
plant with caterpillar scraper for testing ~urposes, and was also sinking·
test pits on other parts of· the creek. :Evidently, some values wore found,
but when visited the results of the sampling were still indecisive.
Last Cha."l.Co Gulch. - Small meadows that probabl~r contain gold-be~ing
extend along the lower half mile of Lant Cha."lce Gulch above i tc
confluence ~ith Meadow Creek. The meadows are from 50 to 200 feet wido and
are probably about 6 to 10 feet deep to bedrock; the stream contains only
a small trickle of water in the dxy season. A couple of small tributary
gulches havo been '."fOrked by hand methods, and at one point (see fig. 8)
a small hydraulic pit has been worked on some bench gravels; an acre or
more of unworked ground of similar nature adjoins the pit. The ground is
held by Mrs. Eva L. Canfield of Florence.
gr~N.els
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Little Slate Creek. -About 3 miles northwest of Florence, on
Little Slate Cree~, are extensive meadows that doubtless cont?in so~e
gold. These meadoYI'S are virtually continuous from above the Seabur;y--i-Tut
:Basin road (see fig. 8) to the mouth of Va..11 :Buren Creek; it is imprClbable,
however, that the,r contain gold in commercial quantities very f~r above
the mouth of Turnbull Creek. That tne several tribut~r gulches and
streams have been worked indicates that the section from the mouth of
Turnbull to and below the ;;'!Outh of Van :Buren Creel..:: probably contains some
gold especially along the western side of the meadows. Several rows of
test pits have been dug across the Little Slate Creek meado~s near the
mouth of Van :Buren Creek, but the results were unsatisfactory; the rest
of the meadow has not bean tested systemR.tically. The pits indicated an
average depth of from 8 to 10 feet, with feTI boulders; this section of
the meadows is about 200 :rards 'l"lide.
At low '\'Tater Little Slate Creek above Van :Buren caxried about 3 to 4
second-feet of ••o.ter on e. grf'.dient of not over 50 feet to the mile.
Van :Buren Creek. - Van Buren Creek car~ies about the seme vol~~e of
water as Little Slate Creek but has a gradient of nearly 100 feet to the
mile. It flows in a Vc~ley bottom ~~out 150 feet to 4oO feet wide in the
lower mile of its course. There "ere no evidences of placer ~orkings or
test pits on this stream.
Turnbull Creek. - Considerable placer r::un::..ng has been done along
the lower end of ~xrnbull Creek and its tributaries, especially Royal
Creek. A small area of virgin ground, which might be sui ta"ble for 11 sniping 11
operations, remains on Royal Creek and a.t the confluence of Royal and
Turnbull Creeks. At the upDer end of the worked-out ground on Royal Creek
is a recently worked hydraulic pit about 100 feet long by 20 feet wide by
8 feet deep (including 1 to 2 feet of topsoil); considerable 10-inch
hydraulic pipe and a monitor were on the ground. Turnbull Creek carried
about 1 second-foot of water near its mouth, but Royal Creek was practically
dry (Sept. 5). Turnbull Creek has a gracHent of a-bout 200 feet to the
mile; Royal Creek is steeper.
Most, if not all, of the placer ground along Little
owned by R. A. Rathbun of Freedon, Id~~o.

Sl~te

Creek is

Side Hill and Gulch Gravels
At many points i~ the F~orence district residual gravel or side-hill
wash was worked in the eerly ~~ys, but large parts of these deposits were
left unworked. ~hese unwo:::-~:ed depo~~i ts doubt.lessly contain some gold, P.lld
parts of them might be 17orkable by clrA.glines or by small-scde hydr~.ulic
methods if sufficient water co-clld be obt~=.dned; ho~vev·3r, they are not large
enough to justify expensive plant instnllations or long ditches, consequently their •,7orkabili ty apl)ears to depend lcorgely on the development of
better methods or cheaper power. The largest unworked area lies on the
southwest side of the west fork of i•:eadow Creek; no reliable estimate of the
remaining volume of gravel or its value could be made in the time available.
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Dixie District
The Dixie district a~d the nearby placer deposits on Eig Creek (see
fig. 9) are included in ~~ area about 8 miles long from north to south
by 5 miles wide from east to west l~ring a few miles north of the "breaks"
of the main Salmon River; the strea~s draining this area all flow south
into the Salmon. The district, although between 6,000 and 7,000 feet
above sea level, is generall~r characte:dzed by low relief and mature
topography. The town of Dixie is about 28 miles by mountain road south
of Elk City; this road crosses a 7,000-foot summit that usually is closed
to wheeled motor transport from December to May; a much quicker route
into the district will be available when connections are made with the
new road now under construction up the Salmon.
At present the placers on Eig Creek, although only about 3 miles in
a straight line from Dixi!3, C:=Jn be reached b;<r road only by we:y of Dixie
Ranger station (see fig. 9), a dist:-:o.nce of 10 to 12 miles. ~he Big Creek
placers, however, are connected Tiith Orogrande by 7 to 8 miles of steep
mountain road. The period of high water in the spring extends from about
the midclle of April to rome time in June; by the middle of July many of
the smaller streams are dry. Weather conditions suitable for outdoor
operations such as dragline operation prevail from about the middle of
April o1· first of Mny to the first or middle ~f October.
The vol~ue of placer gravel in this district is small, compared with
other important districts of central Id.aho. P.J. though Thomson ~"ld :Ballar@
have estime.ted that the total production was about $1,500,000, it is
difficu1~ at this time to understand ~here this a~ount of gold c?.me from.
JellumW states that from 1861 to 18b3, $270,500 was handled by the express
company shipping out of Dixie. As this was undoubtedly the period of
greatest production, it seems probable that the totnl was consider~bly
less than a million dollars.
Pr~ctically 8~1 the gold was produced from about 5 miles of Crooked
Creek And half a dozen f'.treru-ns l'lnd ~;ulches tha.t enter it' from the 17est.
Big Creek has proclucod very little gold to date but there is a posd'Jili ty
that tl1e big meadows near the upper end me>.;r cont?in com:nercir:-l values.

The :Big Creek gravels are considered by Shenon a.."ld Reed?}J} to be
remnants of Terti['.l'y dcposi ts on rn old_ erosion surface. It is probable
that some of the Dixie gravels mny be placed in the s~e class, although
most of them have undoubtec~y been resorted ~d reconcentrated in more
recent times, some, obviously, are of recent origin. The Dixie deposits,
apparently, are derived from the numerous s:nall veins ~nd other lode de~osits
that truverse the district; consequently, the gold is generally rough and
is frequently embedded in quartz pa..rticles. The gold recovered at Dixie
and on :Big Creek is apprvxi:natel~r 350 fine.
22/ Work cited.
Work cited.
Work cited.

~
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Figure 9.-Gravel deposits of the Dixie district, Idaho County, Idaho.

r. c.
In addition to the st~eam deposits, there are large areas
paratively flat, semiswampy ground nea~ the headwaters of many
creeks where gold is known to occur in spots. These areas are
in figure 9 as "residual" deposittJ but their comoercial value,
where local concentrations occur, reme.ins to be demonstrated.
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In general, it m~v be said that the remaining grotk~d at Dixie is
sui table only for sma11-scale operations but that the meadows on :Big
Creek would be sui table for larg&-scale dredging operations if proved to
contain cOimnercial values.
Stream gravels
Crooked Creek. - ~nis creek has contained the largest placer deposits
in the Dixie district proper and has been mined from the mouth of Horse
Fle.ts Creek to the mouth of Olive Creek. In the early d~..ys it wr-ts mined
by hand methods, more recently by draglines. Some of the earlier diggings
are said to have been rich, "but there are no authentic records of enrly
production available; later operations have recovered about 20 cents per
yard. With the possible exception of the small meadows just above Dixie
Gulch, virtually no commercie~ gravel is left on this creek.
Olive Creek. - ~he lower p~t of Olive Creek flows through a c~ron,
but for about a mile above its mouth it contains gravel deposits 20 to
50 feet wide. Boulders Dl'e rather nu:nerous neE..r the surface, but the
depth, character, and value of the gravels has not "been determined by
systematic testing; they probably contain some gold. The stream gradient
is about 200 feet to the mile; the water flow on August 12 was estimated
to be between 1 &~d 2 second-feet at the mouth of the creek.
About a mile and a half above its mouth the stream splits into
three forks. The south fork has been worked by hand methods for onequarter mile or more above the forks; these old diggings are 20 to 30
~eet wide and about 4 feet deep to bedrock. The center and east forks
are flat and sw?~py for some distance above the forks; the gravel deposits
are about 50 feet wide and probably 4 or 5 feet deep. The gravel in both
forks is generally small and &"'lgU.lar; gold values a.re claimed to be
between 10 and 30 cents a yard, but there is little evidence of systematic
testing; some side gulches, however, have been worked by h~d methods.
At some time ir. the recent past a ditch had been dug from the headwaters and a pipe line e~d monitor installed ne~x the forks but never used.
Just below the forks, a pit a"bout 130 feet long by 20 feet wide by
B"i t:'l .-:>. sme~l gr:'.suline shovel and the gravel
washed in a portable washing plent in 1937· Evidently the operation was
a failure.

4 feet deep was excavated
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Most of this ground is held by Milk and Powelson of Dixie. A. R.
Mcinroy of Dixie is said to hold one claim on the south fork, and Wm.
Randall of Waha, IdPJlO, is said to hold the ground near the mouth of Olive
Creek.
Hundred Dollar Gulch. - Hundred Dollar Gulch is a short, narrow
gulch said to ·have yielded $100 a day to some early workers. The old
workings extend for n.bo-.1t ·::me-quarter :nile along the upper part of the
gulch; t:1ese workings a:;. e about 20 feet wide and only a few feet deep.
In 1937 a pit about 25 feet wide by 3C feet long by 3 to 4 feet deep was
worked at the lower end of the old workings; this ground was said to have
yielded 63 cents a yard. When visited (AU6-ust 12), the operation was
inactive. Fron these old workings to the mouth of the creek the canyon
is steep and narrow, but there m~y be sufficient pay gravel to repay
individu:::U opere,tions by very smell-sc.?J.e methods. The ground is held
by Miller and Powelson of Dixie.
1

Fourth of Jul:r Creek. - For about a mile above its mouth, :a'ourth
of July Creek contai::J.s gravel deposits th~.t are several hundred yards
wicte at the mouth but q_uickly narrow to about 100 yards; about half a
mile above the mouth they again narrow to about 50 feet. A test hole
sunk near the mouth of the creek was said to have gone thro'tlgh 20 feet of
gravel to bedrock; the upper 6 feet of gravel was said to contain n~merous
large boulders; nothing could be learned of the values obtained. Old
gulch diggings about half a mile above the mouth [tnd near the Tiawaka
lode mine prove that tributaries have carried payable gold values. The
stream gradient is about 100 feet to the mile; the streRro flow was
estimated at about he~f a second-foot on August 12.
The ground below the lode locntions of the Tiawl"ka mine is held by
Lee Hida of Dixie.
Boulder Creek. - The lower hAlf mile of Boulder Creek contains
gravel deposits 100 to 200 feet wide; test pits in several places expose
e~ular gravels to a depth of 4 to 5 feet, but not to bedrock. A n1.1mber
of large boulders arc on the surface, but it is ch.'3l'[!.cteristic of the
district that, except in narrow canyons, bo-ulders usually are near the
surface rather than near bedrock. The .stree~ gr~dient is about 100 feet
to the mile; the stre:?m flo'ii" was estimated at e.b-::mt 1 secono.-foot at low
water.
Above the Slip Easy lode mine the creek flows through a narrow
canyon for about half a mile; above the c2nyon the valley widens to about
40 a.cres of swampy flP..ts kno-rrn locally as the !!woodyard. tt Any gravels
there may be on these flats must, obviously, be largely residual or very
poorly sorted. The o~ers, h0'.7evcr, claim that testing has shown values
of 20 to 40 cents a yerd distributed thrvugh 7 to 15 feet of gravel, with
about 18 inches of topsoil.
Thenwoodyard" is held by J. E. Owens
b;:r Vtm Arsdale, both of Dixie.
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Dixie Gulch. - The first gold discoverJ at Dixie was said to have
been made on Dixie ~~ch. This gulch has been worked for about one-quarter
mile above the road crossing, but from the road to Crooked Creek, a distance of about one-quarter mile, there is a gravel deposit 50 to 100 feet
wide, which apparently was too flat or too low-grade to be worked by the
old timers. Above the old workings and on the small tributary gulch is
some ground suitable for working on a very small scale by hand methods.
Late in 1937, some hand workers on the upper part of the main gulch were
said to be recovering about $1 per yard. Most of this gulch is owned ~J
the Land L mine. The gulch is dry at low water.
Nugget Creek. - The south fork of Nugget Creek a."ld. the main creek
below the fork were worked by hand methods in the early days; the north
fork, however, has not been worked. Evidently some gold was left by the
early miners, as a test hole in worked-over ground some distance below
the road crossing was said to nave yielded 50 cents ~er yard.
There is no record of production from the south fork, but the
workings are said to have been rich. _4., strip about 20 feet ?Tide and 4
or 5 feet deep was Tiorkod do;v.n the middle of the channel; narrow strips
of unworked gravel remain on both sides of the old uorkings but are
covered by old strippings.
The north fork is from 50 to 200 feet wide for about 2,000 feet
above the forks; the stream gradient is about 60 feet to the mile. Above
this point the v.<>..lley uidens to a ln.rge, swa'"llpy flr:tt, uhich connects ·,7i th
the large flats at the head of Horse Flat Creek to the north. Here, ~.s
elseuhere in the district, it is claimed that the gravels on these flats
carry values. However, it is apparent thftt these gravels must be poorly
sorted P~d it ~ould seem that v~ues are likely to be spotty; the ground
has never been properly tested.
Eelow the flats there is little doubt that the gravels contain commercial or near co~~ercial vru.ues; the owners claim a"l. average of 25 cents
per yard. A small pit about 100 feet long by 20 feet r.ide by 4 to 7
feet deep near the intersection of the two forks is said to have yielded
$500 in gold. Undoubtedly, this is a particularly rich spot; nevertheless,
the owners have sufficient faith in the grou..""ld to have constructed a dragline shovel ~"ld washing plant from second-hand material and begur- oper~
tions. The plant was ~;t COillpleted tu""ltil near the end of the 1937 season,
so had little chence to work. The plan was to work up from Crooked Creek
through the o~~d wor:ldngs belo;v the fork and then up the north fork.
Another similar plant started ~ork near the end of the season on a small
section of the creek held by a l.:>C..e l,Jca.tion just above the road crossing.
by

There was said to be a good supply of Tiater from Me.y 1 to July 1;
low water the flou had dr·:>:yped to a few gallons a minute.

With the exception of the lode claim (about 600 feet wide) mentioned
above, this ground was held by Rudolph Lehma...""l and C. L. Mart:s of Dixie.
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Horse Flats Creek. - From the road crossing down to Crooked Creek,
Horse Flatx Creek follows a meande~ing course through a wide bottom
land; for about 300 yards above the road the valley bottom narrows to
50 to 100 feet and then gradually widens to the large swampy basin
that connects with tho flats or swarr~s at the head of Nugget Creek. The
gravel in the lower half mile of this valley was said to car~J a~out 12
cents per yard; however, some testing done in the Fall of 1937 was
evidently unsatisfactory.
The ground was held by Gusta Miller of Dixie.
Rhett Creek. - Some placer ground said to caxry gold is held by
J. E. Owens of Dixie on a brr>.nch of Rhett Cree!>: a few miles southeast

of the area mapPed. The holding~ were not visited but were said by the
owner to consist of four claims from which test~ of 15 cents per yard
have been obtained.
Big Creek Meadows. - The meadows on :Sit; c~eek axe about 6,4oo feet
above sea level, or about 500 feet higher than the town of Dixie. Below
the junction of Big Cree~ with West Fork are some big meadows ebout onequarter mile wide by t:b..re~que.rters mile long; they are said to be 20
feet or more deep to bed.roc~c; above f-l.nd belou here the meadows narrow
to 100 yards or less. BeJ.o·.1 the mouth of LJtopia Creek, Big Creek flows
through a narrow c~yon for ~buut half a mile and then nidens to another
large meadow one-qunrtcr ~ile or more wiQe; belo~ McGuire Creek it
?~ain enters a ce~on.

up to late in 1937 these meado~s had never been tested; houever,
the fact that some gold has been mineo_ b~r hru1d methods from near the
upper end of Big Creek, on West F.)rk, and on L~.mb Creek indicates the
possible existence of low values in the meadows. According to local
reports, the Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields Co. had a test crew at work
here in the late f:lll of 1937.
The ground apJJeared to be r elP.ti vely free of boulders and generally
well sui ted to dredging operations. :Sig Creek below the mouth of West
Fork was estimated. to contain 4 to 6 second feet o:>f we.ter vn August 1;
the gradient is about 50 feet to the mile.
The upper meadows were held by M. C. Jess:m, of Orogrande, and
Mrs. F. G. Roberts, Route 2, Lenisto:::1, !Qaho.
Unper Big Creek. - Aoove the· confluence iVi th Vetter Creek the valley
of Big Creek narrows to about 100 feet or less; about tP..ree-quaxters mile
above Vetter Creek ea.rly-day miners worked a strip a.bout 20 feet wide for
about one-quarter to one-half mile along the center of the channel, leaving
some virgin ground alo~~ botL sides. In 1937 some itinerant miners were
digging along the edges of these old workings and a.t one place recovered
between $5 a~d $7 from 3 s~uare yards of bedrock; adjoining areas, however,
had frequently proved disappointing.
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West Fork of :Big Creek. - Meadows at the mouth of 'Vest Fork are
about one-quarter mile wide but narrow quickly to 100 to 200 y11rds and
retain this 1vidth for e:1:bout 1-1/2 miles; the groun(l_ ha.s nut been tested
but appears to be at least 10 feet deep and relatively free from boulders.
On August 1 the stream flow was estimated a.t between 2 r->...nd 3 secondfeet at the mouth; the gradient is about 100 feet to the mile.
Old hand workings on I.amb Creek and a.cti ve hand workings on Jessen
Creek ~~d Sipes Creek denonstrate the occurrence of good p~v on three
tributaries of West Fork. Some itinerant miners were said to be recovering good values from shr-dlow workings near the headwaters.
From about -1,000 feet above Sipes C:reek to its mouth, West Fork
is held by P. A. Sipes and M. C. Jessen of Orogrande.
Sipes Creek. - P. A. Sires of Orogrande has been making a living
fer several years from onc.-mrt..l'l operations at the mouth of a small
tributary of West Fork ~hich, for want of another na~e, is here referred
to as Sipes Creek.
Sipes opern.ti.Jns 11ere at the mouth of the creek '.7here the channel
was about 50 feet ;ride. A short dist~ce a:bove these operations the
valley widened to about 200 yards of swa.1Jlpy flats. It was said that
11 snipers 11 had been recovGring f~ir values from shallow ground above the
flats.
The working pit at Sipes operation was about 20 feet wid.e and 5
to 8 feet deep. The gra-vel was ha'ldled by hand shoveling into a sluice
box. The value per yard was not stated, but it was apparent that the
ground contained fair values.
Jessen Creek. - M. C. Jessen, of Orogrande, had been operating
for about two seasons on another ~'lnamed tributP~ of West Fork. The
gravel deposits on this tributary are 100 to 300 feet wide and extend
upstrearn for half a mile or more; whether or not values are distributed
over the entire width w~s not apparent - much of the ground consisted
of the swa.TrJpy flats so often found in this district neer the hoP.dwaters
of streams.
Jessen 1 s operations had been confined to a sm~ll pit ~bout 5 feet
wide by 30 feet long by 8 or 9 feet deep (including 2 or 3 feet of topsoil); this pit t:a.s situated virtua.lly at the mouth .:>f the creek. Jessen
had brought water in a 1-1/2-mile ditch from the upper end of West Fork.
The flow on Aw~~ust l "Wr>.s sufficic!lt to operate n 1-1/2-inch nozzle
steadily nnder a low head. w~.ter for 11 booming 11 materiDl through the
sluices had to be stored :md used intermittently; about four 11 heads 11 a
day were avnilablo at this tine. It Wtl.s said that sufficient water for
steady operation was ::wa.ilable from M;:;w 1 to the middle or end of Juno.
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Jessen estimated that the ground averaged 25 to 30 cents to the
yard; the gold wa.s 854 fine. About 900 yards above the pit being
workea., a test hole
feet deep was sa.id to have yielded 15 ~0 20
colors to the pan. Bedrock at this hole was 72 feet higher than bedrock at the working pit.

o

Lrunb Creek. - The old Lamb diggings, so called, are on a small
flowing north into West Fork close to its confluence with
Big Creek. A strip about 20 feet wide and about 5 feet deep had been
worked up this creek in the early d~rs; a small amount of virgin ground
remains along the edges of the old workings. According to some local
reports, this grormd yielded about $18,000; others estimate the yield
at about 40 cents a yard.
tribut~J

UtoDia Creok. - Some gravel deposits on Utopia Creek are held
by tho Goldmastcr lode mine to provide room for mill-tailing disposal.
So far as known, these gravels have not been tested for placer.
McGuire Cr.9e'-::.• - The lower mile of McGuire contnins gravel deposits
from 20 to 200 feet Hide, '7hich cont1.1.in some gold but hn.ve not been
thoroughly tested. The ground eppenrs to be 4 t~ 6 feet deep; boulders
aro numerous in the nnrrower sections. Aoout three-quarters mile above
the mouth a small c.:nount of grnveJ. has been 'IVn.shod, but when visited
there was no activity. On A~-:ust 15 t.ho s'Gream flow at the mouth of
the m:-eek wn.s estimated ['.t ubout 1 second-fo-Jt; the gradient is o.bout
200 feet to the mile. This ground is ovmed by L. c. Puelz of Orogrn.nde.
~Jerations

of the Dixie District

Dixie Placers. - Dixie Placm·s, L. J. BUl·rows, mannger, is operating
a dr8.t_<;line placer plnnt on a doposi t in Crooked Creek ncar the town
of Dixie. Dixie is SO ~ilcs by mountain road coutheast of Grangeville,
Id1lho, at ru1 elevation of 5,600 feet. ~he operating season :>pens.
between April 15 ~md Mey 1 rnd closes behcJen October 1 and October 15
of each year. l1~ining has continued deadily during three seasons; a
fourth season will be required to work out the de:rosi t.
The deposit 'being ,,:rorked is a.bout 3-J_f2 miles long end 50 to 150
feet wide. The average 17idth is t'l.bout J.~~O feot; tho average depth
about 13 feet. Bedrock is soft dccom~osod granite and schist cut by
dikes of harder and more resistant rock. Bedrock gradiEmt is about 50
feet to the mile. In t:-,.e wider :parts of the deposit boulders too large
to go through the trammel arc infrequent except near the surface, where
they may be removed easily by tho bu!.ldozer. In places where the
chunnol narrows, however, ·omlldcrs from side-hill wash are so numerous
that mining is i"n-oracticcJJlc; it hn.s been necessary to 11 walk 11 the plant
over these sections.
Equipment condsts of a Xorthwost gasolino-powered shovel fitted
with a .45-foo t boom and a 3/4-yard. draglino bucket; a 60-horsepowor
gn.soline-powcred oullcl.ozor; a 4-inch centrifugal pumping unit; and a
portable washing pl~~t.
6590
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The washing pla~t is about 33 by 10 by 16 feet in over-all
dimensions, exclusive of hopper. Its framework is steel; the outside
lower member~ of the fra~ework are 8-inch, 32wpound H beams; the
rest of the frame is of proportionately lighter construction. The
entire plant, weighing 25 tons, is mounted on ~ight (four front and
four rear) 28- by 12-inch wheels grooved to fit round-timber skids or
tracks.
Gravel is received in a small steel hopper and screened in a 4-.
foot-diameter trammel set on a grade of 1-1/4 inches to the foot and
revolving at 20 rotations per minute. The first section of the trommel
is a blank or scrubber section 5 feet long \Vi th one 3-inch retarding
ring at the lower end; the second section is drilled with 1/4-inch
round holes; the third and fourth sections with 3/B-inch round holes;
?~d tho fifth section with 3/4-inch round holes. The second to fourth
sections are each 4 feet long; the fifth section is a blaa~ 2 feet
long. A 3-inch header pipe drilled with spr~v holes extends the length
of the trammel.
Standard dredge tables Are suspcmded in swinging cradles under
the trammel. Tables arc 18 inches wide, arranged in the usual manner.
About 100 sq_uaro feet of table greo.. is provided.. The last table sections
discharge into a dr~~-t~~e dc~ateror, which delivers the dewatered sand
and gravol to the tailing st2.ckor. Yuba-type dredge riffles, l-inch
wide, spaced 1 inch apa.rt, are used at the head of ee,ch table section
and throughout the length of some tables. More than half the table
e.rea is riffled with 1/2-inch-mesh, no. 9, wire, smoke-stack screen
over burlap.
Dewatered tailings and oversize from trommel are stacked by a
36-foot stacker equipped with a 24-inch by 1/2-inch belt tr~weling 200
feet per minute on a 22-degree angle.
Most of the grou."YJ.d. to be worked is covered with a heavy growth of
brush and small timber; windfalls are numerous. Cleariws is :performed
by the bulldozer on day shift. An average of about 1 hour rer day is
required for this work.
Because of the concentration of gold near bedrock, it is possible
to strip to an average depth of about 10 feet. This work is performed
by the dragline shovel on night shift. iVhere possible, a cut with a
maximum width of 70 feet is stri:;:r;>ed at one operation; spoils are
piled on both sides of the cut. If a second parallel cut is required,
spoils from the first cut arc :_nushed bnclc:: into tho vrorked-out cut by
the bulldozer. It has been found' 'chen.per to rehandle half of the spoils
in this way than to take narrower cuts ~"YJ.d. pile all the spoil on one
side only. The first cut is worked through to tho beginning of the
next "narrowsll bef.:~re the second 'c'ut ~~.begun.
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The washing plnnt is operated 10 hours a day. Only the bottom
2 or 3 feet of gravel and 6. inches to a foot of beaiock is washed.
Gravel is d~s and bedrock cleaned by the dragline shovel. The washing
plant is moved ahead about 18 feet at a move~ an average of 1/2 to
3/4 of an hour is required for each move.
About 85 percent of the gold is recovered on the first set of
riffles, and about 10 rercent on the next two; the rest is distributed
through the other riffles. The first set of riffles is cleaned up
daily; the others are cleaned up at about lD-da.,v intervals.
The gold is fairly coarse and heavy. The chief loss is in gold
particles, which contain sufficient quartz to lower their specific
gravity materially.
The plant uses ~bout 600 gallons of water per minute; this water
is provided by the normal flow of Crooked Creek until midsummer. By
low water the stream flow has usually fallen to about 300 gallons per
minute; the additional 300 gallons per minute required for operation
is obtained by recirculating hnlf the water discharged from the plant.
A small drun is built at the lovl'er end of the cut being worked. The
natural stream flow through the diversion ditch joins tho plant discharge water in this dom, fr0m which the required 600 gallons per
minute is pumped to tho w~shirg pl~nt under n pressure of 20 pounds
to the square inch; the surplus water is permi ttcd to overflow through
~~ adjustable weir.
At clean-up times, the dam is allowed to drain
ro1d only the clear water from the diversion ditch is used. A \7eighted
wooden box, one side of ':7hich is covorei v~i th fly screen, serves as
vn intake box during operntions and as a sump for the clear w~ter
during clcPn-up.
To prevent silting: of the ditch from the ;mshing plant to the
pump intruce, it is necessary to provide for additional clarification
of the vmter after it lcn.ves the plant. After each move, a small
settling pond about 12 feet flqunre is built behind the plant; tho
overflow from this pond is Ct1.used to flo':l' over loosely piled rocks
where most of the remaining silt is cau~ht in the crevices.
No electric po·wer is available in the district. All units are
driven by gasoline engines. The total c.._)nnected horseporter is as
follows:
Horsepov:er

Dragline ~huvel .••..•.•......•.•••••
Lighting -rl.-mt (on sh<)Vel) ••••••••••
Catei))illnr bulldozer ••••.•••..•••••
Wanhine; -olnn t • ...........••.....•.••

6
60
18

Tailing ·stacker!./ • • • ••••.•. •• • • • • •. •

6

Pumping pla."1t ••••••••.••.•.....•.•••

10
166 .

if
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The piant operated for 2-1/2 seasons with a
3-1/2-horsepower engine on the tailing stacker.
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Stream placers
!r.~; Bench placers
~ Worked by hydraulic and hand methods. dredging, etc.
IRil Glacial deposits covered by overburden
~ Lode mines

Figure 10.-Gmel deposits of the Burgdorf district, Idaho County, Idaho.
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In 1937, gasoline delivered at Dixie cost 33 cents per gallon,
retail, including the state tax of 5 cents r)er gallon.
Seven men, in addition to the m;mager, a.re employed re{,'0llai'ly.
These consist of 1 forem3Il, 2 shovel operators (1 each ~hift), 1 oiler
(night shift), 1 bulldozer operator, 1 general laborer, and 1 plant
operator. Most men are paid a monthly sDla...""Y•

In addition to his other duties, the foreman pans bedrock behind
the operations~ on tho night shift the oiler tests the gravel ahead
of operations to determine the depth of gravel to be treated in the
washing plant. The bulldozer operf'tor operates the bulldozer about
one-third of his time nnd works at odd jobs the remaining time·.
Low costs for this type of operation have been made possible
by the fact that the gold is concentrated noar bedrock; it has been
necesse.ry to wash only a small part Jf the material hnnd.led. A steady
working force and efficient tenm work have contributed materially to
tho rosul ts obtained.
The following table
season of 1936:

~oJ.lTim:3l'izesthe

costs per yard in the operating

1936 operl"..tions, Auril 27 to October 30
(Total y;rrdage, including stripping, 229,000)
Account

.Amount

Labor • ....••••.•.••....••.....
Superintendent's sala-""Y•········
Supplies and repairs ••••••••••••..•••••
Gas and oil, including freight •••••••••
Freigh.t ...........•.•• • •. · ·. · · · · · · · • • • •
Ins,J.r anc e • •••••••.•••••••.•....•..•.•.•
Taxes (except income) •••.••••.•••••.•••
Office e>..'J)enses • ••...•..•...........•••
Administrative e~qJense ••.•.•••..•.•••••
Interest ............... ~ ..............•
To tal . ...........................·..... .
Bur~dorf

Per yard

$6,361.48

$0.02S

4,171.42
3,174·57
291.86
319.58

.018
.014

114.68

.001
.001

94o.oo

182.62
1,294·35
331· 65

17,182.21

.oo4

.001

.001

.006
.COl

0.075

District

The placer de!Jos~.ts for which Burgdorf is the natur81 supply
point are found in a belt about 12 miles vride extending 17 miles oouth
from the Salmon River (fig. 10). Ne~rly Eul th0 important placer deposits
of this district are found in the dr:J.inage bas:i.ns of Lake Creek and
Secesh River, both of which flow south and east into the South Fork of
the Salmon River. The stre:;T.Js flowing north into the main Salmon are
generally too steep to have retained accumule.tions of gravel, although
some deposits suitable for hydraulic mining are found on Fall Creek and
Celifornia Creek.
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There are two notewortlzy centers of lode mineralization in this
district; the most important is known locally a.s the Bear Creek district
and officially as the Marshall Lake district; it includes the numerous
high-grade gold veins along Bear Creek and Maxwell Creek. Most of the
gold eroded from the Bear Creek veins undoubtedly has been washed into
the Salmon River. The other conter of lode mineralization is in the
vicinity of War Eagle Mountain, where a number of high-grade gold
veins are being worked; much of the gold of California C~~~k, Grouse
Creek, and SeceSh Meadows, as well as of Schissler Cree~ and other
creeks on the eastern slope, is obviously derived frpm these voins.
Although no producing lode mines have been developed in other
parts of the district, the comparatively weak zones of mineraliz:J.tion
lying around and between the two centers apparently have produced most
of the gold now concentrated in Lake Creek end its tributaries. It is
notewortl~ that, with tho exception of Ruby Creek, all the commercially
valuable gold-bearing tributaries of Lal::e Creek and Secesh River head
close to a line between the War Eagle and Bear Creek lode mines.
Except for a fe·.v small gulches on the slopes of War Eagle Mountain
and on the slopes of the Salmon River canyon, the Burgdorf district is
notably lacking in the rich 11 skim" diggings found in other camps of the
region. Nor has any import~:Jnt production been derived from t:Q.e stream
gravels in this district; the stream gradients generally are too low to
permit hydraulic mining, and the V~J~ues have been too low to parmi t the
use of other methods. There are, however, large arens of gold-bearing
gravels on Lake Creek and Secesh River which probn.bly cvuld be dredged
if gold prices were higher. Neither vf these stret~ms has been thoroughly
tested throughouv, a.nO. it may be that some parts ;:,f them are workable
at present gold pricen.
Large deposits of bench gravels occur alon.g.both Lake Creek and
Seoesh River. Parts of these deposits he.ve been worked on a laree scale
by hydraulic methods, e.nd there are probably other parts that could be
worked profitably at the present price of r,old. Very little information
concerning the richness of those gravels could be obtained but there is
li ttlo question that most of them are low r.;rade. However, their situation
on benches pormits the easy disposal of hydraulic tailings. water would
have to bo brou1~ht from consl.dorable distances, usually from the headwattJrs of neurby tributaries. In~:~.smuch D.s these streamo aro omall, water
sufficient for hydraulickinf:: is not ava.ilu.blo during tho spr_ing and early
summer; the ditchos used in former years are in dis.rupair and would have
to be repa.irad or rebuilt. Lake Crook c.n.d Secesh Hivor contain an adequate supply of watElr throughout the year, but tho n.vdlability of this
water for hydraulick:tng would depend on tho dev0lopmnnt of very cheap
power for plunping. :Most of tha bench gravels nro bet-ween 50 o.nd 200
feet above the bottom of thu rivor valley.
~See description of Warron district, P• 70.
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Burgdorf post Office and the ne~by stream valle;rs are all close
to 6,000 feet above sea level. McC811, the nearest railroad point,
is 5,000 feet above sea level. Therefore, the forest highway from
McCall to Burgdorf is entirely in high country and, altho~h free from
excessive grades, is closed to winter tra.v.el except by tractor-drawn
sleds. A brief description of the placer deposits of the district
follows:
Stream G:-,vels
Lake Creek. - Exce~t for a few short ce~yons, the gravels along
Lake Creek are continuous from its confluence v:i th Josephine Creek to
within a mile of its source, a total distance of about 10 miles. From
the upper end of the first canyon, near the lower end of tho stream,
to the beginn.ing of the ~econd canyon, about a mile and a half above
Burgdorf, are meadows ranging in width from a minimum of 200 feet to
a maximum of over 1, 2CO feet. Most of the :r.1ead.ows are TJatcr.'~Gd as
agricultural land and belong to James Harris of :Burgdorf. I::·.Jm the
lower end to about hnlf' a mile above Burgdorf there has beer.: very little
testing in recent years. What little information is available on early
testing indicates very low-grade matcrinl. It is generelly considered
that the deposits ere below conmerci~ grade and in many places almost
totally lac!dng in gold ve~ues. l!'rom the north property line of tho
Harri~ ranch to the second ce~on, a distance of about 1 mile, several
holes have been drilled in recent ye~rs. These are said to have shown
a gold content of from 3 cen~s to 10 cents per yard, with an average of
prob~bly less than 6 cents a yard. Depths of 20 feet or more were
rocorded.
From the second c~von to Corduroy Creek, a distance of about 5-1/2
miles, the width of the stream placers ranges from 200 to about 500 feet.
There are no records that this section has ever been tested. The
occurrence of commercial values in the bench gravels on the east side
of Lake Cret~k suggests that the strer:m gr:wels probably also are gold
bearing; they nre, however, undoubtedly low grade. All of the gra.vel
deposits on Lake Creek below Co:rduroy are physically sui table for dredging.
Practically all of La~e Creek from th.c HF.l.I'ris ranch to Corduroy Creek
is held by Ra;,rrnond Carrey, of Grnngeville, Idoho, and associates.
From its confluence with Corduroy Creek to within n mile of its
source, the gradient of LPke Creek is from 80 to 100 feet in a mile
and the flow from 3 to 4 second-feet. This section has never been tested;
it.contains several boulder-filled nrrrows and is nowhore more than 300
feet wide~ it ir. only sui te.ble for smA11 draglino operations. :Bench
gravels near tho upper end of this section have been worked by hydraulic
methods. A test pit 11 feet deep near the j1L~ction of Lake a~d Corduroy
Creeks is said by the m7ner t-J have indicated values as high as 50 cents
a yard.
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Wm. Ri tman, of Burgdorf, owns nee.rly all of Lake Creek above
Corduroy Creek. One claim, just above the forl:s, is held by location.
The rest of the land is patented.
Corduroy Creek. - Corduroy Creek has a gradient of about 100
feet in a mile and a flow of 3 to 4 second-feet. Stream gravel deposits
extend from its junction with Lake C:c·eek for about a miie upstream.
The width of the gravel at the lower end ranges from 200 to 300 feet,
but at. the upper end, where small tributaries come in from the north
and south, the width is nearly 1,000 feet. The depth to bedrock is
from 10 to 12 feet, 'Nith about 3 feet of overburden. One test pit 6
feet deep, near the road crossing, yielded about $1.50 in gold from
about 2 cubic yards of gravel. Other test holes have been sunk at
intervals for about half a mile above the road; these holes indicate
that the gravel is from 6 to 15 feet deep, with about 3 feet of topsoil.
The holes are claimed to have indicated values of about 17 cents a
yard. The gravels on Corduroy Creek are rE:latively free from bouJ.d.ers
and are physically adapted. to dra.gline or small dredge operations,
especially if worked in conjunction with upper Lake Creek. Corduroy
Creek above the road. is held by Thomas It.orgen of New Meadows; below
the road it is held by 1rtctor Paquet of Burgdorf.
West Fork of Lake C~. - Stream gL~V8ls on the West Fork of
Lake Creek extend upstream f1·om its confl nonce with Lnke Creek for a
distance of about 1-1/4 miles~ There are unworked a~d untested bench
gravels along the cast side of the creek adjacent tv the stream gravels
for a distance of about h~lf a mile upstream from the jlh~ction, ~d on
tho west side from about half a mile nbove the junction to the end of
the stream gravels. These bench gravels are 100 to 300 feet wide;
bedrock is not more than 20 feet above the strenm. The stream gravels
range in width from 150 to 200 feet and ~e thought to be about 12 feet
deep; however, they have not been tested; consequently, their co~~ercial
possibilities are not known. The ground is held by L. H. Muckensturm
of Burgdorf.
Three Mile Creek. - Three Mile Creek enters Lake Creek from the
east about 2 miles above Burgdorf. Stream gravels extend along the
creek for about a mile above its junction with Lake Creek; they range
in width from a few hundred feet at the lower end to nearly 1,300 feet
at the upper end where two small tributaries come together. Very little
is known of the gold values, but they arc believed to be very low.
Willow Creek. - Willow Creek is a small tributary that enters
Lake Creek from the east about 4 miles above Burgdorf. Practically all
the stream gravels along this creek are where it flows through the
bench placers that skirt the east side of Lake Creek. It is not probable,
however, that they wero formed entirely by the redeposition of bench
gravels. Several veins in the upper drainage 'basin of the creek are
probably the source of some of the gold in the stream gravels farther down.
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The gravels extend from the lower end of the creek near where
the road crosses for a distance of about half a mile upstream. The
width is from 50 to 100 feet.
In the e~·ly summer of 1937, a pit about 15 feet wide by 100
feet long by 5 feet deep to bedrocl~ WPts excavated by a small d.ragline
scraper; however, the large number of boulders prevented the successful
operation of such a plant. Late in the summer, a transient miner
was recovering about 25 cent~ a yard irom the sGme pit by selective
mining by hand met~ods, but by this time the wRter flow had decreased
to little more than a trickle; consequently, it was impossible to
handle enough grgvel to make waees.
Secesh Riv~. - The Secesh River (fig. 10) is formed b:r the confluence of Ln.ke Creek and Josephine Creeks. The gradient is from 25
to 35 feet in a mile nnd tho flow ~bout 100 sccon~feot during the dry
season.
Extensive bench gravel deposits oxtond alone; the south 8lld west
sides of the valley from about a mile above Grouse Creek to about
2-1/4 miles below.
Stre~ gr:=wols on tl1e Secesh Ri vr::r extend from k>Jr.e end Josephine
Creeks for ~bout 8 miles downstream. They ~re not continuous, however,
as the river flor,s through three short canyons in the first 4-1/2
miles of its course.

At the uppor end arc t~o depo~its, one extendi~g from the confluence of Lake and Jvsephine Creeks to the mouth of Ruby Creek and
the other extending from about one-quarter mile below R·.1.by Creek for
about three-quarters mile downstream. The first of thene has a width
of 500 to 800 feet. LarGe angular boulders from 1 to 5 feet in diameter are scattered over the whole surface. There is no record of
testing ever having or-en done except probably right at the river channel,
where a considerable thickness of the gravel is eJ.'".PO~ed. It b nnsui table for dredging because of the great number of 1:-u-ge boulders,
and the gradient is too low for h~rdraulicking. It is probably too low
grade to be v:orked by other oethods.
~he deposit just below Ruby Creek is soEtller, being about threequarters mile lon~ a..11d ranging in -ridth from 100 to about 400 feet.
It is probably very low gracle and has little, if any, vr>J.ue as placer
ground.

At the confluence of the Secesh River nnd Grouse Creek i!'l a
grA-vel deposit of considerable size cxtendi:r.g cast and v<est along the
Secesh River for about a mile, and north along Grouse Creek for about
three-quarters mile. It is roughly tri;mgular in shape, with its
base parallel to the Secesh River and its npex on Grouse Creek, about
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half a mile north of the river.

It is known to contain an appreciable
amount of gold. Its value as dredging ground, however, is not very
definitely known. In the summer and fell of 1937, Fisher and Baumhoff
did some test drilling just north of the river. The distance to be&rock was found to be about 32 feet. It is thought that there m~ be
a channel containing commerci~ly valuable gold somewhere in the
deposit. The ground is owned mostly by Fred and Alfred Clark of New
Meadows, Idaho.
Beginning about three-quarters milo belo'li Grouse 'Creek, and
extending along the Secesh Rivor for nearly 3-1/2 miles downstream,
are what is known as the Sccer.h Meadows. This is one of the largest
stream gravel deposits in the Warren Burgdorf area, being exceeded
in size only by the Warren Meadows on Warren CreP-k. The width ranges
from 1,000 to 2,000 feet and probably avera,ges around one-q_u.:"'.l'ter
mile. The total area is from 550 to 650 acres.
Porter Brothers of Helena, Bont., tested pc:u-ts of these deposits
in the summer of 1935• It is thought that the resu.l ts of this testing
indicated values much too low for the ground to be of use for dredging.
Ruby Creak. - Ruby Creek enters the Sccesh River from the south
about a mile below its source, The 5Tadient through the nexrows at
the lower end is about 100 fee. t in a mile; through the flats net'IX the
upper end the gradient is about 50 feet in a mile. The flow at low
water near the mouth is from 4 to 6 second-feet. :Oench grf:l.vols occur
along the west side, extending from 2 to 2-1/2 miles southward from
the Secesh River. These deposits have been worked in many plEl,Ces by
hydraulic methods.
·
Jtream gravels occur along Ruby Creek in two sections for a total
distance of about 2 miles. The lower section extends from the junction
.of Ruby Creek and the Secesh River for about a mile upstream. This
part ranges in width from 50 to 125 feet. At the upper end., where the
deposits have been worlred by ha..'ld moth-Jds, the depth is from 4 to 6
feet with 1 to 2 feet of overburden. Parts of the creek bottom below
these \70rkings are very roc~J• It is sui table O!l~Y for hand methods,
ground sluicing, or very small dragline equipment.
The upper section starts about 1-J./4 miles ab0ve the junction of
the creek with the Secesh Rivor nnd extends ~bout a mile upstream.
The lower half mile of this section ra'lges in '17idth from 75 to 150
feet and in depth from 4 to 6 feet, with about 2 feet of overburden.
In the sumner of 1937, J. T. Jones, of Florence, stvxted a sm~~l dragline operation along this part :lf the creek. The plant consisted of
a 1-yard steR.Ill sh;)vel and a floating washing plant. Operations continued
for only five weeks, during which time a strip of ground 150 yards long
and from 30 to 90 feet '17ide was worked. Ab.Jut 4, 500 yerds of material,
averaging approximately 30 cents a yard, was hrulo~ed. It is stated
that the operation ~as stopped because the values decreased as the
operations advanced upstre~m.
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The upper hru.f mile of the upper section is known as the Rub,y
Meadows. It has an average width of about 1, 200 feet nnd a depth 'to
bedrock ranging from 5 to 20 feet, w~. t:1 about 3 feet of topsoil.
It
is said that drilling indicated ve~ues of about lt- cents a yard. This
gro'Wl.d is said to be held b,y R. M. Ca.rrey and associates, of Grangeville,
Idaho.
Grouse Creek. - Grouse Creek enters the Secesh River from the
north about 2-1/2 miles below Ruby Cre~k. The lower e~d, for about 3
miles, has a gr~dient of about 40 feet in a mile. The flow is about
5 ~econd-feet during September.
The bench gravels along the east side of the valley and also the
atream gravels at the lower end have been discussed already in connection
with the Secesh River. The upper 1-1/4 miles of stre~~ gravels range
in width from 200 to 300 feet and in depth froiDl S to 10 feet~ inc1·,1n.ing
a..bout 3 feet of overburden. The commercial possibilities of :he gravels
along this part of the creek are unkno·;m, but they undoubtedl;r contain
some gold.
Kelley Mead.ows ~e about 4 miles north of the Secesh River on a
tributary that flows into Grouse Creek from the north. They were
prospected to only a very limited extent,and very little is known about
them aside from their size and location. They are too small for an;vthing except very small dr~line equipment. The gulch just nbove the
Meadows to the northeast was placered for e.bout half a mile· by hand
methods and ground sluicing.
Fall _9reek. - The L. H. Muckensturm property is on a tributary of
the east fork of Fall Creek. The source of the tributary is just
east of the Burgdorf-French Creek hi[:;,_,_-;ray near the nummi t between the
Salmon River .~d the Secesh River. The placer is about 50 feet wide
and. extends from the source of the tributary for about a mile downstream.
At the lower end of the placer the creek flows into a steep narrow
canyon.
L. H. Muckensturm and son have s:.x cl~.ims along the nain tributary
and one on a small .~.itch that comes in from the west. Hydraulic placering and ground sluicing have been carried on for about two seasons. The
depth of the deposit is from 5 to 7 feet. The creek gradient is about
4oo feet in a mile at the placer and considerably more just below the
placer where the creek flows into the c&~on. About 20 cents a yard
was recovered from the small a~ount of preliminary work done in 1936.
A }-inch nozzle is used with about a 20-foot head. The water
supply is from the East Fork of Fall Creek and West Fork of La.'<e Creek.
There is sufficient water for about 90 d~s of piping during the
spring and early summer. The ~avel is washed through an 13-inch
s.luic~ box and discharged into the steep canyon just below.
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California Creek. - C~tlifornia Creek has its source just north
of the War Eagle lode gold area. It flows north into Maxwell Creek,
which is a tributary of the Salmon River. The gradient is from 200
to 250 feet in a mile. Along short stretches it is as much as 300
feet in a mile. At the upper end the flow is about 6 second-feet during
September. :Below Union Creek it is from 12 to 14 second-feet during
September.
Stream gravels extend from the Idaho Klondike drift mine to Union
Jreek, a distance of about 2-1/2 miles. They r~~e in width from 75
feet at the upper end to about 250 feet at the lower end. There is
virtually no information available concerning the gold content as no
testing has been done recently. Two or three test pits were excavated
many years ago. It is reported that one of these was 30 feet deep and
did not reach bedrock. There are m~r boulders up to 5 or ~ feet in
diameter.
The ground is held, by location, by Wolf
Idaho.

~~d

Nugent of Wallace,

Bench Gravels
Lake Creek. - A small ru·ea of bench gravel occurs at the upper end
of Lake Creek, and a much larg;':ll' area extends along the east side of
Lake Creek from the forks south to Three Mile Creek. Three hydraulic
pits were worked on these gravels many years a~o, but no prod.uction
records are available; buildings and other improvements have long since
fallen to pieces. In the 20th annual report of the director of the
Geological Survey, Waldemar Lindgren mentions that in '1897 operations
had been begun on Lake Creek for the purpose of hydraulickirig gravels
estimated to average 15 cents a yard; the authority for the estimate
is not stated.
The remaining areas of bench gravel on Lake Creek (fig. 10)
appear to be similar in character to those alre~dy mined, but nothing
is known regarding their value except that they are generally believed
to be low grade.
Secesh River. - Deposits which for practic~l purposes may be
classed as bench gravels occur at three places on the upper Secesh
River. One area is near the mouth of Lake Creek, another near tho
mouth of Grouse Creek, the third extends along the west side of Secesh
River for about 2 miles below the mouth of Grouse Creek. The first
two deposits are being worked actively on a small scale at present; the
third was worked on a large scale many years ago 1mt is now inactive.
Plac~r

Mines in the :Bench Gravels of the Burgdorf District

Gilbert. -Near the up~er end of Lake Creek, a pit about 200 feet
wide by 300 feet long was worked by hydraulic methods in the early days.
6590
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The gravel in the face of the pit is 10 to 15 feet deep; it is uncemented and contains few larr~e boulders. Granite bedrock is about
20 feet above Lake Cree;:, whi~h at this paint is about 6, 500 feet
above sea level. Water ~as taken from Lake Creek, which at this
point carries about two second-feet at low water. The ground is
owned by William Ritman, of Burgdorf.
Lake Creek. - Four miles by road north of Burgdorf a large pit
on the east side of Lake Creek was mined by hydraulic 'llethods in the
early days. The main workings are a'to ut one-quarte~ mile east of
La.'l<::e Creek at an r:tl ti tude of 6,400 feet. :Bedrock is decomposed grani t·e;
at the ~~per side of the pit this bedrock is 140 feet above Lcke
C"!t~eek; at the lowr3r side of the nit it is 4o feet above the creek.
Tho main pit has 2.n over-all le~~th of about one-quarter mile pare.llel
to Lnke Creek and an average vlidth of 100 to 200 yards. The gravel
is from 10 to 20 feet thick, io uncemented, and contains comparatively
fe~ boulders.
The ground is held by R. M. Carrey of Gr~ngevllle,
Id:>ho.
Throe Milo. - At t:'le mouth vf Three :Aile Creek, about 1-1/4 miles
downstreP.m from the LPlce Creek placers, is E>.n old hydrR.ulic pit about
600 feet long, 300 feet r,ide, nnd 10 feet deep. Tho pit is close to
the edge of the Lru:::e Creek meadows; the cr-oek itself is only nl::out 20
feGt lower than bodrock in tho pit. Appl::-..rently, it tad been necessary
to elevate many of the tailin;;s with ?n hydraulic elevator. The bedrock of decomposed. grcmite slopes tow~d tho confluence of Lake Creek
~nd Three Mile Creek ~-t a slope of a"b:mt 2 or 3 feet to the hundred..
The gravel is uncemented and. generaJ.1_y free from boulders. This
g:c·ound i~ also held by ~· M. Carrey of Grangeville, Idaho.
Golden R~1e. - A large deposit of bench gravel on the north side
of Secesh Rive:t at the mouth of Grouse Creek was worked by hydraulic
methods on a large sc::>.le during the early days ac"ld. on a smaller scale
up to the present time.
The old pit, which is from 50 to 200 feet above the Secesh River,
extends along the hillsicle for aoout half a mile with an average
width of about one-qu.:•1.rte.r mile. T!.1e gravel is from 10 to 20 feet deep.
A rough estimate i~dicates that between one and two million yards of
gravel have been moved, a~d it is probable that the be0t part of the
deposit has been wor1,:ed out. However, there is a large volwne of
gravel still in ulace, at least pP.~t of which carries co~~ercial values.
The owner, 1. c. Winkler, of Council, Idaho, has been conducting smallscale operations in the northwestern corner of the pit for a number of
years. The operations of L. ~. Wi~'l<::ler at the Golden Rule placer in
1932 were described by Gardner and Johnsor@l as follows:

26/

Gardner, E. D., and Johnson, c. H., Placer Mining in the Western
United States. Part II: Inf. Circ. 6787, :Sureau of Mines, 1934,
P•

s4.
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The Golden Rule mine near Warren we,s operated by L. E.
Winkler and two ~artners during 1932. Water for piping
under a 20~foot head was conveyed to the pit through a
1,400-foot pine line 13 to 9 inches in ~iameter. One
giant with a ~-inch or a 3-1/2-inch nozzle \vas used for
cutting and driving. A pit 200 feet long ani 60 to 100
feet wide was washed during the sea-son. The head of the
sluice was at the lm<er end of the pit. The gravel and
water were directed into the boxes by means of a fence
built of posts and plank placed acrons the head of the pit
washed the previous year. At the finish of the 1~ the
gravel from the upper end of the pit had to be swept 200
feet to the sluice. Although w~ter was still available for
piping, the mnximum distance which the gravel could
economically be driven had been reached. All the bywash
water needed was takP-n from tho creek. This water cascaded
down over the up~er face uf the cut.
The boxes were 30 inches wide und were sot on a grade
of 9 inche~ in 12 feet. A grad0 of 6 inches to the box
was used formerly, but better results ryere obtained with
the steeper grade. Rifflufl in tho first five boxes consisted
of 2- by 6-inch timber ~-2 feet long, placed longth'.7isc in
the boxes, seven to a bc.,x. Pole riffll;s in 12-foot sections
were used in the lower t:mrl of the sluice. A set of pole
riffles lasted about 10 d.·ws. Most of the boulders too
large to bo piped were broken by blasting nnd then run through
the sluice. Stumps olso \"<Are bb.stnd. A total of 250 pounds
of explosives was used during the 1932 season.
Most of the goJ.d was catlght in the first two boxes.
was used in the sluice. After the bedrock was
piped off at the end of the ru_~, a string of 12-inch boxes
was set in the -pit and the bedrock cleaned.
~icksilver

A total of 63 days of one 12-hour shift each was
worked by three men. This inclncled setting the boxes for the
run and cleaning up. An aver~.ge of 110 cubic yards was
washed daily.
The labor cost, allowinf~ $3-.50 per shift, \7as 9-1/2
conto per cubic yard. The explosives cost $125, or ne~xly 2
cents per cubic :rarcl.. Other supplies cost about 1 cent per
cubic yard, making
total operating cost of 12-1/2 cents.
No overhead or inci~ent~l costs were incurred. The pipe
line was built some years e.go of salvaged material, and an
old ditch was utilized. The operating cost in this instance can
be considered as the totp~ cost, except for depreciation of
the value of the mine.

a
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It is apparent that lower costs v.rere obtained in other years.
For instance, it is reported that in 1936 three men working 48
shifts moved about 10,000 yards of gravel between ~pril 20· and June
16. This would indicate that about 208 yards were moved per day,
or about 69 to 70 yards per man shift. At $4 "9er shift, the labor
cost would have been approximately 6 cents per yard.
Production records of the large-scale opere.tions are not
available, but it is Jr..nown that from 1921 to 1930, inclusive, smallscale operations produced 1,595 fine ounces of gold and 269 fine
ounces of silver. The exact yardage moved during this time is n~t
known, but a rough estimate indicates that the gravel probably averaged
about 12 cents a yard. ~he gold, as mined, is approximately 850 fine.
Ruby. -Near Secesh P.iver, Oi_)posite the mouth of Lake Creek, is
?.n area of over 500 acres of gold-bearing gravel, at least part of
which is suitable for hydraulic mining. The exact origin of these
gravels is somewhat obscure; they differ in many respects flam the
typical bench gravels of the district and possibly may be related to
the "older gravels 11 , described by Reed,?]./ in the nearby Warren
d.istrict. The deposit is on a low ridge between Ruby Creek e.nd Secesh
River. Bedrock is decomposed ~r&~ite; at tho lower workings it is
about 60 feet higher than Secesh River and A.bout 200 feet lower than
the top of the ridge. A number of small pits have been worked at
different places around the edges of the deposit (see fig. 10). The
gravel is 6 to 12 feet deep in these pits but becomes much deeper toward
the ridge; the deep gro1L~d has not been worked. In general, the
gravel is tight but not cemented; it contains a large percentage of
boulders from 1 to 2 feet in diameter. Although the highest values
are on bedrock, there is in some places a 11 false 11 bedrock several
feet higher, which also carries good values; much of the earlier work
failed to reach the granite bedrock.
According to the owner, the ground worked during the early days
averaged 50 to 75 cents a yard. Some recent work is said to have
yielded $400 from a pit 36 feet long by 30 feet wide by 9 feet deep;
the gold is said to be a~out 850 fine.
Plans have been made to bring water for large-scale hydraulic
operations from a reservoir at the head of Ruby Creek. This will
involve the construction of 2-1/2 miles of ditch and pipe line but,
it is claimed, will make availab~e a supply of 1,500 to 2,000 miner 1 s
inches of water u.~der a 100-foot head during the season of high water.
The ground is owned by Dr. Don s. Numbers of McCall, Idah.o.
Recent work has been conclucted by tho Davis Mining Co., 304 Railway
Exchange Building, Seattle, Wash.

gz}
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Secesh. - Just below the.Golden :rl.ule placer, but on the oppo~i te
side of Secesh River, a wide, low bench extends for about 2 miles
along the river; two lar:;e pits have been mined near the upper end of
this deposit but have been aba.<'l.dOm"d for mru1y years. These workings,
'17hich are irregular in shape, cover an area of approximately ltQ acres.
The gravel is from 10 to 15 or 20 feet deep, is m1cemented, and
generally free from large boulders. :Bedrock, where exposed, consists
of lignite and partly consolidated clay; at the face of the pit it
is 65 feet higher than the rivor and dopes gradually to the river, a
distance of one-quarter mile. Apparently, nn hydraulic el<:~vator was
used to dispose of part of the tailings.
Uo record of past production is available, but it is generally
believed that the gravels wore low grade. The ground is held by Fred
and Alfred Clark of New Moadows, Ia.aho.
Ida...h.o Klondike. - The Idaho Klonclike Mining Co., Mark Evans,
manager, in 1937 was developing a buried channel on a high bench on
the southwast side of CaJ.ifornia Creek, 13 miles by road from Burgdorf.
The deposit lies at an elevation of 7,000 feet above sea level
on a bench 436 feet above CaJ_ifornia Creek. Apparently, this is an
old stree.m channel that hn.s ceen covered deeply with glaci::U or land.-slicle material. That part of the deposit that lies close to the edge
of the bench was mined by ~ydraulic methods a ntL~bcr of years ~~o; it
is said to have yielded $60,000 from about 300 feet of cha"li.!ol.
Farther back from the edge of the bench the covering has become too
thick and the boulders too large to permit hyQ~aulic mini~~; consequently,
the present company has begun drift-mining operationn. A couple of
drifts have been lost by caving induced by tho heavy flow of water in
the spring; it is now thought, howev·3r, teat this difficulty has been
overcome.
The size of the pqy ch3nnel has not beon determined definitely;
it Appears to be at least 50 foot wide, 7 foet deep, 8nd of undetermined
length. Its course boars away from the channel of California Creek
toward a low ridge composed of materi~l similar to that covering the
pay channel at the tunnel site. The gravel in tho pey ch~mnel is
uncemented and generally free from boulders. The gold is abo·ut goo
fine, is fairly coarse, and exceptionally ho~V'./ in the sense of being
well rounded. The gravel so f& worked. has been hig.,."-1-gradc; it is
said to run as high as $10 to $20 to the yard.
Warren District

The

district for which Warren is tho natural sup~ly point adjoins
the Burgdorf district on the east; it is separated therefrom or~y by
the height of land between the drainage basins of Secosh River and
Warren Creek. The most productive part of the Wexren district is
included in a belt about 5 miles wide extending about 17 miles south
from tho Salmon River.
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Since the first discoveries, the Warren district has been one
ofjthe three most prouuctive districts of Idaho County; in recent
years it has forged ahead of the other districts, and since 1932 it
has produced about three-quarters of the total gold of the county.
Nearly all of this recent production has been by dre4ges on Warren
and Steamboat Creeks. These dredging operations may be expected to
continue, on a gradually diminishing scale, for several more years,
but when the gro~~d now being worked or developed is exhausted, only
scattered deposits suitable for very small-scale operations will
remain in the immediate vicinity of Warren. It is possible, however,
that further discoveries of ground suitable for hydraulicking or
drift mining mey- be made in the vicinity of War Eagle Mountain.
The town of Warren is 47 miles by forest highwey- from McCall
at an altitude of slightly less than 6,000 feet, The road to McCall
is closed to wheeled motor transport from about December to Mey-, but
winter communication is maintained by tractor-dra•vn sled and by airplane. Warren Creek and Stea'Ilboat Creek lie in steep-walled valleys;
conseq:uently, the upper parts of the !'lmaJ.ler tributary streBms ma;v be
reached only over steep and usually rough roads or trails.
Practically all the placer deposits of the Warren district (fig.
11) are associated with two area.s of lode gold deposits. The first
and most important lode mining area lies along both sides of Warren
Creek from the town of Warren southeast to the divide between Warren
Croek and the South Fork of the Salmon River; the other area is in
the vicinity of War Eagle Mou11tain, Both these areas are traversed
by numerous small and frequently high-grade gold veins, several of
which have been intermittently productive for many years. The geology
of lodes and placers in the immediate vicinity of_Warren has been
mapped recently and described in detail by Reed.g§j
Placer Deposits of the Warren District
The greater part of the W?xren area slopes north into the drainage
basin of Warreri Creek. Part of it, however, slopes southeast into
the South Fork of the SaJ.mon River where the creek gradients are usually
too steep to permit the formation of placers.
Stream gravels are found in practically every water course of the
area that slopes into Warren Creek basin. The gradients of Warren
Creek and its tributaries range from 40 Or 50 feet in a mile at Warren
Meadows to as high as 350 to 400 feet in a mile on some of the steepest
tributaries. Warren Meadows contain the largest stream gravel deposits
of the Warren-Burgdorf region. Along the steepest tributaries, where
there is not a sufficient volume of water to wash the gold farther downstream, the placers are more in the nature of residual deposits, the gold
values having been deposited near their source in the steepest gulches •

.iJ Reed,

J. C., Geology a.~d Ore Deposits of the Warren Mining District,
Idaho County, Idaho: Pamphlet 45, Idaho :Bureau of Mines and
Geology, Moscow, Idaho.
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The extent to which the stream deposits of the upper Warren Creek
basin have been worked is an important clue to their richness. The
only deposits that have not been worked are some of the small ones a.t
the sources of steep tributaries, a.nd a. number of ;flat grassy meadows
near the summit between Warren Creek and the South Fork: of the Salmon
River.
Keystone and Martinace Meadows. - The Keystone and Martinace
Meadows are at the source of Webfoot Creek, a tributary of Warren Creek.
Some testing was done in about the center Jf the Keystone Meadows in
October 1937 with not very encouraging results. Gold is present, but
tho deposit was found to consist mostly of topsoil with only a few
inches to
foot or so 9f gold-bearing gravol on bedrock. At the
lower end of the meadows, however, the gold-bearinge;ravel is thicker;
Harold Adams, of \Varrcn, worked a feYr hundred yards in the Spring of
1937 and reports yaluos from 50 to 60 cents a yard. Very little is
known of tho Martj_nace Meadows, but they appear to be similar in
character to ~he Keystone Meadows.

a

Pon.v Meadows. - Pan~~ !.J:eadows and Little Pony Meadows are on Pony
Creek, which flows southwest into the South Fork of the Salmon River.
C. H. Pickell of Warren put down a test pit on Pony Meadows but could
not reach bedrock on acco~~t 0f water. He states that the gravel
was pretty lean, but he got a fe;v· small colors at a de'!)~~ of about S
feet. :Below these meHdows, Pony Creek was worked e::-:tensi vely by hand
methods in the early days.
Gulch deposits. - Some of the residual deposits in the steep
gulches and tributaries of Warren Creek are very rich. Values of $1
a yard are not uncommon. They were worked to some extent in the early
days but have been given very little attention in recent yeaxs, chiefly
because of lack of an adeq:uate water supply.
UPper Warren Creek and tributaries. -Halls Gulch, Smith Creek,
Charity Gulch, upper Warren Creek, and Webfoot Creek have all been
worked by the old timers by hand r>..nd hydraulic methods. Part of
Wr:~Ircn Creek just above the town of Warren was v-7orked mp..ny ye&s ago
by hnnd methods and recently was reworked by dredging.
Warren Creek and Steamboat Cr~. - Steamboat Creek and most of
Warren Creek bolo~ the tovT.n of Warren h~ve been dredged in recent
years. The Fisher and Baumhoff clredE::ing operations on Warren Met:W.ows
are discussed in another chnptor.
Bench gravels occur on each side of Warren Creek from tho town
of Warren to about a half mile below Thomas Crock. Many of these have
been worked by hydraulic methods. The largest, hoWE-)Ve.r, has been
left intact. It extends along tho west side Jf Warren Creek valley from
Stratton Creek on the south to Thomas Creek on tho north. It has an
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average width of about 1,000 feet And a depth of 30 to 45 feet. The
bedrock is at about the same elevation as that of the stream deposits
to the east. From 15 to 20 feet of the deposit consists of topsoil,
the rest being gold-bearing sa...'1.d and gravel. The ground is held under
lease by Fisher and. Bau.mhoff of Warren and is to be dredged sometime
in the near future.·
Placer Deposits in the Vicinity of War Eagle Mountain
The War Ea.-~le Mountain nrea already has been mentioned in connection with the plncers of the Burgdorf district, although streams on
the we'S't slope of Wal' Eagle I-~~oun.tain drain into California Creek and
the Secesh River. Stroa~s on the eastern slope drain into Warren
Creek and the Salmon River. T?le stream gravels aJ.ong Rabbit Creek,
Houston Creek, and Schissler Creek, and, to a lesser extent, Thomas
Creek and Stratton Creek have their origin in this part of the area.
The deposits in many inst[1nC')S r:Jre rec:topo si tions nnd reconcentr1:1.tion
of high-channel grn:vels, but tho gold in the hil,';h-channel grc.vels must
have been derived from the s2me goner.')]_ source as those in the more
recent gravels.
Beginning at the sum.~i t between ThomD.s Creek ~m.d Schissler Creek
and extending north to Rabbit Creek is a large area covered by a
deposit of unsorted rock, grrwel, nnd clay. The deposit ranges in
depth from 50 or GO feet at the creek channels to as much as 150 or
200 feet on the ridges between the creeks. The materinl that makes
up the deposit ranges in size from ~mall gravel to rocks 10 feet and
more in diameter. Some of the smaller material is well rounded, but
most of the larger pieces e.re angular.
The origin of the deposit is open to some controversy. According
to Reed,g§j it is an accumulation of land slides from the large fault
scarp that forms the eastern wall of the high rugged mountains to the
west. It is very doubtful if the oulk of the deposit has a.rJ.Y appreciable
values. The rich ~avels in Rabbit Creek and Houston Creek and the
deposits in the :Becker hydraulic pits on the hillsicle about 2,000 feet
south of Houston Creek are thought to be high-level gravels that have
been buried by the land slides. It is probable that other high-level
gravels similar to those above mentioned and. to that of the Idaho
Klondike mine in California gulch are concealed by these landslides.
With the possible exception of geophysical pr·ospocting, there is at
present no practical method. of loc~ting such de!Josi ts except where the
creeks have cut through the lend~lide material end into the bedrock.
If, however, geopllYsicAl methods could be applied Guccessfully, this
might be a fertile field for furthr:r rrospoc·'·ing.

?Jlf
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Rabbit Creek l:'nd Rich GuJ.ch. - Rabbit Creek is about 2 miles
north of Houston Creek and flows north into the Salmon River. Rich
Gulch is a tribut~ry from t.he north. The al tt tude at the junction
of the streams is about 6,600 feet. The gradient of each is from
4oo to 450 feet in a mile ·and the flow of each is from 1-1/2 to 2
second-feet during the llrJ season. The steep gradients and the
large volume of water that must flow through the creek channels during
the Spring run-off are rather tmfavorable conditions for the formation
of stream placers. This seems to be further evidence that the rich
gravels of this vicinity are ancient high-level eravels or, at least,
very recent redepositions of high-channel gravels in the present
stream beds.
Rabbit Creek was hydrn;ulicked for a distance of 1,500 to 2,000
feet oach wrr;i from Rich Gulch. There are several hundred feet of
iron pipe on the ground, an.cl the ditch on the north side of the
gulch is in fairly good condition. The wiclth worked was fro:n 30 to
50 feet, but i t is possible that t.here is a considerable amo·,mt of
unworked material that is buried by the hea~J overburden of slide rock.
The gold-bearing gravel is well roun.d.ed and ranges in size from a
few inches up to 1 foot or more. The percentRge of rocks· larger than
1 foot is not very great except in the overburden. Rich Gulch was
worked for a distance of ~bout 1,500 feet above its junction with
Rabbit Creek. Conditions hero are very much the same as in Rabbit
Creek, except that it is nr~~rrower.
Jack Wright, of Eurgc"J.orf, who owns the ground on both Rabbit
Creek and Rich Gulch, st8tes -~hat one ma.'l working with a 2-1/2-inch
hose and handling the boulders by h~nd cen m~e from "$2 to $3 a day.
C~nditions are fn~orable for hydr~ulic operations.
High heads are
possible with compexatively short ditches, end the steep creek gradients
provide convenient moans for disposing of tailings. There is a
considerable amou..-·1t of virr:;in ground in Rich Gulch and in Rabbit
Creek about half a mile below Rich Gulch.
Houston Creek .... Houston CrBek flows into Wro·ren Creek from the
west about 6-1/2 miles below the tmm of Warren. Its gradient is
from 350 to 400 feet in a mile at tl-le u-pper end but less at the
lower end. The flow is from 1-l/2 to 2 second-feet in the d:ry season;
in the _early Spring; it is from 10 to 15 seconC',-foet. The altitude
at the upper end, a"l:lout a mile above its ,junction with Warren Creek,
is arolliid 6,100 feet. John :Becker of Warren owns three claims on
the creek a.."'l.d five on the hillside just south of the creek.
The gr£~vels aJ.ow:: the creek Bre very sim:i.lar to those on Rabbit
Creek. Mr. Becker "17orkecl about 2, 500 feet of the upper end from
about 1930 to 1934, by hydraulic -methods and ground sluicing. About
a half mile of the lower end rem1:1.ins unworko,i. In 1935 mining along
the creek wn.s discontinued and operati:ms were begun on the hillside
just south of I:ous ton 6reok.
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Water is taken from Houston Creek through a 2-mile ditch and
about 2,000 feet of lQ- ro1d 12-inch ~ipe. This provides a head of
about 20 feet at the upper end of the pits and 200 feet at the lower
endc. The water is impounded in a reservoir during the night and
used during the d~ for piping. In the Spring of the year this provides
a volume of about 2,000 miner's inches for 5 to 6 hours a day. In
the late su'Ilmer, there is enough wa.ter for only tvm to three days of
piping a week. Mr. Becker \vorks alone except when moving the pipe
line. A considerable portion tlf the time is spent in blasting boulders.
T:1.e sluice boxes, 44 inches wide by 3 feet high, are placed at
a grade of S to 10 inches in 12 feet. Block riffles 9 by 9 inches are
placed at right angles to the boxes, and 12-inch poles are placed on
top of the riffles parallel with the boxes. An undercurrent box with
holes in the bottom, filled with ~ercur~r, is used for recovering the
fine gold. About 50 percent of the totru. gold recovery is made in
the undercurrent box.
The west pit was excavated in 1936 and 1937. Approximately 35,000
yards of m~terial was excavated. In 1936 the top material was piped
off and wasted, le2.ving from 6 to S feet of coarse unsorted material
on bedrock. In 1937 this b()clrJck material was piped and sluiced,
producing 52 fine ounces of gold. This indicates a value of about 5
cents a yard f.or all the materir-1l th~ was piped :md from 25 to 35
cents a yard for the material that was sluiced.
Schissler Creek. - Schissler Creek flows from the northwest and
enters Warren Creek about 2 miles above Houston Creek. The Creek
gradient is from 200 to 300 feet in a mile and the flow from 6 to 8
second... feet in the dry sen.son. Tho strenm gravoln extend from about
1,500 feet above its confluence with W?.rren Creek for about 1-1/2
miles upstream. They vrere ':'Torked from the lower end for about 1 mile
upstre~, leaving about hnlf a mile of the upper end unworked.
The
worked-out portion ra~ges in width from about 200 feet at the lower
end to nenrly 500 feet at the upper end. Just a~ove the upper end of
the workings, the valley opens up into a basin about half a mile long
and from 500 to 1,500 feet wide.
Conditions are favorable for hydraulicking. The bedrock slopes
about 300 feet in a mile, or about 6 feet in a hundred. At the
hydraulic pits at the J.ower end of the basin the gra:vel is from 10
to 30 feet deep, with an average of about 25 feet. There is very
little clay and little, if any, cemented material. The most unfavorable
feature is the large percentage of boulders from 1 foot to 3 feet
in diameter.
The last operation on this creek was conducted by Fred lvfeyers,
of Warren. One monitor, equipned with a 3-inch nozzle, was operated
for about 45 d~rs. A gin pole was used for hoisting and piling large
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boulders. From 8 to 10 men were employed. most of the time. About
4,000 yards of material was sluicec... The mint returns from this were
$1,700, indicating a value of about 45 cents a yard. The value of the
whole deposit, however, is probably less than this. The property
is owned by Edna and Jim Hardesty of Warren.
Thomas Creek. - Thomas Creek is just south of the landslide area.
The gradient is from 75 to 100 feet in a mile and the flow from 3 to
4 second-feet during A~1st and September. Stream gra~els extend from
where Thomas Creek enters Warren Creek valley for about three-quarters
mile upstream; they range in width from about 1,000 feet at the lower
end to about 150 feet .r-.t the upper encl. Bench deposits occur on each
si1e of the stre~m from Warren Creek valley to within a short distance
of its source.
~1e bench gravels at the upper part of the creek have been worked
to a limited extent. They are comparatively shallow, ranging in depth
from 8 to 15 feet. According to Chas. Curtis of Warren, some of the
richest placers yielded values up to 75 cents a yard.

Very little is knov.~ about t~e stream gravels on Thomas Creek.
The depth of the gravel is from 20 to 25 feet, but no information is
available as to its vru.ue. The ground is held by loc~tion by Arthur
Hollenbeck of Pollock, Idrc>ho.
Stratton Creek. - Stratton Creek flowx into Warren Creek from the
west about one-quexter mile below Steamboat Creek. The lower half
mile of the stream is in a nA.rrow ct•.nyon. Gravels extend upstream
about a mile from the upper end of this con,yon; they range in width
from 75 to 250 feet. About l, 100 feet of the lower end was worked by
hand methods and groun(l sluicing. Aside from this, nothing is known
about them.
Operations of the Wvrrcn Dir.trict
Fisher and 3au~off. - The property of Fisher and Ba~~off in
the Warren district includes all of Warren Crook from the town of
Warren to Thomas Creek end most of the bench grnvel deposits on the
west side of Warren Creek valley opposite Warren Meadows. Warren
Creek above the town of "iiarren, Sterunboat Creek, lower Stratton Creek,
and lower Thomas Creek arc held under lease. U'pper Warren Creek and
Steamboat Creel;: have been dredged alrer-.dy.
IIi September 1937 two dredges were in operation, one at the
lower ond of Strn.ttnn Craek :md the other on Warren Meadows about a
quarter of a mile above Thomas Creek. The dredge on lower Stratton
Creek wns built by the Viarren Creek Dredging C.:>. in 1933· It wns
purchased by §isher p.nd BaTh~hoff nnd put into operation in February
1936. The dredge on Warren Meadows wan· built in 1931. It was operated
by steam power until September 1936, when it was c:b-anged over to electric
power.
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Upper Warren Creek WECS dredged by a dredge smaller th:m the two
operating at present. It was dismantled in the summer of 1936 and moved
to Boise Ea~in, where it is now operating.
In September 1937 the two dredges were operating under conditions
that were nearly identical except for the width dredged. The width on
Stratton Creek was from 300 to 500 feet and on Warren Creek from 1,500
to 2,000 feet. The depth of the gravel ranges from 18 to 22 feet, with
most of the gold concentrated in the lower 5 to 9 feet. Some of the
grounCI_ on Stratton Creek was vrorkod by hvnd methods by the old timers,
but Warren Creok, whore the dredge was operating in 1937, was virgin.
Most of the material ranges in size from coarse sand to boulders 6 to S
inches in diameter. There are very few boulders 12 inches in diameter
or larger.
Vory li ttlo clearing is necessary on Warren Meadows. The bench
gravel deposits on the west sicle of the valley, however, are covered
with from 15 to 20 feet of tog:~on, on which there is a heavy growth
of lodge-pole pine ranging in size from small saplings to trees 10 inches
in diameter. This is cleared off with a 60-horsepower Caterpillar
tractor and pushed into windrows for bUTning. After the timber is cleared
off, the topsoil is remove·i by h;rdraulicking. Water for this pUTpose
is taken from Stratton Creek (fig. 11) through about 1,500 feet of ditch,
300 feet of tunnel, and about a mile of 18- to ll-inch pipe. The head
is about 325 feet.
In September 1937 about 20 acres was cleared of timber and topsoil
and made read,y for dredging. Up to this time the dredges had been
operated entirely in the creek gravels. All of the ground was tested
by Keystone drills. The testing indicated a rather wide range of values.
Dredge recoveries are about three times the values indicated by drilling.
The value of the ground in- the Warren Meadows nnd. on Stratton Creek
where tho dredges are working is about 18 conts a cucic yard. Dre~;e
recoveries from month to mont!1 mey run from 1 to 10 cents above or below
this, but the yearly average is very close to 18 cents per cubic yard.
The vpJ_ue of the bench gr'avei deposits, as determined by drilling, is
about the same as that of the creek gravels.
The two dredges are constructed of timber and have the same capacity.
The bucket lines consist of 75 4-foot buckets and are operated at a
speed of 26 buckets per minute. The actual dredging capacity, including
shut-downs, is ab)ut LJ.,OQO cubic :tnrds a day. The trommels are 5 feet
in di~~eter by 30 feet long and perforated with 3-inch holes. The
tailings stackers are 90 feet long. A steel spud is used for dredging
and a timber one for Q~cir~ the step ahead. Current practice is to take
a 5-foot cut with about p_ 100-foot swing. In shn.llvw ground a 6.-. or
7-foot cut ccn be taken. A 125-f·)Ot swing is the longest practicable.
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The Stratton Creek dredge is eouiP'1)ed Yri th riffles ~md tail sluices.
30- by 1-1/l.;.:.inch riffles and two tail sluices
with 3an~. traps on each side. Mercury is added. to the head of the
riffl<'ls a.t the rate of' r1.bout 300 pounds a month. The connected pow·er
of this dred.ge is as follows:
T~1ere are six sets of

One 10-inch pump ••.••••••• 200
Bucket line ••••••.•••••••• 100

Wench •••...•.•••••••..••••
Stacker. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •

30
15

Trommel •••••..••••••.•.••• 20
TotaJ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ~
Synchronous motors are used on the pumps for correctine the power
factor,.
The undersize from the trammel on the Warren Creek dredg·J runs over
twelve 42- by 42-inch Pan-American jigs. The overflow from these jigs
goes through two 16-inch by 42-foot sluices, and the concentrates over
two 18- by 18-inch Pan--~erican jigs. The overflow from the 18- by 18inch jigs goes to the riffles and the concentrates go to a 1-1/2- by
4-foot, continuous, Titan-type amelgrunating barrel. The amalga.11ating
be.rrel is operated in closed circuit ~vi th one 12- by 12-inch Pan-Atnerican
jig. The overflow from the riffles goes over a sand trap EJnd then into
the dredge pond. The sn.nd from the sand traps is elevated to the
taili,pgs stacker by a bucket elevator. Figure 12 is the flow sheet of
the Warren Creek dredge.
The connected power is about the s~e as for the Stratton Creek
dredge, except for about 20 horsepower extra that is used for operating
the jigs.
The pa._vroll for each

dred1~e

is as follows:

1 dredgemaster ••.....•.• S2lary
3 winchmen •••••..••••••• $6.00
3 oilers •...•.•••••••••• ~.oo
1 mechanic ••••.....••..• 6.oo
1 shorcman •• ~··········· 5.00
Besides this, therG is a general mechanic in the machine shop in
Warren, an electricirul, a truckdriver, a caterpillar operator, and a
bookkeeper in the office in Warren for both dredges.
Normcl opert:~.ting time for b-Jth dred.ces avera{';es about 90 percent.
In the Spring of the year shut-do,rns arc more frequent on account of
power-line troubJ.e.
Extra equipment consists of two caterpillar tractors and complete
road-building equipment ~nd a fully equipped machine shop in Warren.
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Figure 12.- Flow sheet of the Warren Creek dredge, Fisher & Baumhoff Co., Warren, Idaho.
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Local operating costs are about as follows:
Cents per cubic yard
Labor • •..•••.•.•••....•.....•..••
Supplies •.•.• ".................. .

1.37
·55

Replacements and repairs ••••••••

1.12

Power • ••.•.•.•..••......••..•.••

·75

Transportation •••.•..•••••.•••••
Compensation insurance ••••••••••
Unemployment insurance ••••••••••
General overhead including
salaries and taxes •••••••••••••
Total •....•............... , ...••

.12

.04
.02

~
• 7

The above does not include depreciation and depletion. These two
items will run from 2 to 2-1/2 cents a yard, ma~ing the total cost from
6-1/2 to 7 cents a yard.
Salmon River
General Situation
Productive gold-mining districts may be found at intervals along
the entire course of the Salmon River, from its source in southwestern
Custer County to its mouth in western Idaho County; m~y of its tributaries
also drain well-mineralized gold-bearing regions. A certain amount of
the gold eroded from these mineralized districts inevitably has foQ~d
its way into the Salmon River and been concentrated where conditions
were favorable.
The lower 200 miles of the Salmon are in Idaho County. From the
border of Lemhi County to the town of Riggins, a distance of over 100
miles, the river passes through a deep V-shaped canyon, which offers
ve~J little opportunity for the acc~~ulation of placer deposits.
However,
there are numerous small bars on the inner side of bends &~d at the
mouths of the larger tributaries, where gravel deposits have been built
up, in many cases to depths of 50 to 75 feet. ~he tributexies themselves
usually are too steep to retain placer gold, but if they have cut
through gold-bearing country thG deltas at their mouths and the ne~_rby
river bars may contain com.~erciall;r valuable gold dcposi ts. Probably
the largest deposits along this part of the Salmon occur at the mouth
of its South Fork; bars along the Salmon, the delta at the mouth of
the South Fork, and a bar a short distance up the South Fork are close
enough together to be worked as one operation. In 1937 the Salmon
River Placer Co., of Boise, Ida.'lo, was buil·iing a hydroelectric power
plant and installing eq~pment preparatory to working this ground on a
large scale by d.ragline methods. The company 01m.s a'to ut 64o acres of
ground, parts of which are said to be 81 feet deep to bedrock. An
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initial rlm of over 1,700 yards from the upper l~ver of one block of
ground was said to have yielded approximately 49 cents per yard from
an imcomplete clean-up. The gold is said to ·oe about 870 fine. Men
and supplies a.re brought in by airplane.
Other gold-bearing ·oars along this part of the river have been
worked by pioneer miners and settlers fqr many years; however, the_
inaccessillility of the cc.n;-;ron above the _roadhee.d at Carey Creek made
i t impossible to visit or map these deposits in the time available;
there are m.q,ny miles of the cariyon which it_ is extremely difficult to
traverse, even on foot, at the present time.
:Betwer>n Riggins and White J3ird the canyon ts generally much wider
thrm above Riggins. In places Mme bottom land. is sui table for farming,
P.nd many large flat benches occur at various elevations above tho
river; mn...llY deJ:10sits have been worked on these benches ru1d on tho
bars <>..long the river. So fn.r, the bBnch deposits along this section of
the river have accounted for most of the total production.
History and Production of the Lmver Salmon River
Very little is known of the early history of placer mining along the
lower Salmon River between F..igt;in~ and W'.cdte J3ird. It is probe.ble that
the first discover:i.es followed shortly after the discovery of gold in
Piorce City in 1860, l'l.S the Salmon River Valley fror:J Riggins to Whi to
Bird has alwcys boon the naturaJ. J.'outP. for gold-soekr3rs traveling from
the northern to the southern purt of Idaho.
Three mining districts include all of the deposits along the main
stream for French Creek to the Snake River. The Riggins district extends
from I!'rench Creek to Lucile, the Lucile Se>Jnpson district from Lucile
to Freedom, and the Camp Eowa.rd district from Freedom to the Snake River.
Statistics on past production of these three districts are not complete
and are fe.r from reliable. As in most other :ple.cer m:i.ning Breas, the
greatest 11roduction was nade in the early ;rero.·s following the first
discoveries. By 1890 most of the rich and easily available deposits
were worked out by hand a...'ld hyclraulic methods; :p1·od.1ction declined
rapidly. By 1900 the a11nu~l })reduction h2.d fallen to a fe-rr thousand
dollars a yen:r, a..'ld duri:1g man;'r year!': of the period. from 1900 to 1933
no production w~s reported. Production jUTJl!)ed ·from S8,435 in 1933 to
$28,060 in 1934. In 1935 $l·l0,740 wns produced &"1d in 1936, $42,210.
The increc.se in 1934 und subsoqueilt ~·ea.1·s ctm be ~?.ttri buted to a number
of moderately large-scale mochanicf'll ~nd hyclraulic operations thn.t were
begun as experimental testing plants shortly after the price of gold
was ad.va..Yl.ced to $35 an mmce. rrono of these plants ·.vero successful,
~:md in October 1937 only one iiq'as in operation.
Climate
to

The climate along the lower :part of the river valley from Riggins
Bird is mild a.."1d o0uitable And very favorable for all-year

~lite
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operating. Snowfalls are very light and never lie more than a few
days, and in most cases only a few hours. Severe frosts are very uncommon, even in the winter. English walnuts are grown at Riggins with
very little attention. Farming is practiced to some extent on the
mesas between the river channel and the canyon wells and along
tributary creeks where they enter the canyon. Agriculture is of little
importance, however, because of the difficulty of building irrigation
systems to utilize the water from the Salmon River.
Righw~rs,

Settlements, and Facilities

Highway No. 95 extends down the canyon from Riggins to White Bird.
This is a graveled road that is maintained in good condition at all
times. Another highwp~ r~~s up the canyon from Riggins to French Creek,
a distance of about 15 miles. This road is being extended on up the
canyon from French Creek and eventually will be co~~ected with route
No. 61 at Salmon City in Lew~i County. The nearest railroad points
are at Grangeville, 21 miles north of, W'nite Bird, and l:IcCcll ,' 39
miles south of Riggins.
Riggins, Lucile, Freedom, end White Bird, with a combined population
of approximately 750 in 1930, are the only settlements along the highway.
Belew White Bird, e.nd on tho high mesas between the Salmon and Snake
Rivers, is a small r1~al population. The total population along the
river valley from Riggins to the Snake River is probably less than 1,000.
Water Supply
The water supply for early hydraulic mining operations was entirely
from tributary creeks. These creeks are still the only practical
source of supply for irrigation. Ditches for all-year use from the
Salmon River are impracticable because of the great vertical range
between high- and low-watel~ mark. This range is from 15 to 20 feet,
while the river gradient is around 15 feet in a mile. From this it is
apparent that from 2 to 3 miles of a ditch would be under water during
the flood period and would have to be rebuilt each year. This difficulty
could be overcome by taking the rvater through tunnels where the river
flows along vertical cliffs; but so fer there have been no operations
of any kind along the river that would justify the expense of building
a water tunnel of an._y kind. In recent years, water for hydraulic
operations was pumped by centrifugal pumps powered by Diesel engines
or electric motors.
Geolo~

The rocks e£ the lower Salmon River (figs. 13, 14, and 15) from
about 10 miles above Riggins to Slate Creek consist largely of schists
and slates. The laminations of the schist strike roughly N. 30° E.
and dip to the southeast at about 45° to 55°. About a mile south of
Lucile is a strata of limestone several hundred feet thick. Both
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contacts of this limestone with the schist are parallel with the
l.amination of the schist in dip and strike. Crevices or depressions
formed by erosiol!l. in the lrunination of the schist have acted as
natural riffles for catching gold at the bottoms of recent and ancient
river channels.
From Slate Creek to the Snake River the country rock is basalt.
In places where it forms the bedrock of gravel deposits, it has eroded
very unevenly. Drill holes in the stream gravels indicate a difference
of 10 to 20 feet in the depth to bedrock in a distance of 40 to 50
feet laterally. This has been the source of some difficulty in mining
operations where draglines or power shovels were used.
There are many quartz veins and stringers in the schist formation
from Riggins to Freedom. Few, if any, of these veins contain gold,
however. Placer gold from Riggins to the Snake River is associated
almost entirely with gravel, consisting esRentiru.ly of well~~ounded
granite and quartd te material. The contact between the schist and
the t:t;rani te formations is about 10 miles above Riggins. Many of the
veins in this granite formation P..l'e golcl-bearin~g. \Ve.sh consisting of
soil aJld.angulel' fragments from the granite can~ron walls, often
containsappreciable quantitieo of placor gold.
Bench ,c;:ravels. - Very extensive c,eposits of gold-bearing gravels
of commercial grade occur in the old river ch.'Jllnels from 15 or 20
feet up to over 200 feGt above the prer.:ent stream level. The Buckskin
mine (figs. 13 and 16) is on the bedrock of a channel 210 feet above
the stream level, and the bedrock of the Wild Oat hydraulic mines
(fig. 14) is 100 feet above the stream level. It is probable, however,
that channels occur at much greater elevation than this, as gravel of
stream origin was obse~ved at un elevation of neoxly 400 feet above
the river. Gold is J.a:..·gcly conccmtrated on or near bedrock, a1 though
values occur to nome extent through the entire mass of gravel. At
the Spring Bar, where the bedrock is limestone, tho best pey streak
is in a smnll seam of rnud and gravol about 6 inches thick and from 12
to 18 inches above the bedrock. In the depos:i. t just across the river
f1·om the Spring Ear the pay streak consists of a nRrrow seam of very
fine silt from 4 to 6 inches thick and about 2 feet above bedrock.
At the Butcher Bar is a concentrr.~tion of v~J.uos in naturaJ. riffles
formed in the laminations in the schist bodxock. At the north end
of this bar appreciable gold. was recovered by hyoraulicking ground
that previously :1ad bcon drift-mined, indicating values other than
those concentrated on bedrock.
The gravel in the old stroDm chmmels is often 100 feet or more
thick. At the Buckskin. mine (fig. 16) apperently it is nearly 200
feet thick. It does not seem probable, however, t~-:>.t the or:i.ginal
de.pth of .any of the old che.nnel deposits wns this great. Present
depths of 100 feet or more ma..v b11 due to eravel having been eroded
from higher channels and redeposited on lower ones.
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Boulders from 1 to 3 feet in diameter are very common in most
of the deposits down the river to the town of Freedom (fig. 14).
In drift mines where there is a very lar-ge percentage of such material,
indicating a narrow chrumel and S\Vift water, the gold values apparently
are just as good as where more placid conditions for deposition are
indicated. The large rocks appear to have acted as riffles for catching
the gold. Much of the large m~terie1l consists of well rounded granite
and a_uartzi te boulders; other material conaists of angular pieces of schist
from the canyon walls. A.."lgu.lar schist material of all sizes occurs
mixed with the gravel of stre&~ origin in all of the deposits, and in
some places it forms a hec:::v::v overburden over the gold-bearing deposits
of stream origin.

'

A ve!"'J interesting and_ important geologic feature of the lower
Salmon River is the benches that occur on each side of the valley from
Riggins to the Snake River. They ~~e very prominent in the vicinity
of Lucile and the Butcher Bar and also just below the Wnite Bird bridge.
In places where the river flows through narrow box canyons they are
entirely lacking. One such place occurs about 2 miles north of the
White Bird bridge (fig. 15) where the river flows through a canyon for
about a mile. Along this section there are no gravel deposits of any
kind on either side of the river.
The lower edge of t:1ese benches is from 400 to 425 feet above the
stream level (fig. 16). From the eclge they slope upward to the schist
canyon walls at a gra(le of lS to 20 feet in a hundred,. This slope is
due, in part at least, to the accumulation of topsoil and schist talus
from the canyon walls. In most cases the sides of the benches as well
as the tops are covered with this ca,pping of topsoil and talus. There
is a small exposure of well-rounded gravel near the edge of a mesa
just west of the :autcher Bal·; ~nd at the B,~ckski!l. mine, gravel of
stream origin is exposed from the mine workings nearly all the way
to the top of the mesa. This gravel consists almost entirely of granite
and quartzite, indicating that it 'i."as derived from the granite and
quartzite formations above Riggins and transported and. deposited by
the main Salmon River dte•ing a period when the stream was at a much
higher geological horizon than at present.
A matter of great importance in the probable extent of the goldbearing gravels concealed by the capping of topsoil and talus that
covers the benches. The only places where these gravels have been
exploited are at the ci.rift workings of the :Buckskin mine (figs. 13 and
16) and at the Wild C2.t hydraulic mine (fig. lll). Nearly all of the
other workings along the river are at an elevation of 50 feet or less
above the stream. The occurrence of river gravel at an elevation of
nearly 4oo feet above the stream level indicates the possibility of
old channels on bedrock much higher than the :Buc!cskin mine. That
such channels have not been discovered is not odd. Prospecting at
the higher levels has been retarded, first because of the lack of a
water supply, and second because of the heavy overburden that covers
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nem,rly all of the deposits at eleva,tions of 100 feet or more above
the river. The discovery o:f the Buckskin mine can be attributed. to
the comparatively small exposure of river gravels at that point. This
expo sure extends from the mine workints to nearly the top of the hill,
but it is only from 25 to 40 feet wide.
From figure 16 it appears that the ~ravel deposits might extend
from the edge of the benches back to schist.mountain sides. Although
this is a perfectly logical as~U.'Il:i)tion, it has never been :oroved.•
That a number of practical placer miners suspected_ i t is evident from
their attempts to find placer deposi tE:' far back from the edge of tho
benches. A 20-foot shaft was sunk on the mesa above the Buckskin mine
and a 35-foot shaft on the one just west of the Butcher Bar. Neither
of these shafts is deep enough to haYc gone through the overburden, as
they are back near the mountain sides where the overburden is thickest.
Strerun ;r:;rav0ls. - On thE: maps (figs. 13, 11~, e-nd 15), all deposits
on bedrock above the present straam level are shmvn as bench deposits,
and those on bedrock at or below the stream level are shown as stream
deposits. The classific~.tion is more of an economic than a geologic
one. The deposits above the river level are well-adapted to drift
mining, as there is no water problem to contend '7i th; they are favorably
situated for hydraulic mining because of the head room available for
taili~s disposBl.
From the !Seological po:i.nt of view, however, the
present stream channel is merely the lowest and most recent of the
many that were formed through the ages. It differs from all higher
channels only in that ·it is free of overburclen end is occupied by a
permanent running stream.
Much of the production from these deposits was made by "skim diggers",
who operate along the inside curves of the river end shovel and sluice
the thin accumulations of fine gravel that e.re deposi teCI_ rumUc'"tlly during
floods. Such accumulations generally are only a few inches thick. In
places where conditions are favorable, however, and where the process
has been permitted to take place for a number of years, they may be
much thicker. Deposits of gravel of commercial grade from 6 to 8 feet
thick that occur at many places alonc_t~e river just above the low-water
line were probably formed over a period of many years by the same
prpcess that causesthin deposits to form in a few years.
Except in places of local enrichment, such as those just·mentioned,
few if any successful attempts have been made at working the strea~
gravels for quite obv_ious reasons. Golcl concentrated on bedrock ca.zinot
be reached by hand methods because of seepage water. Suction dredges
and dragline systems met with little success at working the stream
bottom because of the rapid. current. 3ucket dredges would probably
be impracticable because of the great vertical re~ge between high and
low water, in many places more than 20 feet.
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From Riggins to Freedom (figs. 13 and 14) the stream gravel deposits,
exclusive of the river bed, are quite limited in extent. They consist
mostly of sme~l bars along the inside curves of the river. From Freedom
on do\vn, the bars are larger, the largest being about two miles long
and from 300 to 600 feet wide (fig. 15).
If the gravel in the bed of the river can be considered as a
potential economic placer deposit, the stream gravel deposits are very
much greater than 1is apparent from the maps. Assuming an average
width of 200 feet for the river, there would be 650 acres of river
bottom from Riggins to the White :Bird bridge, a distance of 27 miles.
In 1937 the Idaho State Legislature passed a law providing for
the exploitation of the placer gold in the beds of navigable streams.}Q/
In accordance vii th this act, individuals or corporations can
lease the river bottoms of navigable streams in Idaho for mining purposes. The location of placer mining claims below the high-r;3.ter marks
and the filing of leasing rightsare carried out in much the same manner
as locating and filing on mineral land according to the Federal mining
laws of 1872. Roya~ties are determined by the State Land Commission.
The maximum royruty that can be charged is 12-1/2 percent and the
minimum 2-1/2 percent of the gross production. Claims not in production
can be held two years without royalty or rental payments. After the
2-year period has expired, lessees must have their claims in production
or pe¥ a minimum annual rental of 25 cents an acre.
Character of gol~. -:Because of the groat distance from its source,
the placer gold of the lower Salmon River occurs mostly in very fine
grains. Nuggets worth from $2.50 to $3 are reported to have been
found in the vicinity of Lucile. Such occurrences, however, are very
rare. Most of the gold is so fine that the placer miners along the
river must practice the greatest caution to save it on the riffles.
Gold from bench deposits at different elevations differs greatly in
size and appearance. At the :Buckskin mine it is tarnished and occurs
in very thin flakes, some of which are from 1/32 to 1/16 inch in
diameter. At other mines in the same vicinity, but at nn elevation
of only 50 feet above the river, it is bright and occurs in very fine
particles, many of which will pass a 100-mesh screen and some a 200mesh screen.
The grade of the gold from the lower Salmon River is q~ite high,
ranging from 825 to 865 fine. The following table shows the grade
(fineness) and location of a number of shipments to the U. s. Assey
Office and the U. s. Mint. These figures were furnished by gold buyers
of the lower Salmon River.

3jj}

Campbell, Arthur, and :Bresnahan, Leo, Mining Laws of the State of
Idaho: Published in July 1937•
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Location

Fineness

Fall Creek, 5 miles northwest of Burgdorf.............
Florence, 15 miles north of the Salmon River..........
Salmon River, 25 miles above French Creek.............
Salmon River, near French Creek.......................
Salmon River, 5 miles below Riggins...................
Salmon River, near White Bird.........................

556

683

769

825
8~0

8G5

Individual Deposits
In the following paragraphs a number of the more important individual deposits or bars are described as to location. size, gold values,
ownership, and past and present operations. Much of this information
was supplied by operators, miners, a..'rl.d ranchers in the vicinity of
Riggins, Lucile, and White Bird. Costs and other pertinent operating
data were available for only a few operations. Gold values per yard
of material are only approximate in most cases, as very few operators
take the trouble to make accurate yardage measurements. All of the
deposits described are shown on the maps (figs. 13, 14, and 15).
Squaw Bar and Soldier Ear. -From Riggins to Lime Point the deposits
compl:'..ratively narrow.. ThJ two most important deposits along this
section of the river are SquaN Ear and Soldier Ear. Workings on these
two deposits consist of drift mines in an ancient river channel about
50 feet above the river level. In October 1937, two or three men were
working single handed in the old drift workings.

are

Spring Ear. - Spring Ear is at Lime Point about a mile south of
Lucile on the east side of the river. Bedrock consists of limestone
about 50 feet above the low-water mark of the river. The pay streak
consists of 3 to 5 feet of clay and gravel on bedrock. According to
James McFarnsworth of Lucile, who worked in the old d~ift workings in
the winter of 1936 and 1937, the better parts of the pay streak run
from $1 to· $3 a yard. The hieher-grade material has been almost completely mined out, leaving only enough pillars to support the roof.
The greater part of the bar belongs to the Wakely Brothers of Lucile.
The southern end belongs _to Fred Ballard of :Burgdorf ..
The :Buckskin mine is just north of the Spring Bar. The bedrock
consists o~ schist at a.~ elevation of 210 feet above the river level.
The deposit appears to be about 200 feet thick. The pay strenk consists
of 18 inches of gravel on bedrock. Material was mined that ran as
high as $1.50 to $2.50 per wheelbarrow load; the average, however, is
much lower-grade than this. Considerable unmined material is.exposed
in the old drift workings, although most of the better-grade material
has been removed. Very few of the deposits at this elevation have been
explored for lack of water. Most of the deposit is on property belonging
to the Wakely Brothers of Lucile.
Lucile Bar. - The Lucile Bar is on the ea.st side of the river at
Lucile. The productive part of this deposit consists of an ancient channel
corr~a"sponding in elevation to the bedrock at Squaw Bar, Soldier Ear, and
Spring Bar. Considerable gold was produced from it by drift-mining methods.
Most of old drift mine workings are caved. The property belongs to the
Wakely Brothers of Lucile.
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Upper and Lower Butcher Bars. - Upper Butcher Bar is about a
mile north of Lucile on the west side of the river. The pay streak
on the bedrock of the old channel has been completely mined out by
drift mining. Butcher Bar is about half a mile farther north on the
same side of the river. Some drift and hydraulic mining was done
just north of the buildings indicated on the map (fig. 13), but the
greater part of the deposit remains intact. One drift that cuts
across the channel at about right angles is 240 feet long from the
portal to the face. The bedrock at the fa.ce slopes up quite sharply,
indicating the approximate location of the west side of the old
channel. Originally, the channel must have been wider than 240 feet,
as part of the east side undoubtedly was cut awey by the present stream.
The bedrock is schist. The formation of natural riffles in the
laminations of this rock seems to be more pronounced in this deposit
than in others that were examined.
In 1928 and 1929 a small part of the south end of the bar was
hydraulicked by the Irbs Placer Mining Co. of Casper, Wyo. Water
was pumped with an8-inch centrifugal pump powered by an electric
motor. The current used was generated in a hydroelectric plant on
John Day Creek. One giant with a 3-inch nozzle was used for undercutting. For sweeping, the 3-inch nozzle was taken off and a 4-inch
nozzle was substituted. The pu.l!lp delivered 3,000 gallons of water
per minute when the 3-inch nozzle ~as used, and a little more when
the 4-inch one was used. A 5-ton derrick was used for piling boulders.
Tho thickness of the deposit ut the hydraulic pit ranges from 50
to 75 feet. The bedrock is about 35 feet above the river level and
slopes slightly to the north at about tho gradient of the river. From
15 to 20 percent of the aggregate deposit consists of large boulders
weighing from 500 pounds to two or three tons.
About 30,000 yards of gravel and boulders was handled. Figures
on gold recoveries are not available. Somo of the rich gravel on
bedrock was mined out in former years by drift mining, making the
average grade of the material handled by hydraulicking lower than it
would have been had the deposit been virgin. It is said that an
average value of 32 dents per yard was indicated for the original
materiel after making the proper adjustment for what was taken out by
drift mining.
The operation was not successful, mostly, perhaps, because of the
cost of handling large boulderR.
John Day Ear. - The John Day bar is on the east side of the river
at John Day Creek. Mos\t of it belongs to the Tony Gordon Estate of
Freedom, Idaho. A small hydraulic pit about 1/4 mile south of John
Day Creek and a larger one just north of the Creek are the only evidence
of any mining ever having been done on the deposit. The greater part
of it is cov~red by 50 to 60 feet of topsoil. It is being used for
agricultural purposes.
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The Wild Cat hydraulic pits are on a bench placer deposit just
north of the John Day bar. The bedrock consists of schist 100 feet
above the bed of the river. The thickness of the gravel is from 15
to 20 feet at the lower or west end of the pit ~d from 150 to 160
feet at the east end. There are comnaratively few boulders over 1
foot in di~eter and practically none that would cause serious difficulty
for a hydraulic operation. From 6 to 8 feet of the bottom gravel is
cemented with iron oxides. This material was left i~ place except
where channels were cut down to bedrock to provid.e grade for sluiceways. From 750,000 to 850,000 yards of gravel was removed from, the
larger of the two pits and from 500,000 to 600,000 yards from the
smaller.
Upper and Lower Sherwin Bars. - Upper Sherwin bp.,r is on the west
side of the river just north of John Day Creek. It is owned by
Aylshyer, Sherwin, and Hardy, attorneys at Grangeville, Idaho. A
small amount of the north end adjacent to the river was mined by the
old timers by hydra.ulicking. It is said that bedrock material ran
from $1.50 to $2.00 a yard, with exceptional samples running as high
as $6 a yard. The greater part of the bar is coyered by a heavy overburden of topsoil and schist talus from 60 to 80 feet deep. Drift
mining probably is the only practical means by which most of the bar
can be worked.
Lower Sherwin bar is about half a mile north of upper Sherwin bar.
The upper part of it was S;aked by some prospectors a few years ago but
later it was relinquished. The lower part belongs to the Circle C
Cattle Co. of New Meadows, Idaho. Conditions here are very much the
same as at upper Sherwin bar. There are no available records of
mining operations on this deposit.
Deposits in the vicinity of Freedom. - The deposits at Freedom
are quite extensive, but little is known of their possibilities for
placer mining purposes. Adjacent to the east side of the river is a
stream deposit about a mile long and having an average width of 450
to 500 feet. The nor.th end is r.trewn with large basalt 'boulders, some
of which weigh many tons. In the vicinity of Freedom it is used as
agricultural land. The south end is very low and is under water during
the flood season.
The Slicker bar is just across the river from Slate Creek. There
are some old tunnels on bedrock that show good values, but it is
rocky and difficult to work except by drift mining.
Large Bar. - The Large Bar is about a mile north of Freedom on the
east side of the river. Hydraulic methods were used quite ·extensively
on this deposit in the early days. Water was taken from 91ate Creek
through a long flume (parts of which still remain) extending from
Freedom to the hydraulic pits at the north end of the bar. More recently,
mechanical methods were tried, but with little success.
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The bedrock consists of basalt. On the west side of the road, it
is about 25 feet above the river. The gravel at the hydraulic pits
is from 20 to 30 feet thick and has very little overburden. On the
east side of the road it is thicker, but the overburden is also
heavier. Very little information :l.s ava.ilable concerning gold values.
The property belongs to the Large family of Freedom.
Horse Shoe Bar. - The Horse Shoe bar is just north of the Large
bar on the west side of the river. It occupies the inside of a large
horseshoe bend of the river. Most of it belongs to Frank Bedford of
White Bird.
Basalt terraces indicate the vertical position of a number of
ancient channels that the river occupied through the ages. At least
three of these terraces can be recognized from the road on the opposite
side of the river. The thickness of the gravel ranges from a minimum
of 15 or 20 feet at the outside near the.river to perhaps more than a
hundred feet near the center. Nearly all of the deposit is covered
by overburden of sand and silt ranging in thickness·from 10 to 50 feet.
In 1935, 1936, and part of 1937 a washing plant was operated on
the northwest part of the bar. ~he plant was stationary and consisted
of a grizzly and sluice boxes. The gravel was loaded into trucks by
a 3/4-yard steam shovel and hauled to the plant. Te.ilings were hauled
from the plant by t~ucks and dumped into the Salmon River. Four trucks
were required, two for hauling untreated material to the plant and two
for hauling tailings from the plant. Overburden consisting of fine
sand and silt was removed by hydraulicking. A l-inch nozzle was used
for undercutting, and a stream of water from a small wooden launder
was used for carrying the material awey. Water for hyd.raulicking and
washing was· supplied by a Diesel-powered centrifugal pump that delivered
900 gallons of water per minute.
A ere~ of 12 men, consisting of 4 truck drivers, a firemp~ and a
shovel operator, a grizzly man, 2 pipers for removing overburden, a
carpenter, a foreman, and a roustabout, were required to operate the
plant. About 60 percent of the total yardage handled was overburden
and 40 percent was gravel that was run through the washing plant.
According to L. J. Thomson, of White Bird, who acted as foreman,
the material that w·as washed netted arou..."'l.d 45 cents a yard, or an
equivalent of 18 cents a yard for all material including overburden.
Mr. Thomson states that one of the reasons for the failure of the
venture was the many shut-c.owns caused by the failure of old, partly
worn out, second-hand machinery.
Ropy Bar. - Roby bar is just north of Horse Shoe bar. It is camposed mostly of an immense b enci.1 deposit , the extent of w·hi ch is not
known very accurately. Most of the eastern part of it is covered
with a heavy overburden of topsoil and is being used for agricultural
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purposes. Some hydraulicking was done along the ec4ge near the riv:-er
where the overburden is comparatively thin. Part of this bar consists of a stream deposit extending along the river from the Frank
Tqylor farm house to the Ralph Russel farm house (fig. 15), nearly
2 miles. The width during low ;vater ranges from 250 to 600 feet.
During flood periods it is probably half submerged. It is one of the
largest stream deposits on the lower Salmon River. It is stated that
it was tested twice for dredging ground, but no further attempts were
made to utilize it for placer mining purposes. The depthm bedrock
is said to range from 15 to 4o feet ~~d average around 30 feet. The
bedrock is very uneven, which accounts for the great range in the
depth of the gr.avel in comparatively short dj.stances. The whole
deposit, including bench and stream placers, is on agricultural
claims belonging to Ralph Russel and Frank Tqylor of White :Bird.
Ta.ylor :Bar. - The Taylor bar, formerly kno-.m as the Gold bar, is
just north of the Roby bar. It was homesteaded recently by John Taylor
of White :Bird but later came to be owned by the Holland Land Bank of
Spokane. Very 1i ttle information is available concerning past mining
operations on the propert;y.
The Cooper bar is on the west side of the river about haJ.f ·a mile
south.of the White Bird brid.1-;e. It consists mostly of a modera.tely
large bench deposit. Some ground sluicing and hyriraulicking- was done
near the river edge by the Chinese a great many years ago. At the
north end is a small stream deposit about 1,500 feet long by about
350 feet wide.
In October 1937 John Doland of :Boise operated a small washing
plant on the stream depoGit. Gravel was loaded into the hopper of
the washer by a 3/S-yard steam shovel. The tailings from the sluic~
box and the reject from the grizzly were moved 0y a 30-caterpillar
tractor. Water was p1..Unped from the river by t\70 3-inch centrifugal
pumps, one powered by a truck mot0r that burned distillate and the
other by a gasoline engine.
The wash~ng plant consisted of a hopper of about 1-yard capacity,
a grizzly for rejecting coarse material, and a sluice box. The
grizzly was 4 feet wide by about 6 feet long ~d was set at an angle
of about 45°. It consisted of l-inch horizontal bars spaced to proYide
1/2- to 3/4-inch openings. The sluice box was 4 feet wide by -25
feet long and sat at a slope of about go. Riffles consisted of 3/8inch metaJ. lath on heavy bUl'lap.
Three men - a shovel operator, a tractor operator, and a foreman ...
were required to operate the plants and make moves. From two to
three moves were made each shift, each requiring about 1 hour.
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At the time of the visit the plant had been operati~ for only
a few days and very little pertinent data concerning recoveries were
available. L. J. Thomson, the foreman, thought that recoveries might
run as hiE;h as 30 cents per yard. Fraim 150 to 200 yards a shift was
run thro~sh the washer, but Mr. Thomson thought that this could be
increased to 300 or 350 yards a shift after the operation got under wqy.
Local operating expenses consisted of about $15 a d~r for labor
and $10 a day for gasoline, fuel oil, hauling, and other incidentals.
Ramey Ridge District
Geographically and geologically, the F.amey Ridge district is more
closely related to the Edwardsburg district and other mining districts
of Valley County than to the gold belt of Idaho County. However, as
the mineral deposits are in Idaho County, they will be mentioned in
this paper.
The Ramey Ridge m1n1~g district lies in the drainage basin of Big
Creek, a tributary of the Middle Fork of the Salmon River, just north
of the southern boundary of Idaho County. At present the district
can be reached most conveniently from the railhead at Cascade, Idaho,
by way of Yellow Pine ~~d Big Creek post afice. Big Creek PostOffice,
which is the supply point for the Ramey Ridge district, is in Valley
Co~~ty, 88 miles by road from Cascade; this road crosses several high
ridges and is impassable from December to May, inclusive. Big Creek
may also be reached by road from Warren, Idaho, a distance of 43 miles;
however, there are many long, steep grades on this road and it is
closed by snow from November to June, inclusive.· Ultimately, the
Ramey Ridge district probably will be connected with the new road now
under construction up the S~mon River.
Although there is some placer mining along Bit; Creek in Valley
County, the placer gold production of the Ramey Ridge district has been
negligible; that part of the district that lies in Idaho County is
extremely rUf~ged and generally unsuitod to the accumulation of workable
placer deposits. Furthermore, the lode mineralization is generally
more 11 base" th~~ in other :parts of' Ide.h.o County; the oxidized zones
are generally shallower, and post mineral erosion has been less than
in the more highly productive placer districts of Idaho County. However,
there are many rich gold veins in this district and it is probable
that small commercial concentrations of placer gold ma,y be found.
When visited in the Fall of 1937, there was no placer mining
activity in the district, but some prospecting had been done on a goldbearing gravel deposit on 3eaver Creek near the Golden Hand lode mine.
:Beaver Creek. - The country in the vicinity of the Golden Hand
mine is traversed by a number of high-grade gold vdns, many of which
are cut by one or r11ore of the numerous small stre:::uns thn.t plunge steeply
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into Beaver Creek valley. For about a mile above the confluence of
Beaver Creek, Hand Creek, and Cash Creek, the vall~J of·Beaver Creek
contains gravel deposits 100 to 300 fee.t ·wide; these deposits appear
to be suitable for small dredge or dragline ·operation if proved to
contain commercial~y valuable gold. It is claimed that several holes
30 to 40 feet d·eep wae su..l'lk in this deposit and that gold was found
from top to bottom; the actual value per yard was not stated. The
ground appeared to bo generally free from large boulders. The stream
gradient is about 100 feet to the mile; the water flow was at least
l+ second-feet.
Alongside the stream gravels is a large deposit of low bench
gravel containing many large boulder~, apparently wash from the steep
mountain sides; nothing is known regarding the gold content of this
deposit.
The deposit is reached by road from Big Creek PostOffice, 14 miles
to the Golden Hand mine, thence about 2 miles by trail down Cash
Creek. The elevation at Beaver Creek is approximately 6,000 feet
above sea level; the road from Big Creek crosses an 8,000-foot r,ummit.
The Golden Hru1d, Inc., o•ms four placer claims along this part of
Beaver Creek.
Other Districts
Although the preceding descriptions include virtually all of the
important placer deposits of Idaho County, there are a number of small
deposits in other parts of the county,· whtch ma._y have some preaent
or potential value. For instance, placer gold is lmown to occur along
the Selwqy River ~d many of its tributaries. Although the combined
production from all these scattered deposits has been negligible, it
is probable that some of them are suitable for small-ccnle operations.
The entire county, however, has been thoroughly prospected for placer
gold, and it is doubtful if any large or rich deposits have been
overlooked, unless they were buried by later accumulations, as were
some of the ancient high channels near Warren.
SUMMARY

In reviewing the results of this reconnaissance, several outstan&ing facts become apparent.
1. Nearly all deposits of proved value, suitable for large-scale
dredging operations, are worked out or in the hands of strong operating
companies. However, there are a number of large gravel deposits known
to contain gold but that have, so far, been considered·to be too low
grade to be workable under present economic conditions~ further testing
may reveal commercial concentrations in some of these deposits, or an
increase in the purchasing power of gold may render them workable.
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2. High-grade deposits suitable for small-scale operation b,1
hand methods are practically exhausted. There are a number of
deposits that will yield some gold by hand-mining methvds, but the
returns usually are so low that they will be worked only for prospectors grub stakes or for subsistence purposes in time of temporary
unemployment.

3• The largest volume of unworked stream gravels containing
good values in gold consists of deposits that are individually too
small or that are otherwise unsuited for large-scale mining by
standard bucket dredges, and that are also too low grade or too flat
lying to permit mining by hand or hydraulicking. The recent development of small bucket dredges and of c1ragline pla'l'l.ts has brought
several of these deposits into production; however, the equipment is
still too cumbersome and too e.xpens:i.ve to be used on any but the
largest deposits of this t~~e, that is, those that are just under
the lower limit for the old-style dredge. There are many other small,
flat lying deposits that can be worked successfully only with eq~ip
ment that is cheaper, more compact, and more portable than any yet
developed.
4. The largest reserves of J)lacer gold in Idaho Cou..'l'l.ty are
probably contained in the ancient high gravels that cover large areas
in several of the mining districts. Small parts of tnese deposits
have been hydraulicked with good results; further successful exploit~
tion, however, will depend upon more scientific and systematic
prospecting and probably upon the introduction of new mining methods.
5• Mining operations in the past have been handicapT-1ed severely
by poor transportation facilities; in recent years, however, roads
have been built and improved to such an extent that transportation
no longer is an insurmountable handicap in the principal minine
districts.

6. Placer-mining operations are handicapped by the severe winter
climate, but from Mey to november operations may be conducted at costs
that compare favorably with those obtained by operators in other
parts of the United States.
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